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_DAILY
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MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
at $2.00 a year,

THE

place every Thursday morning
invariably in advance.

Rates of Advertising.—One inch ol space, tn
length ol column, constitute a “square.”
$1.50 jx'r square daily first week: 75 cents pel
Week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, throe insertions or less, 75 cento; one
Week. $l.oo; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements/’. $2.00 ner square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices/* $1.25 jKsr square first, insertion, ami 26 cts. per square for each subsequent insertion; hall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the ‘‘Maine State
Press” (whieli has a largo circulation in every parof the State)for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
ami 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

_____

_PORTLAND, MONDAY
XXXIX CONGRESS—First
New Advertisements.
BY TELEGRAPH,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street.
every day,N.
(Sunday
A. FOSTER, Proprietor.
Portland,
Terms :—Eight Dollar? a year in advance.
same

__

Session.

Monday Morning, April 23,

SENATE.

1866.

1 rot.

1704.

INCORPORATED.

FROM WASHINGTON.
Insurance Company

Colored

Prisoners Sent South.

-OF-

NORTH

AMERICA,

Fair in Aid of tie Soldiers' and Sailors'
National Home.

—OF THE—

Interview between the French Miniater
and Secretary of State*

CITY OP PHILADELPHIA.

fcir* JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business iH.rtaining to
the OlHce or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

144th SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT.

Entertainments.

Market value.
First Mortgage on City Property.$444,300 00
United States Government Bonds. 334,500 00

GRAND

FAIR !

AID OF

IN

THE

W idows anil

Orphans

OF TBF.

DECEASED

Music

by

Chamberlain.

Novel Skating: Itink,
wonderful, nowly invented KALE1DE-

the

SCOPE, and oth.. r attractions.
Refreshments, Fruits, Ice Creams, Coffee, Charlotte Russes, &c., will be supplied in abuudance by
tbe Ladi ?.

REDUCED FARES.
Arrangements have been effected to transport purchasers ol Fair Tickets to and from Portland daring
the week lor one fare (or half rates) as follows:—
On he Gra'd Trunk Railway from West Paris and
all intermediate stations.
On the Portland & Kennebec Railroad from Skowhegun and all intermediate stations.
On the Portland «& Rochester Railroad from Saco
River and all intermediate stations.
On the P. S. & P. Railroad, fr om Biddeford and
Sru'oandall intermediate stations, on Wednesday.

25th, fday

of Regatta,)and Friday, 27th.
'file steamer Regulator during the week will make
one trip from Bangor and all intermediate
landings,
at same rates.

Grand Fair Regatta.
In Portland Harbor, Wednesday, April 25tb,

To Commence at lO 1-2 o’clock A. M.
Firet Uacc—Opon to all boats pulled by one man,
one pair aculla.
Frizes—Silver Cup., let and 2d.
Second Race—Open to all working boats without
outriggers. Prizes—Silver Cups, lift and 2d.
Third Race—Open to all six oared boats. Prize—

with

She Fair

Champion Cup.

All boats will enter at O. M. Marrctt’s, 129 Commercial street, on or before Tuesday, April 24th.
Capt. John A. Weubteb,U. S.R.S. |
Capt. Benj. J. Willard.
Capt. F. W. Talbot,
Capt. B. W. Jones,
v Com’tee
V’illiam Senter, Esq
(
Georoe H. Thompson, Esq.,
B. W. Gage. Esq.,

ap!9

dti

FAIR

ENTERTAINMENTS,
rTUIE Committee of Entertainments are happy to
I. present the following programme for the week of

the Fair:—
MONDAY EVENING, April 23J-An opening address by Gen. J.S. Chamberlain.
TU SDAY EVENING—“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” by
the “Abyssinian Club.”
WEDNESDAY- EVENING—The famous “Bardell
Trial”—in the Court Room.
TB U ttSDA Y and FRIDAY EVENINGS—Two dramatic entertainments by the B. F. O. Dramatic

Club,

who have been

successful in their repre-

so

sentations during the winter.
up20

Per Order.

New Advertisements.

BASE BALL CLUBS!
.ATTENTION!

(4FYER & CALEF,
Are

Free

BALLS
used by tbe

Atlantic’s,
Lowell’s,
Mutual's,
Harvard’s,
Rous!
Athletic’s,

Best Yew York Bats!
supplied at short notice at wholesale prices.

Clubs

BRETT, of Boston,
WHO

ABE

I.FAUF.lt8 OF FA8III01V
—rJT—

Wedding and Visiting Cards.
Artistic Monograms,
ltustic Monograms,

May 1st, at 10 A. M., on the premises
rpUESDAY,
A in West Gorham, the well known Hotel and

stand owned and occupied by Reuben Lowell. The
Hotel is a largo two-story building, with a
two-story
ell, conveniently arranged for a public house. A
large Stable witn stalls for 44 horses, with Carriage
house suid ether out buildings.
Store and Hay
Scales on the premises. Also, Beds, Bedsteads, Bedding, Furniture, Stoves, Lamps, Scc.
Terms at sale, which will be positive, without regard to weather.
ap23

Stockholders of this Company
hereby
that their annual meeting will be held at
THEtified
No. 10
are

Exchange

Street, on
to act on

new

PLATES CUT TO ORDER.

Books

can

found at

be

our

Library.
GEYEtt
ap23

13

& CALEF,
FREE STREET.

a

comer

The house is thoroughly aucl lailhiully budi, aud
link-hud throughout. It has a good cellar, good cistern aud good water.
The lot is about !>8 feet on Adams street and about
68 leet on Mountlort. It is a very desirable properly.
Can be examined at any time. Terms at sale. Tiue
clear.

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

aj.23—dtd
Farm at Auction.
TUESDAY, May 1st, at 3 o’clock

P. M. We
nice little Farm ol about 25 acred,
one
half miles from Morrill's Corner In
"Westbrook and about three and a half miles from
this city. On it is a good two story house with an ex
cellent cellar, a barn 40 feet square in good Older,
with a good cellar under that, and a well ol never
failing water. The land is good, very early, and well
adapui 1 for a vegetable farm. It is a choice form.
HENKY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
a
a

ap23—dtd

ap23—d2t

Secretary.

RC'hoice Fruit Trees at Auction.
sell in

time
large invoice of
WE very choice Fruitshort
Trees. Apples, Pears &c.,
from the
shall

same

a

retail

similar employment, by
A returned
from the

grocery store

or some

a

young iuau who lias
army. Has worked two years
aud is a tail* penman. Best of ref-

just
in a

a

Nursery

of

those splendid trees

country store,

given as regards character. Address

H. H, C.,
Box 1525 Portland P. O.

ap23—dlw *

April

23.

WATCII

the street. The owner can have It
by calling at 26 York street, proving property
and paying for this advertisement.
Portland. April 23.—3t*
NATHL. PIERCE.
on

Stock,
THE
Produce business.

Stand and Fixtures of a Grocery and
One of the best stands in the
city lor the produce business. For particulars inC. W. SMITH,
quire of
Nos. 6 & 8 Silver Street.
ap23—dtf

APPLES JUST

RECEIVED?

frf\ BBLS.No. 1 BALDWINS.
t)U 25BBLS.No. 2.

BBLS. No. 1RUSSETTS. All in prime order.
S. P. BARBOUR,
No. 28 Limo Street.
April 23—dlw*

25

Hoard Wanted.
couple in a genteel private family or
hoarding house, pleasantly located, with a suit of
a

BV

married

ro »n»s, tarnished or untarnished.
on or before June 15th.

Address

ap21dtf

Lost!
19th,

a

Bracelet of African Gold.

tinder will be suitably rewarded
APRIL
this office.

eligible lot

on

Street.

Emery

the

head ot State street;

Lewis Streets, near I’ine
W. H. STEPHENSON,
2d National Bank.

For Sale.
Stock,
good
light
TiHE
facturing establishment, situatcu in the central
of the
$400
»3U0
Tools aud

city.
part
Address
»p23—U3t*

Only

will of

or

a

clerks.

About 125 other

colored

persons,

nearly all freedmen, lelt at the saute time for
the South, where they are all
promised good

manu-

capital required.

CASH,

Portland, P.

0,

a

Virgiuia.
The steamship England arrived to-day.—
Passengers and crew all well. One hundred
and fifty deaths occurred at Halifax.
She
will be rigidly quarantined.
New York, April 22.
It is stated that the cholera is increasing on
the steamship Virginia at a fearfiil rate.—
Thirty-tlrree new'cases have occurred. The
hospital ship at quarantine is capable of holding only seventy-five persons and there arte
sixty-seven now on board. Nb other accommodations have as ytft been made.

Wanted.
YOUNG inan recently from tlie Venango Oil
regions of Pennsylvania where he has had two
years experience, would like a situation as agent tor
parties operating In < ‘anada.
Address,
PKTEOLJA.
Apr 19—dlw*
Press Office.

A

Wanted.
two
young men a good slued
nish d or unfurnished, in a

BY
some

pleasant loeatiun.

apl‘J-dlw*

room, either ftirprivate dwelling in
Address A. B. C.. Portland.

W anted.
leman. to purchase the

gent
whole
business iu Portland, which
BYlucrative
of from $lu00 to $3000.
a

office

or part ot a
would reFor lurther

ot

PATTERSON Ot UHADBOURNE,
824 Exchange Street, over Eastern Express office.

Portland, April

17.—dlw

Wanted.

SITUATION in some establishment, by a young
inan having a thorough business education, and
is well posted in Book-keeping in all fonns.

A

SIMON .TON & KNIGHT.
4S Commercial St.

Agent in every town in the Slate of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useibl patented article. Ladies or Gentlcmeu wishing lor a rare chance
to make money should call on, or address#,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

Stone-Cutter h

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment, and pier stone.
JAMES ANDREWS,
Apply to

WANTED
Doc 27—dtf

The French Minister had an interview
with the Secretary of State, yesterday. It is
said he presented a formal adhesion of the
French Government to the American principle of non-intervention as explained by tbe

Secretary of State. The Emperor kindly and
cordially replies to tin United States and engages to withdraw his troops from Mexico in
three detachments, one next November and
the others in May and November following.
The full and final correspondence between
the Governments which fed to this important
result, will, It is expected, be sent to the House

this week.
The Senate Committee on Commerce to
which the nomination of Smythe, as Collector
of New York was referred, lias not yet come
to a definite conclusion on the subject.
It is expected the Committee on Ways and
Means will early this week report some of
their proposed amendments to the Internal
Revenue bill, and especially those relative to
incomes and exceptions. They have not yet
considered the branches with regard to tobacco, distilled spirits and the administration
of the law.
It is the opinion of prominent Congressmen that the present session of Congress will
be closed early in July. Apart from the subject of reconstruction all other business can
be closed in several weeks.
The Secretary of State in February last,
writing to the late Daniel S Dickinson in relation to the case of tbe steamer Meteor
which was seized and prevented from being
used as a Chilian privateer against Spain said,
“the President is determined that the neutrality laws of the United States shall be administered in good fkitli and with entire fairness.”
The principle thus announced will, there is
no doubt, be as strictly applied in preservation of peace between Great Britain and the
United States, should the Fenians seriously

endanger it.

The Fenian

Biddeford

Trials.

New Yobk, April 21.
A Cornwall dispatch says Col. Wheeler was
brought up lor examination this morning.—

He acted in the most defiant manner, danng
the magistrates to detain him longer.
He
stated that as an American citizen he would
claim protection from Andy Johnson if they
continued to keep him under arrest without
producing the evidence they possessed against
him. The magistrates were seriously frightened at his threats and almost unanimously
decided to let him go. Col. Wheeler left lor
New York by this morning’s train.
A Cornwall dispatch states that the Mayor,
who is an Orangeman, has formed his Court
to the exclusion of the Catholic magistrates,
and it is thought that the prisoners will be severely punished whether found guilty or not.

The

fTlO
.1. a retail grocery. Would have no objections to
buy out an old stain1, if (me could be had reasonable.
Address L. K. H., 7ti^ Sumner St.
ap20d3t*

Robbery.

WisHJNGTON, April 22.

Washington Correspondence.
New Yoke, April 21.

it at

Wanted.

aud

ap23—dtl

leaving
ap21d3t*

on

Wanted Immediately.
rent a store situaied in a good neighborhood for

aplOdti

HOUSE LOTS.
VERY

Possession taken

W, Press Office.

Apply to

AAinusize,lots58 by 92,

we

lost year.
Notice will be given of tbe day.
HENRY BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

sold

quire capital
oarticulars inquire at the

Wanted.

erence

a

a

SITUATION in

jk..

Circulating

half stori brick house
shall sell the two and
ON
of Mountfort and Adams street*.
the

«ell
ONKhali and
about

m!

a

The members ot the Maine Charitable Mechania Association are hereby notified to meet
in the Library Room on TUESDAY, 24th iust.,
^
at 2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose ot attending the funeral of our late Brother Jonathan Tukesbury.
STEPHEN MARSH,

Valuablo liriek House at Auctiou.
MONDAY, April30th, at 3 o’clock P. M., we

vn

Tuesday, May 8th, next,

at 3* o’clock P. M.,
the lollowing:
1st—To choose Directors lor the ensuing year.
2d—To acl on any other business that ntnv legally
come beiore them.
J. L. FARMER,
Clerk of the Corporation.
eodtd
Portland, April 23,1866.

111 mu in a tod Monograms,

All

no-

Wants, Lost and Found.

New and original from their unique and beautiful appearance, being artistic in design and quite popular.
STENCIL

nolle

prosequi in each case on condition that the
prisoners would go South, and the Court will
issue an order for the recovered stolen goods
to be returned to the owners
by the property

<i

For Sale.

AGENTS FOB

&

larce-

a

ON

lot ol'

OLD BROWN WINDSOR, ENGLISH,
HONEY AND LAVENDER SOAPS!
LOWELL

charged with petty

Liverpool,

A
A line

all

A dispatch from Washington to the Express,
says the Reconstruction Committee agreed today that the Constitution must he so amended that hereafter no State shall make
any demonstration on account of color.
After July
4th, 1870, the negroes must have the right to
vote. There shall be representation between
1866 and 1876 for colored persons not allowed
to vote, and that the Southern States may be
represented on these terms by taking the test

oath prescribed by Congress.
New Yobh, April 22.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch

states that the Committee on Ways and
Means held a long session over flic Itevenue
hill on Saturday, and it is expected that they
will report early in the present week.
Mayor Lincoln and the Boston school committee delegation are in Washington.

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago. April 21.
The Board of Trade have unanimously
adopted resolutions heartily recommending
the immediate construction of the Northern
Pacific Railroad, and endorsing the bill now

Albany, N. Y., April 22.
The house of David Pellet, a farmer, residing about four miles from Norwich, Chenango
County, was robbed of Si 7,001) in money and
Government bonds last Thursday, during the

absence of Mr. Pellet and bis wife. Two men
assaulted liis son, and compelled him to disclose where the money was kept. He was
beaten uutil be became insensible.

Fltro-Glycerine.
New York, April 21.
Hoffman
Mayor
yesterday sent Fire Marshal Baker to find out where nitro-glyrerine
was stored in this city.
He found 12 cases in
Greenwich Street and two at the Custom
House office on Broadway, exposed in the

most careless manner.

moved

beyond

the

city

They

limits.

were

quickly

re-

exhibiting

a

continued game of “Puss in the

Corner.”
Ekp“ A man by the name of George Jackson
was badly hurt while iu
Berry’s saw-mill, 'in
on Tuesday last. Ho was standing
the circular saw, which was in motion,
when his foot got caught in such a manner as
to throw him upon the
saw, cutting his leg badly. He then fell to the floor, breaking the innear

More

Troops for Eastport.
New York, April 21.
The present garrison at Fort Hamilton,
consisting of the 12tb Infantry and a portion
of the 1st Artillery Regulars are under orders
to proceed to Eastport, Me. They will be conveyed in a steam transport.
from New Orleans.

New Orleans, April 20.
The Methodist Conference has set apart the
Africans in separate dioceses, to be accountable to the mother chinch until they have
Bishops of their own.
Railroad Accident.

Nashville. April 21.

A train run off the track on the Chattauoogo railroad to-day, badly damaging the ears
and the locomotive. No one was injured.
4

Assassination Conspiracy.—A
Witness against Jeff. Davis.— The
Washington correspondent of the Boston Post
TnE

says that on Friday the Judiciary Committee
of the National House, who are engaged in an
of the allegation of complicity
of Jefferson Davi3 in the assassination of
President Lincoln, examined Dr. James L.
Merritt, who calls himself a Canadian physician. He testified—
That he was present at a meeting in St.
Lawrence Hotel, Toronto, Canada, sometime

investigation

in February, 1865, at which there were ten or
fifteen persons in attendance; among them
was Sanders, who, during the meeting referred to is alleged by Merritt to have announced
to the company that he had a letter from Jeff.
Davis stating that if Lincoln and Stanton
could be got out of the way, the Confederate
government would have little trouble in forcing a settlement with th i Federal authorities.
Throughout the evening spoken of the conversation upon the conspiracy plot is reported
to have been general, but so far as Merritt
was concerned very vague.
Booth’s name
was mentioned very frequently, and Sanders
is reported to have said confidentially to the
witness that the former was deep in the intrigues ot the scheme. It was also suggested
that Mr. Johnson could be drugged info intoxcation and then disjiosed of by assassination
or

abduction.

xiiis conversation is ail

anegea to nave oc-

Sander’s private room at the St.
Lawrence Hotel, and Merritt asserts that he
was approached by a Colonel Harper, one of
the party previously mentioned, who remarked to hun, If you don’t hear of the death of
Lincoln, Stanton, Johnson and Grant in less
than ten days, put me down for a fool.” The
same witness closes his
testimony by stating
that he afterwards met Booth personally in
curred in

Canada, and saw him often in earnest confab
with Sanders, and occasionally in the general
meeting room designated in St Lawrence Hotel. Though protesting that he was not at all
versed in the plans of the conspiracy himself,
Merritt testifies positively that Jeff. Davis was
in constant communication with the others
while the affair was browing, and that no new
step was agitated without due consultation
with the Richmond authorities.

Mr. Merritt’s statement is considered too
vague and indefinite to be
credited with-

fully

out corroboration.

Movements

ok

age passengers, aud a full cargo.
The steamship St. David,

sail from this port for

Capt. Aird, will
Liverpool sometime this

she can lie loaded.
The steamship North
American, Capt. Kerr,
will sail from this port for
Liverpool next Sat-

week,

years of ago.
We are pained to learn from the Lewiston Journal that Gen. Seklen Connor, of Kendall’s Mills, whom we reported last week as

|

having met with a serious accident at Danville
Junction, still remains at tho Junction in a condition that forbids his removal. In fact, on account of a rupture of blood vessels, he is reported in a very critical condition. This accident is all the more painfnl from the fact that
Gen. C. was but just recovering from the
wound he received two years ago in battle.

*

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
A great many persons are at a loss to
know how to dispose of ragged and mutilated
currency that accumulates on their hands. It
is the easiest thing iu the world and without
When you get three dollars’
any expense.
wortli on hand, put it in a small package,
pin a
paper band around it witii your name, postoffice address, and amouut; then put it iu an
envelope and address it to the “Treasury of
the United States, Washington, D. ,C.’’ ,In a

few days you will receive new currency iu return. It goes aud returns free of postage.
Bif'A man iu a mask recently left a vaudeville at the door of a Paris
theatre, with the
followiug energetic epistle to the manager ;
“Sir, if you open my piece you will read it; if
you read it you Will put it in rehearsal; if you
put it ip rehearsal you will play it; if you play
it you will have a great success; if you don’t
play it I will murder you. Aliquis."
BSP—The Detroit Tribune learns that the ice
at Mackinac on the 4th inst., was two-and-ahalf feet thick, solid and blue, and at least oneaud -a-ltalf feet of snow on it. Far out in Lake

Huron, beyond Bois Blanc
solid sheet of ice.

as soon as

urday.

The steamship Nova Scotian, Capt. Wylie,
is the one due from Liverpool this week, and
is the last one of this line for the season.

Island,

there is a

Kir-Mr. Seward’s diplomatic policy iu regard to Mexico has to many been an enigma.
Thus far he has treated French interference in
the affairs of Mexico with kid gloves. He
has,
wisely perhaps, avoided any very irritating expressions, and as Louis Napoleon Intimated
that all he desired was time to extricate himself from the position which ho
unfortunately

'oei

u

i.n.-k,

i—..

,.-«cued

inactivity,

aud his advice has been followed. The New
York Times, which has supported this
policy,
lias recently made a change of front. It has
been ascertained that Napoleon will withdraw
his troops, but that Austria, in consideration
of the

relinquishment by

Maximilian of his

rights of succession to the throne, will send
him six thousand troops.
The Times says :
“France had some show of ground for war
with Mexico, and could plead tho
necessity of
redrf ssing wrongs and
claims as an
enforcing

therefor.

But Austria can make no
such pretense.
If she sends troops there at
all, it must he for a purpose which we cannot

excuse

lawful, just or consistent with our
own security; and the
lauding of the very first
regiment should bo disputed by tho men and

recognize

•

Ocean Steamers.—The
pending in Congress in furtherance of the enterprise as financially sound, expedient, and steamship Belgian, Capt. Brown, sailed from
calculated to promote the resources and reve- this port for Liverpool at 5 o’clock
Sunday
nues of the Government, also expressing hope
with 49 cabin and a number of steerthat Representatives from Illinois and adja- morning,
cent Stales will use their influence in support
of the bill.

Saturday ?

EES'” The Kennebec Reporter says that business
changes in Gardiner are so frequent that
it is difficult to
keep the run of them, Water St,

New York. April 21.
There have been thus tar 47 deaths on the
of
undoubted
cholera. There are
Virginia,
not many new cases, but 134 arc yet sick.— jured leg.
wr~ The Awgusta (Ga.) Press announces the
The steamer Illinois will receive the well
She went below yester- death in that city, on Wednesday, the 11th
steerage passengers.
day afternoon. The sick have been transfer- ius£, ol Capt. James L. Davenport, of Bath.—
red to hospital ship Falcon.
The cabin pasCapt. Davenport had just arrived in Augusta,
sengers are allowed to remain in the Virginia. was taken sick on
Monday, and died two days
The work of fumigating the latter has comafter. Though a stranger in the place he was
menced.
The Battery barracks have been
transferred by the War Department to the
properly cared for by the members of the MaBoard of Health for a hospital.
souic Fraternity, of which Order he was a
Later—Reports from quarantine state that member. His funeral was attended by the
five new cases of cholera occurred yesterday. Masonic
fraternity in a body and by many citiTen were buried yesterday. Five more died
zens. Capt. Davenport leaves a wife and three
last night, and sixty-seven are now in hospital ships. The above are all passengers per children to mourn bis death. He was about 31

Itausa,

Found

C ALFF’ S l

&

were

does not arrive here until

Gardiner,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

.JUST OPENED !
GFYFK

They

Portland. If this is the case how is it that the
Sentinel, which is published Wednesdays, and
which should reach here
Thursday afternoon,

Turk—Thirtyminer Virginia.

NTS,

m!

Street,

Agents for tho Celebrated

ROSS

reau.

nies.
The District Attorney has entered

The Cholera Steamer at New
three New Cases on board St<

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

CASCO IRON COMPANY.

13

the jail—men, women, boys ami girls, contrabands and natives—were, with their own consent, placed en route for Louisiana, under the
charge of an officer of the Freedmen’s Bu-

$18,000,000.00,

tion*

in season to conueet with the train
which leaves that city the next morning for

The House proceedings are confined to general debate ou the President’s annual message
Mr. Nicholson of
Delaware, took strong
ground against the Constitutional amendment
in regard to representatives.
Mr. John L. Thomas, Jr.
spoke on the
question ot reconstruction, holding that Congress had full power over the whole subject.
Mr. Smith discussed the present condition
of the country.
Other speakers followed, and the House adjourned.

wages.
Fx tensive preparations are being made for
Fair in this city in aid of the National Soldiers’ and Sailor’s Orphan Home lor friendless
orphans ot soldiers and sailors in every State
and territory. Mrs. Lieut. General Grant is
President, and Mrs. Major Gen. W. T. SherMark the history of thi* Venerable And
Sterling Old man Vice President.
All contributions to
Company.
this benevolent object should be addressed to
“
the National Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Orphans
*
{PIT’No similar Institution in America can hbast SO Home, Washington, D. C.”
LONG AND SUBSTANTIAL A SERVICE!
The receipts from Internal Revenue for the
CHARLES PLATT, Secietary.
week ending to-day were $3^590,050.
Not
A RTHUR G. COFFIN, President.
withstandirtg the large number of speechVarious Items.
es heretofore read from manuscript or
printed
New York. April 21.
in
tlie
House
of
slips
Representatives, as peMayor Hoffman has ordered all nitro-glycculiar to Saturdays, there are still quite a numerine
be
stored
to
in
vessels filled with water.
ber ot members, who have liad their
A OF,
speeches
The steamers City of New York,
prepared lor months, who are anxiously and
PeiTie
and City of Cork saileil for
23 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Saxouia,
patiently waiting for an opportunity to speak
Europe to-day, taking 47,(XX) in specie.
to the country, and
£& 'Perpetual Policies Written on first-class
especially to their coustitExports tor the week, $118,(XX).
ents.
Dwellings.
The Board of Health have determined to
api-23—cod2w
ihe Assistant Commissioner of the Freedremove the cellar population ol New York
men’s Bureau in Florida has transmitted & reand Brooklyn to more healthy localities and
port to the Bureau. He states that he has laestablish temporary cholera hospitals in varibored to prevent any collision, as far as
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.
possi- ous parts of the two cities for
use in case of
ble, between the military and civil authorities
Passengers Booked to
necessity.
of the State. He chlled the attention of Gov.
.Steamship Teutonia has arrived. News anWalker to the provisions of section 12, of an
.Londonderry and
ticipated.
act entitled “An act prescribing additional
punNew York, April 22.
ishments for commission of offences against
The steamer City of Manchester from LivReturn Tickets Granted at Reduced Bates
the State, and for other
which
purposes,”
proThe Steamship NORTH AMERICAN. Oapt. Kerr,
erpool 6th inst., the Ella from Savannah and
vides for disarming freedmen of their
private; the George Croinweil irorn New
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
arms. He urged upon the Governor that it
Orleans, arApril 28i h, 1866, immediately alter the arrival of the
rived to-day.
was unconstitutional, both as
train of the previous day from Montreal.
the Unitregards
Arrived steamers Norwich and Geo. CromTo bo followed by the Nova Scotian, on the 5th of ed States and the State
Constitution, and de- well from New Qrleans, Virago irorn SavanMay, which will be the last steamer for this season.
sired to have the decision of competent authorPassage to Londondery and Liverpool:
nah, and Cumberland, from Wilmington.
ity in the case.
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
The Governor hesitated until Gen. Foster
Steerage,
$25
informed him that the disarming of the nePayable in Gold or its equivalent.
jFatal Accident.
For freight or passage applv to
groes must cease, either through civil or milill. .V A. ALLAN,
Boston, April 22.
action.
tary
5 G. T. It. Passenger Depot.
The wall of g building in process of demoThe opinion of the
General
has
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.
Attorney
ap23dtd
lition on Orange Lane fell down last
been called, who decided that the
provisions burying in rubbish and killing three nightlittle
E. M. PATTEN & CO.,Auctioneers, 18
Exchange St. of the section were unconstitutional.
Gen. Davis Tilson, Assistant Commissioner boys, named Robert Milkins, Henry Woods
and Robert St. Clair. The boys were from six
of the Freedmen Bureau in Georgia, has sent
Livery Stock at Auction.
to twelve years. Mary Foster, 18
years old,
SATURDAY, April 28, at in A.M. attho to each agents of the bureau a list of ques- had
both legs broken, and received other injuStable now occupied by Samuel Wells, 29 Franktions whieh they are directed to answer, inries.
lin, near Federal street, the entire Livery Stock, conThe parents ot the children are poor
sisting of Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, See., viz: 2 cluding the following: Whether the civil au- people, residing in the vicinity of the disaster.
Carryalls, 2 Top Buggies, 5 Jenny Linds, 1 Side thorities endeavor to arrest and punish those
Spring Wagon, 8 Single and 1 Double Sleigh, 7 Single
who wrong or abuse the
freedmen, and if so
Harnesses, 1 Double Harness, 7 Welt and 6 Buffalo
I'rom California.
whether they generally succeed in
Robes (tip-top articles), 3 Carriage hliawls, Halters,
punishing
the guilty ? Whether the services of an
San Francisco, April 21.
Whips &c.
agent
At 11 o’clock, seven
An inquest is now being held on the boijr
Horses, suitable for livery or of the Freedmen’s Bureau is necessary to seuse.
cure
the
finally
Justice to
freed people, and if the bu- of Samuel Knight, a victim of the late
exjilo-..
Tins stock is well known to the public, and purreau was removed whether u>« civil nuthvi i—
chasers will look out for this sale as every article
ties
would
Six thousand sacks of prime shipping wheat
their
must be sold without the least reserve, the owner
protect
rights ? Also, whether
in their opinion the tone and temper of the
was sold to-day at $1.65
leaving the city.
ap23
per one hundred
whites are improving towards the freed peo- pounds.
E. M. PATTEN, Sc CO., A uctioncers, 18 Exchange St.
The barque Ocean from Hamburg, has arple ? And if they think the time is approaching when the control of the freed people may rived.
Hotel, Land and Furniture at Auc- be safely entrusted to them ?
two years* successful business experience and Losses paid, in Cash, exceeding

Who have kindly volunteered their services for the
evening.
Among the features of the Fair will bo the
and

Assets.$1,731,515 14

..A

the Full Portland Band.

by

good. f... 107,t5Sl 13
Bank and In hands of Agents.168,326 32

Wasiitkgton, April 21.
Yesterday evening 48 colored prisoners at

B3r“Sevenly

And continue afternoons and evenings during the
wook. An opening address will be deliver-

Gen'l

Corporation Stocks. 66,196 63
Notes Receivable (Temporary Loans)...... 150,471 06
Real Estate—Office of the Coinjiany, 232
Walnut Street...
22,000 00
Unpaid Premiums and debts duo in Ac-

AT

Monday Eve’ng, Apr. 23,
Maj.

Corporations. 190,440 00

Bank and other

Total

HALL,

ed

er

00

count —oil

WILL OPEN

CITY

The Probable Adjournment of Conpreos.

Bonds. 109,000
Philadelphia City Bonds. 138,700 00
Bonds of the Peim. K. R. Company and oth-

Cash hi

SOLDIERS,

THE OOLLECTOBSHIP OP NEW YOBK.

ASSETS, JANUAUY 1,1800.

Pennsylvania State

Bangor

HOUSE.

----

PORTLAND

ITEMS OP STATE NEWB.
The Eastport Sentinel says the mails
leave that place at 4 o’clock A. M., arriving in

The Senate is not in session to-day.

INSURANCE.

23,^86^

APRIL

6F-

Washington, April 21,

TO THE DAILY PIIESS.

Fire, Marine and Inland

tion.

THE

MORNING,

as

of the United States.”
Bj?—The celebration of tho anniversary of
emancipation in the District of Columbia was
a great event in
Washington. The procession

arms

over a mile long, contained
upwards of
8000 persons, marched to tho music of eleven
bands and carried more than a hundred ban-

was

After visiting the White House, the
precession moved to the Capitol. Hundreds

ners.

of houses

along

the way were decked with
Hags. In the square, the speakers’ stand was
decorated with flags, and iu front with President Lincoln’s message
announcing the approval of the act of emancipation. A letter
was read from Senator Sunnier.
Speeches
were made by Rev. Dr.
Garnett, of the princicolored
church
in
pal
Washington, Senator
Trumbull, Senator Wilson, Major General
Howard, Mr. William Howard Day, the colored orator of New Y'ork, Hon. Mr. Julian of
Indiana, and others, the meeting lasting until
6 o’clock. The sobriety aud good conduct of
tho people chiefly concerned in the celebration
is especially noteworthy and gratifying.

THE WESTERN MAIL.
GOOD

EFFECT OF THE CIVIL

BIGHTS BILL.

Evening Post's dispatch, Washington,
April 20, says:—“The Reconstruction ComThe

mittee has received advices from two or three
Southern States, to the effect that there is an
improved state of feeling since the passage of
the Civil Rights bill. The people show a disposition to listen to fair demands made by

Congress.”
TIIE

PRESIDENT’S PROCLAMATION.

The

following correspondence has been
made public, and settles another point in tho
interpretation of the President’s late proclamation. General Tillson,by the way, belongs
in Rockland, in this State:
Augusta, Ga., April 1C.
Major-General Howard :
Does the President’s proclamation remove

martial law in this State ? If so, Gen. Brandoes not feel authorized to arrest parties
who have committed outrages on freed people
or Union relugees.
Please answer by teleDavis Tillson,
graph.
Brigadier-General of Volunteers.
nan

To this the following answer
direction of the President:
War

was

sent

Department,

by

I

Washington City, April 17.
)
The President’s proclamation does not remove martial law, or operate in any way upon the Frecdmen’s Bureau in the exercise of
its legitimate jurisdiction. It is not expedient, however, lo resort to military tribunals in
any case where justice can be obtained
through the medium of civil authority
E. D.

Townsend,

Assistant Adjutant-General.
EDUCATION OF FREEDMEN.

The special Washington dispatch of the
Boston Advertiser says it appears from a recent correspondence between the President
and the Governor of Louisiana that the officers of the Freedmen's Bureau in that State
have been ordered to discontinue the collection of taxes for the education of the freed

people.

The tax was levied

~erm, $a
AND

VICINITY

RELIGIOUS NOTICES.
Union Prayer Meeting at the
Vestrv n! Free
Street Church during the week,
at a
bel°re e‘eht 0 clock’ w**1commencing
ne

hour**1

continuing

Portland, April 23d. lt>60—lw

APRIL TERM—DANFORTH, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday —In the ease of Dyer vs. Whitney &
als., Mr. Talbot concluded bis argument for the defendants, and S. C. Strout, Esq., made the argument
for plaintifl. The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $400. Defendants* counsel filed exceptions.

MUNICIPAL COUBT, APBEL 21.
Cunningham, for drunkenness and disturbance, was fined k 3 and costs. Committed.
Timothy O’Brien, who committed the assault and
battery upon the colored man, as mentioned in the
Press ot Saturday, pleaded guilty, and was fined $10
and costs. Committed.
Ellen

U. S. Circuit Court.—The April term of this
Court will open this morning, Judge Clifford presid-

ing.
The Groat Fair.

The Fair for the benefit of the widows and
orphans of deceased soldiers, for which preparations have been making tor six weeks past,
will open this evening at City Hall.
ThC
The Portland Band will be in attendance to
give some of tbcir best music, and Major Gen.
Chamberlain will deliver an introductory address.
So crowded are our columns with advertisements that we have not space to dilate upon
the many rich and useful articles that will be
exhibited. We can only advise every one to
go, and examine for himself or herself, and
then tp purchase. Alter having made your
purchases, follow the matter up and visit the
various shows connected with the Fair, which
numerous and Will be varied every

will be

evening.

Of the success of the Fair there can be no
The ladies have entered into the matter with all their hearts, and whatever they
undertake to do is sure to be accomplished,
and in the best manner. The amount of cash
Contributions to the Fair exceed $2,700, and
generous donations of articles l'or the refreshment rooms and for the tables, have been
made by our merchants and others.
Arrangements will be made to accommodate
those gentlemen and ladies who would like to
dine at the Fair, and soups will be provided
every noon. To many this will be a great
convenience.
The Fair will not be open to the pnblic in
the mornings. That time is necessary in order to clean up and arrange for the daily afternoon and evening exhibitions.
The grand Kegatta will come off Wednesday forenoon, if the weather is pleasant
The following are the contributors in money to the objects of the Fair:
AWE Clapp,
$100 J Howard,
10
SE Spring,
UK) Chas Davis,
10
100 WNowliall,
10
“R”—cash,

doubt.

Mudgo,

E R

100 George K Davis.
Bo Hall L Davis,
F McDonald,
60 A L Hobson,
J M Churchill,
60 G M Chase,
WW Thomas,
60 WW Harris,
J T McCobb,
60 Chadboum A Kendall,
NJ Miller,
69 ft C strout,
Chas Q Clttpp,
60 Chas U Adams,
60 James E. Feruald,
Rui'usEWued,
Geo W Woodman,
60 Francis Chase,
I Washburn, Jr,
60 James O’Donnell
J E Donnell,
BO .1 N Winslow,
60 J S Marrett,
Byron Greenough,
60 GSSwasey,
Sweat,
Decrlng, Milliken A Co, 60 Ross & Koundy,
sWm Deering,
60 Mark PEmery,
W F Chadwick,
60 J Q Twitchcll,
Nathan Cummings,
60 John Dennis A Co,

LI^M

Jonas II Ferley,

Chas Fobes,
R Cram,
Chas P Kimball,
John M Adams,

James McClinchy,

Mary B Boody,
Henry T McAlister,

Wm

Monlion,

Geo F Shepley,

Rumery,
James Bradley,
Samuel

JW

p,er,
David

Keazcr,
Lynch,
Cyrus Sturdivant,

John
J B

Coyle,

Benj Webster,
Geo Burnham, Jr,
S R
JB
AE

Lyman,

CSarroll,
Stevens,

Rogers A Prescott,

Wm H Wood A Son,
John E Dow A Son,

*5 Ross,

D H Ingraham,
Samuel Chadwick,

Bailey,

Geo Walerhouse,
Gardner Jordan,

Isaac Emery,
Chas H Haskell,

Cash,

!“*“

S
S?**
H Fiing,

Chas Richardson,
Chas B MerriU,
F W

Bailey,

Augustus Cummings,
RM Richardson,
O M Marrett,
Wm ( has-',
Chase,
It BBfford,
S
EM Patten,
5 H Tewksbury,
.......

Mitchell,

A it
Allen

Haines,

Honrv G Thomas,
J S

25 Joseph Droun,

25
25
25
26
25
20
26
26

ce

J P Champlin,
ft B Krogman,
F F
Miss Mary Bartol, Bos-

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
Hi
10
10
10
10
10
10
10'
10
10
10
10
10

ton,

10
10
lu
10
JohnTGUman,
10
ilurWIWfei,
OC Rollins,
10
10
Inman,
Luther Frost,
HI
S Rounds A Son,
10
S C Chase,
10
J B Knight,
10
F W Clark,
10
H J Libby,
10
Isaac F Sturdivant,
10
Lewis. Rollins A Bond, 10
C W Belknap,
5
Peter llonna,
5
Hezeklah Winslow,
6
Cash,
6
D B Holt, West Minot,
prccoeds of car load of
39
wood,
6
Cash,
Jabez M Knight,
6
Sam’l liolfe,
6
A A Strout,
6
Isaac Barn urn.
5
Cash,
5
J B Pickett,
6
Thomas Means,
6
A A Noyes A Son,
5
H H Burgess,
5
A Chase,
5
6
From friends In Matanlas, by hands ot Mrs
JasM Churchill,
50
Mrs J W Waterhouse, 10
Mrs N P Richardson, 10

Sam’l Wells, Boston,
Henry Pox,

25
20
20
26
20
25
20
25
2u
20
20
15
15
13
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10 MIssesThurston.Brook10
10
10 Miss Lizzie
10
WUson,
10 Mrs David Keazer,
5
1® Mrs Chas .McLaughlin, 5
10 PC A Concert,
20
It) From
an
unknown
10
source,
20
10

Henry

Cash,

Palmer,
The ladies of the Refreshment Committee
gratefully acknowledge the following donations :

Hogshead

of salt from Mr. Woodbury
Dana;
donation from Mr. Putman; box of oranges
from Mr. B. W. Jones; bbl. of
pickles from
Mr. Andrew Sawyer; box of
soap from Mr. B.
C. Fernald; bbl. of oyster crackers from Smith
6 Co.; donation of coffee from Mr.
Grant;
donation of coffee from Mr. G. W. Clark. Fine
donations of sugar from the following gentlemen : D. W. True & Co., N. L.
Purington,
Lord & Crawford, Shaw & Haskell, Conaut &
Rand,
Fling & Drew, and Harris, Woodbury & Atwood; also, donation of oysters from

was

SENATOR

FESSENDEN SICK WITH VARIOLOID.
A despatch to the New York Tribune
says

Senator Fessenden’s illness has developed into

varioloid.

and

Recovery of a Diamond Pin.
last A. K. Shurtleff, Esq., of this
city, with some ladies under his charge, was a
passenger in the morning train from this city
to Boston. When within
twenty-five miles of
Boston he noticed a man in the cars
scanning

Thursday

closely,

and

directing

his gaze to a

diamond pin worth $200 which Mr. S. wore.
The object of this tellow was
immediately suspected by Mr. Shurtleff, who, in turn, examined the fellow
very closely, directing his attention to his
features, clothing <tc., so that he
could recognize
him, if necessary, hereafter.
Shortly after noticing the attention which
the fellow was
paying him, Mr. Shurtleff saw
another man come into the
car, who passed
the one who had been
eyeing him so closely,
without recognition. But a wink tliat Mr. S.
caught one of them giving the other, which
was returned, led him to believe that
they were
accomplices and that they had designs upon
some one.

In

Hall

has._

Gen. Meade Invited to the Faib.—
Major Gen. Meade has been invited to visit
the Fair, and it is hoped the hero of Gettysburg will be able to be present. The following is his reply to the invitation:
Eastpobt, Me., April 21,1S0G.
Sir:—I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of your invitation. My duties here
will not admit of my fixing any day for visiting Portland, but if in passing through on my
return the Fair should be still going on, I
shall be very glad to be present.
G. G. Meade,
Major General.

Mr. and Mrs. P. know very well what will suit
the taste of the public and they get up every
thing in the best manner, and people know it
too, and therefore it is that their establishment is so extensively patronized.

Insurance.—In another column ,wM be
found the 144th semi-annual statement of the
Insurance Company of North America, at
Philadelphia, from which it will be seeD that
the assets, on the first of January ltKifl,
amounted to nearly one and three quarters
million dollars, affording very satisfactory evidence of the steady
progress of this time houoied anil

worthy institution. The Company
paid dividends during the past year amounting to $120,000, and losses to the amount of

$488,781,21, and
prepared than

the cars

is

stronger and better
to prosecute its large and
business.
The market

now

ever

rapidly increasing

value of its stock, which we notice is nearly
three dolVus to one of par value, is a very
good index of the strength and position of
the Company.
In speaking of this Company, the Insurance Monitor remarks :
A company that can show so splendid a
record

few moments the latter person eame
and seated himself by the side of Mr. S. and
made some enquiries of him as to the distance
to Boston. Convinced that himself was the
subject they intended to operate upon, Mr. S.
made arrangements accordingly, and stowed
his wallet and watch in such a manner that It
would be difficult tor the rogues to get them,
lie also told the ladies under liis charge when
a

“

the

as

old

Insurance

Company

of
libera]
so at the

North America,” certainly deserves

a

of patronage, and
especially
present time, when passing events” are illusthe
trating
(act that insurance companies are
not always blessed with success and
long lift.
I'or seventy-two
long years this Company has
pursued the even tenor of its way,” distributing among its long list of jialions, within that
time, over Eighteen Million Dollars, and rewarding its stockholders witli ample dividends; affording thereby the best possible
guarantee of future stability and success.—
The career of the Company in the
past, forms
one of the brightest pages in the
history of
American Underwriting, aud no doubt its future career will be quite as honorable and sueeessthl as its past.
We could wish it no better fortune.”
snare

stopped, to go ahead in leaving, and he
bring up the rear. This was done, and
in leaving the car the fellow who occupied the
seat with Mr. Shurtleif was immediately behind him. As they reached the saloon the
first mentioned fellow stepped out between
Messrs. Foye, Coffiin & Swan, No. 28 ExMr. S. and one of the laities, leaving the door
change Street are the Agents for this State.
would

half way open so as to obstruct the
passage.
Mr. S. ordered him to go ahead and
give the
ladies and himself a chance to leave the cars,

which die fellow did, and Mr. S. safely got his
ladies to a carriage. Ilijj wile immediately
discovered that his pin was gone, and told him
of it. He stopped the carriage and returned
to the depot, where he found Deputy Marshal \
Wentworth of this city, who, at the request of'
Mr. S., immediately went to the Detective
Head Quarters and notified them of the fact,
Mr. S. was there a short time afterwards and
gave

such an

accurate

description

of the

scoundrels that the officers recognized them at
once, and detectives were put upon the scent.
Mr. Tukey, of the firm of Breed & Tukey,
after learning of the loss of the pin, stated
that one of the fellows suspected, he was confident was at the Qnlucy House, and undertook to watch. About 10 o’clock Thursday

night

he

notified

scamps had

taken

Mr. S.

that

lodgings

at

both of the
the

Quincy

House.

The police were informed and a
watch was set which was kept up all night.
Friday morning a little after 5 o’clock, one
of the fellows came down stairs, somewhat

disguised, and was immediately arrested by
Deputy Marshal Wentworth, who had been
watching for them, and who marched him off
to the Police quarters. The other fellow was
shortly afterwards arrested by some of the

Boston officers.
At the Police office, Friday morning, Mr.
Sliurtleff immediately identified the two fellows. They denied all knowledge of the theft
though one of them acknowledge he had observed, very closely, the pin. Two or three
other pins were found upon one of them, but
that of Mr. S. was not forthcoming. About 9
o’clock an officer informed Mr. S. that his
pin
could probably be recovered as a third
party
had been at the office to know how the matter could be settled. Mr. S. stated that he
wanted his pin and that was all he cared about.
Shortly after one of the officers returned the
pin to Mr. S., who left for home on Saturday.
What the police officers did with the two
rogues is not known.
Deputy Marshal Wentworth, who happened
to be in Boston at the time, is entitled to
great credit for the manner in which he interested himself in the matter, and for
arresting
the principal thief. He was as
untiring in his
vigilance tlieie as he is at home. Mr. Shurtleff speaks in highest terms of the Boston detectives and their willingness to assist huu in
recovering his pin and arresting the scamps.
Jonathan Tukesbury,
we record to-day, was a model

Whose death
of

industry, moderation and sobriety. No
among us has for so many years pursued,
so quietly and
unobtrusively, a life of uniform
application to the business to which he was
trained. He was a shoe maker
by trade, and
was born October
27,1781, in Newburyport,

Sanitary Measures.
government.
to call youi attention to a fruitful and I may add, alarming source of disease
existing in our midst and pervading almost
to the city

Permit

me

every portion of odr beautiful city.
I refer to the numerous culverts, in all the
principal streets, which open into the common
sewers and emit day and night the most offensive and noxious exhalations, thereby constantly and fearfully contaminating the atmosphere, and endangering the public health.
Tins is surelv a uuisauce which should be

The

abated at once.

ously

common

safety imperi-

demands it.

The Cholera and diseases of

ture, arising

from

blood-poison,

a

kindred na-

may not
be able to avert but can to a certain extent

control.

Their

activity

we

and virulence

depend

upon well known conditions; and it is an established fact that the most malignant poiare greatly modified in their effect
upon
the human system, if not rendered harmless
and inert by diffusion in a pure atmosphere.
The sanitary measures already commenced

sons

are very important and in the right direction;
but I cannot withhold the expression of my

earnest belief, in which I know every intelligent physician in the city will concur, that we
cannot promise ourselves immunity from the
Cholera or any other pestilential scourge, so
long as the very serious evil to which I have

adverted is allowed to exist.

J. T. G.

Foreign Exports,—The total value of for
cign exports from this port last week amounted to $144,385.02. Included in the shipments,
were 10.234, box shooks, 1200 shooks and hda,
13,000 hoops, 700 empty casks, 1870 bbls flour,
151,200 lbs. cut meats, 30,100 lbs lard, 266 bbls
pork, 112,2000 lbs beef, 13,200 bushels oats, 17
cases furs, 57 cases sewing machines, 13 boxes
boots and shoes, 13,200 lbs bacon, 18,000 lbs
lard, 18,600 feet deal ends, 14 pkgs sun dry
merchandise.

A Good Selection.— Walter Hatch has
appointed Superintendent of the Portland and Kennebec Railroad. We believe Mr.
Hatch has been connected with the road ever
since it was established. He is the right man
been

>n the

right place.

General

Chamberlain's

Political

Opinions.
Traitors must Ml be Clothed with Politleal Power without Good mod
Sufficient Guaranties*

man

that hive from which so
many of our active
and honored men migrated. Essex County in
Massachusetts, has contributed more
and more

honorably

the foundation of our

to our

largely
population, from

city,

than any other territory of the same extent. I need only mention the Moodys, Titcombs,

Pearsons, Longfellows, Lowells, Coffins, Sawyers, Woodburys, Daileys.
He came to Portland in 1802; he took
passage With twelve others in the packet which
then plied regularly between
Newburyport
and Portland, commanded, probably,
Lynch,
by Capt.
Moody, whom every body at that time knew,
Mr. H, Freeman.
who then, in his tail-masted sloop,
supplied
Hungarian Balm.
the people of our town with the common
Pokix and, April 21,1866.
necessaries of life from the valley of the McrMb. J. M. Todd—Dear 8ir:—You have derimac, butter, cheese, fruit, vegetables, and
sired me to make a statement in relation to
that indispensable article, cider, which no
the effect of your Hungarian Balm
upon my
head, and I most cheerfully do so.
family would consent to do without. After
From my early boyhood I have been afflictbeating about near a week buffeting a head
ed with an inveterate disease of the
scalp, wind, the
which at times has been so severe that the
packet made a harbor at Kittery,
of
head
has
been
a
top
my
complete mass of and Mr. Tukesbury, with theother passengers
running sores, accompanied with intolerable pursued the remainder of his journey on foot.
itching, producing an abundant crop of dandin Portland in the evening, they
ruff, and causing my hair to lall off. I have Arriving
were unable to obtain lodgings, and walked
tried nearly all the numerous
adcompounds
vertised tor the cure of such diseases,
witlifno the streets all night, so humble was our vilperceptible good effect, and often made the lage at that time in the requisite accommodisease worse, until I gave up in despair. But
dations for travellers. Portland then had a
a short time since I was induced to
give your
Hungarian Balm a trial, and after using it but population of about 3,800.
a few weeks I am happy to
Mr. Tukesbury immediately, with his native
say my head is
free from dandruff, the itching has
ceased, my
of character, entered upon the busihair stopped falling out, and the virulent hu- energy
ness of his life; and lia3 pursued it, with a
mor that has troubled me so
many years is almost entirely eradicated, and I am satisfied
perseverance that nothing could divert, and
with occasional applications of youn
truly val- which has been rewarded by a substantial inuable preparation, will wholly disappear.—
dependence. For sixty years, up to the very
There are many persons in every community
who are afflicted ;is I have been, and I am
day before his death, he continued his occupaconvinced that such will find your beautiful
tion, in the same street and near the same
compound to accomplish all yon claim for it.
on Fore street, which witnessed the comspot
Joseph B. Hadd.
Gratefully Yours,
mencement of his labors. Dy the laws of our
The above statement by Mr. Hall, who is
being, how could such a life tail? it was imone of our most respected citizens and was
possible in the natnre of things; Industry, informerly one of the proprietors of the Pres*,
punctuality and unwavering honesty,
tegrity,
can be relied upon.
Indeed, we have heard must bring their reward,—they did to him.
many others say that they have experienced
No adversity of the times, no brilliant allurethe same good effect from the Babn that Mr.
ments of speculation, could move him from

by military order,
going on by Federal direction. The Governor says that the people
of the State are in anxious expectation of relief
from the President, “the more especially, he
adds, “since your Excellency’s proclamation
declaring martial law at an end, and recognizing the complete restoration of peace.” The
Demcious.—That maple syrup made by
President responds that all orders and proand to be had at his shop under
Partington,
ceedings for the collection of taxes by the
Frecdmen’s Bureau, for the purpose of educa- Lancaster Hall. Also his maple cream, one of
the nicest confections got up.
tion, have been suspended.
The truth is
and the education

Robbery

him very

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

William Kimball,

|

per „nnumi tn tldranct.

purpose of his life, and he
lived in peace with his own
conscience, and respected by his lellow men.
How much such a man and such a life rise superior to the glittering, hut ephemeral career
of the politician or the man of pleasure, to
whose brief day, too often sets in a night of
the

settled, steady

lias died as lie

gloom and disappointment.
Mr. Tukesbury married in 1806 Rebecca
Clough, who died before him, by whom he has
left a family, that will uever cease to honor

[From the Eaatport Sentinel, April 18.]
It gives us pleasure to lay before our readers a private Tetter troni General Chamberlain, in which the
great questions which now agitate the nation are
fully discussed.
Brunswick, April 12, 18€C.
My Dear General:—I share with von most inlly
the solicitude expressed in regard to the present posture of our national attaint. One year ago this very
<lay, vou and 1 were present at the surrender of the
proudest, army of the Hebellion, when the banners ol
Secession went down beiore the broad ensign of the
of the National Government
Republic, the
was vindicated and restored, its power mode invincible by victory, its authority acknowledged &::d the
greatness ol Its future in the triumph of Republican
principles apparently ft* well assured as if it had
a Divine decree.
been voucesaied
But in the twelve-month that has since elapsed,
that promise has not seemed in a lair
way to be fulfilled : that progress has not been made which we had
go fondly hoped, in realizing the benefits of our dearWe fought for that
more perfect
bought
Ufa ion,” which the Constitution announced as its object : we lought lor the completion of those great ideas
which inspired the souls of our fathers; fur the extirpation ot that fatal Calhoun heresy which would destroy the very existence ol our nationality, and in
defence of a united and indivisible country. We
fought for liberty. In its widest and best seuse. In
the language of an early Congress,
the rights for
which we contended were the rights ot human na-

*

prestige

by

Victory.

ture.”

If we fh.il in attaining these ends then was the blood
of our heroes poured out In vain, and our treasure
worse than wasted.
If this war has taught any one
lesson more imperatively than another, it is that wo
should be slow to trust those who have been disloyal
to the country, and that we should do justice to those
who stood by her in the hour of danger aud trial. It
seems little else than absolute madness to hasten to
reinvest with political power the very men who precipitated upon us the horrors of civil war; and little
less than cowardly wickedness to turn our backs upon the millions whoso humble and despised condition
did not prevent them from befriending the country
when it was most in need of friends; aud yet this very
madness aud this very wickedness constitute to-day
the main features of a i>olicy urged upon the country wilh the ftill strength of the party which, pretending to oppose the war during its continuance,
did in reality encourage and prolong it by a moral
support, and now that the war is ended in a triumph
so contrary to its predictions, seeks to rob that victory of the fruits we had supposed secure.
1 know not how politicians may view this question.
I am not in i>otttical circles; I have no hand in making platioruis; nor am 1 skilled in party or partisan
devices. But l know with unerring instinct how the
soldiers who tooght the battles leel upon this issue,
and how the great popular heart of Maine, always
patriotic, always true, will respond. The soldiers aud
the people as one, will demand that their mutual efforts and mutual sacrifices shall not have been in vain.
They demand that traitors, whether pardoned or unpardoned, shall not be clothed with political power;

they demand thit

no injurious discrimination shall
made against an v men who participated in the
Ktniggle for the preservation of the country. Political power must be iiu partially enjoyed by loyal men,
and by loyal men alone.
All must uuite in demanding security for the future.
Indemnity for the past we cannot obtain. The treas-

be

expended in the war is gone, and the grave cangl\ e bock its dead. Wc must not repine over the
nor be disheartened at the inevitable; but we
shall be most recreant to duty if we fail to provide
ure

not

last,

for the future. Secession must be repudiated
with Its debts and claims, its
and principle. We
must have guaranties good and
against any
future attempt to destroy this Government, whether
in the exercise of a pretended right by open war
or
by the more artiul and insidious assault against the

wisely

spirit
sufficient,

on which this
principles
we cannot
are

points

Nation was founded. These
yield without danger and disbon.

or; an«l when the Southern States shall have oonmlUri
with these conditions in good
faith, they
motion to ask association ami
te«ow*hJp w|th the
loyal commonwealths of the count ry which they deserted with such violence and scorn. Until
that time
in my judgment, it is wise to hold them in
strict r
bation.

wIinEI in2
nr.»I

In demanding these guaranties

ask nothing
Stow*—uotiling which U m,t
e.'1 by Justice, und rnont aeeurdnot with honor
day we have the power to uliforce these guaranties
"« are resolute and true.
If we lalter and
allow ourselves lean potent in council than falf
on ’the
of
a
beloved patent. bloody deck and Held, t he high position taken
and cherish the memory
tt
our Concessional
delegation on all the great uuesticn.
growing out of the rebellion, ahonld he, and I uuil?.
no doubt will be, Hilly supported
the loyal men or
Enobavinos.—E. M. Patten & Co., wil Maine, who in the darkest hour otbythe
coufli. t did not
torsake their cause. We must not lower this
sell at auction at their rooms at 3 o’clock tostandard an Inch, nor suffer It to be lowered
by others
morrow afternoon a lot of splendid line and
rhe Struggle may .till be severe, but we hive tai th
1n
t he right: for the heart, ot the
people are In tils
mezzotint engravings, which may be examincauae, and they will standby the ting till there si,,.it
lie no doubt or Its Integrity or Its
ed any time before the sale.
meaning—till triumphant through blood and tears. It. .hall hereout"
idled as the emblem ol what la dear to humanltv and
“
Oub unknown friend ” will
please accept right beiore God.
Pardon the length of this letter, to whleh the m©in* thanks for Toronto and Detroit
papers of
Lance of the topics suggested has led
me. and Isye me as ever, your friend and
Friday, and Albany papers of Saturday, thirservant.

Jo1***>

we

dfo aT
wi

_W.

_

Er

ty-six hours in advance of the

ToMaj, Gen, C. H, Ssuth,

SPECIAL,

Gentlemen

Refreshments

fnd a largo slock of Roots and Shoes, of every
variety ol style, bjth of French and American manufacture, atT. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer St.
Will

the Fair in aid of the Widows and Orphan®
deceased soldiers, which opens »t City
For

wiil be

evening, April 23,1,

lurnished as
s

8te™MnAYTflifstnut

■xScnsDil-S^eS^t.

ggft?-

Federal Street and 2nd

aud Third
Street, Central Church

P
AAru bd A Y—Free
mu!

Mass
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ State
Convention.
wish ef those
Agreeably to the generally expressed
and Navy during the
who hat. served hi the Army
oi the honorably
late War, a Slate Mass CoaventioB
held
discharged soldiers aud sailors of Maine will be
of
at Norombega Hall, in Bangor, on the loth day
tlio purpose ot
A.
M..
tor
10
at
1S00.
o’clock,
May.
lor
taking such action as may he deemed advisable
the protection and advancement of their interests,
and to organize a permanent Slate Union, in accordNaance witli the plan of the Soldiers'and Sailors
tional Union.
Let there be a grand rally ot Old Comrades in Arms,
for the renewal otold friendships, and the promotion
of mutual interests.
HOWARD Ii. DOE, late of 14th Maine Vols.
HENRY A. SIDE LINGER, late Oapt. 20tli Me.
Vols., and Brevet Major.
CUAS. P. MATTOCKS, late Col. 17tli Me. Vols.
HENRY A. BALI 'OM, late Sergt. nth Me. Vols.
ADKLBERT P. CHICK, late Sergt. 11th Maine

GEORGE L. BEAL, late Brig. Gen’l Ut S. Vols.
MARK F. WENTWORTH, lale Col. ffld Me. \ ols.
JOHN S. SNOW, late Lieut 7th Me. Battery.
SELDEN CONNOR, late Brig. Gen I U.S. \ ols.
JAMES H. ROGERS, late Ensign U. S. Navy.
JAMES H. SMITH, lale Color Sergt. 1st Maine
Heavy Artillery.
CU AS. W. ROBERTS, late Col. 2d Maine Vols.
A. B. EARN HAM, late Lt. Col. 16th Maine Vols.,
aud Brevet Col.
(.HAS. H. SMITH, late Col. 1st Me. Cavalry and
Brevet M^jor General.
Fares on Railways and Steamboats will be reduced
to half rates tor those attending the Convention.
J^**Papers throughout the State are requested to

apUsNUl

copy.

HASH KUSH

In the

!

BALSAM

COUGH

Has been found by experience to be tbe

REST REMERY
For tbe various diseases oi the Lungs and Tbroat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,
Bronchitis, Ceusuiupt iou. Croup,
1 tailtirUKU, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
I ullaiuuiatiou or the Lungs,
and Whooping Cough.
In these complaints this Medicine lias HO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all uges.
The Cough Balsam possesses tho two-fohl advantage ofbeiug at oucc valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preveutativo of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound oi
equal efficacy and safety.
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREH,
Botanic Druggist, Ho. 1 Grauitc Block East Market
noUsxd&wCm
Square,Bangor, Me.

A si hum,

YOUR OWN SOAP!
Saving and Using your Waste

MAKE

By

GREASE,

East, Hasheesh

is the

beginning and

Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in Such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain tbe confidence of the public, aud especially of
those for w hose relief it is prepared.
Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Largo Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 15t Washington St,,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agent* for Maine.
Feb 15—SNd&wly

Bny

one

Box

of the

Penn’a Salt Manufacturing Oo.’s

SA-POlSriFIEPll
of 1st and fcth Feb.

(Palents

Ib59.)

COXCENTRATi: I)

LYE !

It will make 10 POUNDS oi excellent Hard Soap,
or 25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. For Bale at
mU28dOm0N
all Drug and Uroceiy Stores.

STEVEN?, HASKELL & CHASE,
JOBBERS OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
ALL descriptions,

OF

64 & 60 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, )

over

PORTLAND.

J

M. K. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.

Woodman. True & Co’s,

ai>178N3m

)

REMOVAL!

jDr. W. R. Johnson,

*5386

deisttibt,
liia OSce to 13 1*2 Free Si,

Has Removed
Second House from If. H. Hay’s Apothecary
SKOod&wtl
mar2
Store.

TIN- T Y 2? E S !
LOOK ! LOOK ! !
23 Tlu»Type» for 60 cents.
26 Geui Aiubroiyprs, 50 reals.
-AT THE-

f

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
No. SO Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.
Jallssdtf

Special Notice.
New Yohk, April 12,1866.
Nothing preventing, 1 shall return to Portland on
or bclore May 15th,1866, to remain during (he summer.
Hoping to meet my old Mends and patrons,
I remain, most truly yours,
W. HARVEY, M. D.
ap11—3w

ATWELL,

W.

O.

ADVERTISING age n.t,

This excellent modicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, aud was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood ;
but in 1848, a medical friend. »' ao was
quite celebrat«1 as a physician,
i„ the treatment of humors,
improvements,
important
which
the
adopted, and which have male it (so
ot hu.moule say) the very test remedy Ibr all kinds
is
This
“,he
preparation
mors known to
among which ar.
composed wholly of
Noble
Pine,
Burdock,
Sarsaparilla. Yellow Dock,
Mandrake, Senua. and Bloodroot. Suffice it to say.a
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as
remgeneral medicine. Unlike many other popular
edies. it is very grateful to the taste. Large s*zc bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New Engl and Boapl4 —d3m
Boston.
tanic

and Free Sts., up stairs.
G3gr”AdvertiBemen Is received tor alt papers in tlie
iuh27’66»iidtl
State of Maine.
Junction Middle

"ue«w*%u f^e

Gentlemen’s
FASHIONABLE Boots and Shoes, of all kinds,
made to order from the finest stock, and best
workmanship, and at the lowest prioes, at
GOWELL’S, 7(J Middle St.
aplO—dtf

DAILY

Monday Morning, April 23,1866.,
.-

The

excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for DeafDischarge from the Ear, and Noises in the

Head.

wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
afler trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear amin.
This

It
es

opperatos like

irorn tbe

EAR,

a

no

charm upon offensive dischargmailer what may have caused

It, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GGODWTN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.

as

if

Feb 21—SFd&wly

Perry’s Moth aud Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatoh, (also called Liverspot,)
aim Lentigo, or Freckles, are often
very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar tbe
beauty of either; and any preparation that will ef-

fectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color qf the akin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, lias discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

'hull/

.-OO^.-■-—

of the Press is larger than the cornof all the other tlalltis in the city

issue

inti/ circulation

Terms —$8,00 per year in atleance.
tV Heading Matter

OTITINE.
This

PRESS,

PORTLAND.
--t---

810 MERIT.

ness,

all Four Pages.

on

▲ Problem and a Tentative Solution.

Given four pages to be filled daily with a
great variety of matter, local, domestic and
foreign news, editorial comments, commercial,
marine and legal reports, advertisements of
all sorts of business—what is the best practicable arrangement and classification of the
chaotic medley? It would appear that the
chances for vai’ying the arrangement are not
nutherous, butlet us consider. Wo have enumerated eight kinds of matter which are to be
found in the regular table of contents of a daily newspaper. By the arithmetical law of
permutations these eight classes might be arranged in 40,320 orders of sequence, as we are
assured by a competent mathematician. The
number of desirable sequences is considerably
less, but leaves some room nevertheless lor
the exercise of judgment and taste.
Our practical solution of the problem is before the reader this morning. We have atmake a clear line of

reparation

be-

less.

tempted to

Prepared only byB. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
No. 4> Bond Street, New-York, aud for sale by all

tween news and comments upon news. The
general and local news will lie found upon the

Call for PERRY'S
drug.cisis; price $2 per bot tle.
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillip* & Co., and 11. H. Iiay, Wholesale
oct31sn m w&FCm
Agents, Portland, Maino.

SKiyNEK’S J* ULMONALES
Cure Coughs, Colds, aud Influenza.
SKINNER’S 1* ULMON ALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relievo difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
I’ublle Speakers and Singers find them ellectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SK INNER.
M. D., 27 Tremoul Street, Boston.
Sold by II. II. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
eod&weow 3m
January 31, Is Go.

For Sale.
BURIAL LOT IN EVERGREEN CEMETERY, (Westbrook.)
One of the most desirable locatkm in Section E.—
Said Lot i« numbered 12* and 1*0, adjoining Messrs.
G. W. Robin.on and RafVis I>. Bean’s, and is very
handsomely laid out.
For further information as to
price, &c.,

Address,

Boston, March 13.

“EVERGREEN,”
Transcript Office, Boston, Mass.
mhJ7d&w8Nit

AHMY ITCH
BR.

An

tV POSITIVELY JH
Care for Itch I

BRADBURY,

Scratch,

Scratch,

Wheaton’s
Will Care the lick in

ITCH 1
Scratch !

Ointment
Forty-Eight Hours.

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains
and nil Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents. I'or
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cent* to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole

Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be
warded by mail, free ol postage, to any part ot

lorthe

United States.
Oct 25.1865.—g n d&wl.vr

Colgate's

feature of the new ar-

Aromatic Vegetable

A Tribune of the People!

dangerous

to meddle with edge tools,
unless you know how to use them. President
Johnson’s business, during the greater par t of
his life, has been the ordinary work of an American politician. He is profoundly versed in all
that needs to be known respecting American

political institutions,

such

the caucus and
be better for him

as

the stump. It would pe; haps
and for the country, if the political history of
other ages and countries were not for him a
sealed book. Inasmuch, however, as tho circumstances of his busy life have precluded the
possibility of acquiring those larger views, it
would be wiser aud safer for the Prcsideut not
to meddle with
matters of classical learning
b at
all.
In his speech of
Wednesday evening, Mr.

Johnson said,—

Scap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
A cgeiable Oils in
combination with Glycerine,
and especially
designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery. Its
perfhmeisexquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

g‘8t8-_felO’OSSNdly

POLAND’S MAGIC POWDERS.
The Great Remedy for all Bilious
Aflections.
They cure Headache, Constipation,
Pimples
Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, HcarG
turn, Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints
arising ironi a disordered liver.
H.H. HAY, Agent for Portland. F. \V.
A. Rankin, Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
tsr* FlftyCents per Package.
apfigNdlm
Chilblains Can Be Cured!

tlSE CHARLES’ LINIMENT.. Follow the Three
tione strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail,
by
BURGESS, PUBES k CO.,
General Agents,
SO Commercial
Streel, (Thomas Block,)
Portland, Me.

dec27dtfSN_

Metcalfe*. Ursa,
Rheumatic Remedy
Gives iiiime.liatete relieflu all comr*
or Neuralgia.
Its power is maaical li„
diate, and it never fails to
every svmnlom
01 the disease. Sold by all Druggbts
_

e3£

no one

ready made the experiment in every particular, and have apparently found it satisfactory.
Finally, if further modifications or even a return to the fonder arrangement should on trial prove to be more pleasing to our readers,
the present system will be given up without

It is

DJ ASY FORM.
Manufactured by B. F.
M
Bangor,
k
Agent for Portland, II. u. Hay Druireiht
uruggiei.
Mar 3—8Neod&w3m

ITCH l

Furthermore;,

rangement is claimed as original. Such newspapers as the London Times, the New York
Tribune, and the Boston Advertiser have al-

hesitation.

Infallible

ITCH I

first page; editorials and communications upon the second page; selections upoD the third;
and commercial and marine reports upon the
fourth. To advertisers the arrangement of
the column of “special notices” on the second
page will be especially favorable. We shall
aim to make the fourth a commercial page in
the advertising columns as well as in the market and marine reports, and in general shall
endeavor to classify the contents of our advertising columns as thoroughly as possible.

LOTION.1

DUPONCI’S

^y.lc°lh%tism

Academy, and Naval Apprentices.

Among the various questions whicli intimately connect themselves with the future
greatness and glory of the Republic, few are of
more importance than that which relates to
the kind of men who are to make up the great
body of oiir naval force. Up to the period of
the breaking out of the late war, the rank of
the mau-of-war’s-men were mainly recruited
from the very lowest strata of our population.
The sailors have been men ftill of daring, of
endurance, of patience and skill, and ordinariy amenible to discipline; but they have also

j

great extent ignorant, degraded, utteily improvident, and without the hope or
been to a

Indeed, few thiugs were more nearly
impossible than for a young man who had endition.

barriers almost insurmountable were in his
way; namely, the want of proper instruction,
and the aristocratic prejudice whicli existed in

against making

officers of sailors.—

The splendid achievements of many volunteer
officers during tire late war, with the general
.growth of a more enlightened intelligence, have
gone far to remove this latter obstacle in the

path of the sailor. The tormer, the lack ot adequate instructional is proposed tliat the government shall remove. On the 27th of March,
Mr. Grimes of Iowa, Chairman of the Committee on Naval Affairs, introduced into the
Senate a bill “in relation to the appointment
of enlisted persons in the Naval Academy,”
the purpose of which is to secure the appointment every year of a certain number of boys
who have served as naval apprentices. The
advantages of the plan are well set forth in a
letter from the Secretary of the Navy to Senator Grimes, from which we extract the follow-

ing:
By the provisions of this bill, it will be observed, senators and representatives in Congress are invited to nominate from their respective States and districts boys who, possessing inclination and aptitude fiur sea-faring life,
may be received into the naval service, between the ages of thirteen and eighteen, to

until they are twenty-one years of age.
These lads will be sent to tbe school-ships,
where they will be taught the rudiments of an
English education and the duties of a sailor.—
Of these, about sixty who may be most proficient, and of the best aptitude for tbe naval.
service, will each year be transferred to the
Naval Academy, where an opportunity will
be afforded them of attaining the highest positions of the naval profession. Those who
are

next in

proficiency

and that he is now engaged in the
preparation of such a work from the ample

materials which have been

placed

in

his

hands.

can

become warrant

five hundred pages, comprising a faithful history of the marches, skirmishes and battles iu
which these regiments bore so noble a part.
It will also contain a Roster of all the commissioned officers, trom first to last, with biographic 1 notices of officers who fell in the

service, together with

the names of all the en-

listed men.
It is to be illustrated with several fine steel

engravings, and will be got out in handsome
style, and cannot fail to be a work of great
and ever increasing interest to every man of
these regiments.
The work is sold by subscription only, at $2
per volume, and will be ready for delivery the
present month. Subscriptions should be addressed to Samuel H. Merrill, Box 21S5, Portland Me.
Present Governments in the Rebel
States Should be Annulled.

The

When a person undertakes to perform an
act for which he has no legal authority, the act
is illegal. But if the party who should have
performed the act, afterwards ratifies such assumption of authority, the act is thereby
made legal. Although the present military
governments in the rebel States of Louisiana,
Arkansas, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi,

illegal, and the one in process of organization in Texas, will be illegal, still Congress
may ratify these organizations. Such ratifiare

cation would make these State governments
legal and valid.

The important question arises, whether
Congress, having ihe sole power to re-organize them, should set them all aside, and begin
the work from the foundation. We have no
hesitation in expressing the opinion, that all
these governments should be set aside and
treated as nullities.
One reason why this should be done, is to
teach the President a lesson. He should not
be

enj^iraged

nor

tions.
A more important

Jo^r/s
be<n,i?<Tt'‘LJSeTcral voices—“Andy
through
electoral
bI,tha.
the

cldn".’c ‘>0!s;i
/
"

resident is nothing
than the tribune nt rw.
His
tribunal hi Its character In
buues were first
stood at the door of the Roman
*as
then encroaching on the people’s
Putting
the heel of power on tne necks of
1116
chose a tribune aud plaaed him
01
the Senate, so that when that body
prossive act ho was clothed with the power m
Your
rresidenl n,w is the
Veto, “J forbid.”
of the people; I thank Hod I am, and 1 intend to
Sort the jiower which the people have placed in tne.
more

electerl’inth

people

,ottlco

?*'

l^nniR®PUnil1?’tbcy

ruXmVw?*lL'b
till?

at'tp'ln

.o°p’

triml^I

Now every schoolboy know3, that the two
grand divisions of Roman citizens were named
Patricians and Plebeians; that the Patricians
ahsorlied at first all political privileges; that
the
Plebeians, like tho American freedmen,
had no part in the
government and were not al-

lowed to
intermarry with the governing class;
that the political
history of tho Roman Republie is only a
history of the violent struggles by
which the Plebeians forced
their way up to
equal political rights; and that tho first
step in
this progress was taken
when the Plebeians seceded fro,,, Romo and
refused to return unless
two of their own number
should have the privHege of attending the sessions of the
Senate
and of forbidding the
passage of unjust laws
These were the famous Tribunes
of the People.

‘‘Hie Best Paper in

is, that these millitary governments
represent' theloyal citizens of those States, but the traitors.
Consequently it will not he sate for Congress
to recognize these illegal goveremeuts. It will
be safe neither tor the loyal citizens of those
States

for the national government. You
cannot make a loyal State out of traitors.—
Let ns see how that is. Let us begin at the
nor

beginning.
The beginning of President Johnson’s military States, was the appointment of provi-

officers, and the third grade con be made petThe residue will comprise the
ty officers.
common sailors, the real man-ol-war’s-men of
the service.
In this way the government will not only

sional Governors. All of them except Hamilton ot Texas, were traitors, and justly obnoxious to the punishmeut of death.
This
does not look very well. How does it comsecure a superior class of persons in this impare with the President's .former declaration
portant branch, aud promote the best interests that “traitors must take a back seat.”—
of the country, but it will open to enlisted perHere he places them in the front seat. Traitors
sons of every rank and position in the naval
service the way to honorable distinction.— would be likely to favor traitors.
AccordingThe boy who enlists as an apprentice will ly we find these treacherous Governors
filling
have only himself to blame if he wastes his all or
nearly all the subordinate offices under
opportunities, aud remains a sailor, instead of them
by appointing the same traitors, that
becoming an admiral. In our country the*
highest positions in civil life are accessible to held the offices under the rebellous governall, and though few who commence the race ment of Jefferson Davis.
win the prize, yet it is open to aik The obThe next step was the President’s act deject aud purpose of the proposed law is to
the qualifications of voters and officers.
biing about like results in the navy, for it wiili fining
invite a better class of boys into the service.— He says: “No person shall be qualified as an
Youths from the country will enter the navy
elector, or shall be eligible as a member of
and raise its character. It will cease to be
such convention, unless he shall have previthe receptacle of outcasts driven to sea by
ously tak^n and subscribed the oath of amnestheir parents because they are unmanageable
and vicious at home. The unworthy preju- ty, asset forth in the President’s proclamation
dice against appointing enlisted boys to the
May 29,1865, a#>.l id » vrotojr tjuaJiHoU A9 plt»«
Naval Academy has been so great that time cribed
by the Constitution and laws of North
and patience will be requisite to put such a
law into successful practical operation. Un- Carolina in force immediately before the 20th
of May, A. D. 1861, the date of the so-called
der the workings of such a law, parents will
be encouraged with the hope that their sons ordinance of secession.” And so of South Carwill be rewarded for their application and
olina and the rest. Here the President commerit by an appointment to the academy.—
Should six thousand boys be cnUsted, about mits the government of the state to the consixty would each year be promoted to the trol of the very same men who chose the
academy, not one of whom will have served members of the convention, that passed the
less than two years before receiving an apordinance of secession; namely, to the men
pointment—a period sufficient to have developed the mental and physical capacity and apt- who passed the ordinance of secession and
itude lor the service of such as were competi- commenced the war.
It is true he requires
tors for the position. The advantage of such
them to take the oath of amnesty.
But of
a system over the present, where only about
Do we not know that
one-fifth are successful, is incomparable. Un- what value was that ?
all the leading men among the traitors had
der the present system, also, those who fail
leave tbe service, after putting the govern- taken an oath to support the Constitution of
ment to expense; whereas the proposed law
the United States in several instances ?
A
provides for those who are deficient a position traitor
will take any oath required in order to
in a subordinate
as in civil life.
The
rank,
less intelligent and efficient will take inferior obtain political power; and then he will vioor
as common sailors,
serve
positions,
late any oath he takes in order to obtain politA number of attempts have been made dur- ical power. This we have seen done by wholeing the last few years to bring this important sale.
But it may he said the President did not exmatter duly before Congress and the people*
but it has not hittberto received the attention clude the loyal citizens from voting. We know
to which it was entitled. We trust Mr. Grimes’ he did not exclude them as such; but still he
bill will obtain early and careful consideration, excluded them in fact. Take the case of South
and tliat some plan will be promptly adopted Carolina. Mr. Johnson’s Provisional Governfor securing to this important branch of the or Perry admits that he had appointed secesnational service so desirable a benefit
sionists to office. He says he was compelled
to do that, for there were not twelve men in
the state, that had not been implicated in the
The President and the Colored Men.
When President Johnson was called upon, rebellion, that is to say, nottwelve white men.
If there were not twelve white men that had
on the occasion of the celebration of Emancipation in the District of Colombia, to make a not been implicated in the rebellion, then all
speech to a delegation of colored men, he the rest were traitors. Here’s the testimony
of Johnson’s own agent, a traitor himself, conplainly labored under a considerable degree of
that among all the men to whom the
embarrassment
his
Considering
original fessing,
President
committed the right of suffrage in
promise to them to enact the character of their
South Carolina, there were not twelve loyal
Moses, and his final substitution for that part
of the role of Pharaoh, it could hardly be ex- citizens. Whole battalions of them had taken
pected tliat he should not feel a degree of awk- an oath lo support the Constitution of the
United States and broken it in great exultawardness in meeting those whose interests
tion. According to the census of 1800, the
have been so deeply affected by his
change of
programme. However, as soon as his Excel- number of the negroes and of the men of mixlency got to talking about himself he did very ed color was 393,944 and all these are thorwell. That is a theme upon which he can al- oughly loyal and have been all through the
The number of the whites was only
war.
ways be eloquent. It is true, he seems in the
following passage to have got his ideas a little 274^563, and among diem not twelve patriots.
mixed, but then we have no doubt it is all Nearly every one is a traitor. Yet President
Johnson claims to put all political power into
right:
It has been a
the
hands of these traitors and to perpetuate
with
and
I
thank
principle
me,
God tliat the great principle has been estab- it in their blood
forever, for he says “the said
lished, that whenever any individual, in the convention when
convened, or the legislature
language of a distinguished orator, treads the
American soil, his soul swells within him in thereafter assembled, will prescribe the qualithe appreciation of the
great truth that he fications of electors and the eligibility of perstands forth redeemed, regenerated and diseusons to hold office under the constitution and
tliralJed by the genius of universal emancipalaws of the state.” President Johnson places
tion.
the power in the hands of traitors to the exMr. Johnson also made the gratifying anclusion of loyal citizens to begin with, and aunouncement that he, for one. rode the colored
thorizes his agents to exclude them forever;
men not as a hobby to
carry him into power, and
by the constitution they have done it I
for he was already in, “but for the
puipose of
J. C. W.
the
establishing
great principle of freedom,”
which object we trust the Colored men so ridden found satisfactory. He likewise made the
Advertisements.
modest declaration, that he had contributed
“more than any other man” towards
procuring
-An
the national guarantee for the abolition of

slavery throughout the jurisdiction of the
United States, and lie told his hearers that
they had solemn duties to perform, enjoining
on mem to

"remember that freedom is not a

idea, but must be reduced to a practical
reality.” In view of all that President Johnmere

has done to make the freedom of the colored man consist in “a mere idea,” and of the
fact that he is the chief obstacle in the way of
its being “reduced to a practical reality,” it
son

must lie confessed that this sounds a little like
a

gratuitous insult, but

we are

disposed

to

make all due allowances for the embarrassment of tlie President’s position, and we are
inclined to think that no one was more grati-

fied than himself when “the band struck
up

a

lively tune,” and the liand-sbaking began.—
On the
whole, we cannot refrain from suggesting to the consideration of the Executive the
recent

recommendation of llr. Carlyle to the
students of
Edinburgh, to “try a little silence.”
It might have a good
effect after so much

speech-making.

Merchants of Portland!
Executive Committee of tlie
commence on the 23d ol
April,
City Hall, present an api>eal to the Merchants of Portland to aid them hi the enterprise in
which they have enlisted. They ask it with the thorough understanding of how liberally and constantly
you have given during the last live y£ars, and ol how
freely you respond at all times to the needs of the
suffering.
Conscious that the class for whom wo now labor
have not been uncared tor previous to the close of the
war, but that the City, as a Coverument, has done
what it could, and private charity has bestowed its
alleviations, yet have they sometimes been reduced
to extremities such as we do not want our soldiers*
families to suffer. We hope through the concert of
sympathy and action for these poor, that they may
eventually tie aided into a comfortable maintenance
of themselves; therefore we ask your kind benevoLadies
THESOLDIER’S
FAIR, to

returned

lence.
We ask of you to look over your stock of merchandise and see what you can willingly give to us. We
shall be grateful for whatever you
may send. The article that may seem of little value to vou, may be
made of pecuniary value to the Fair, or converted to
use for those for whom we ask it.
Wc present this
appeal to dealers in ail kinds of merchandise, and
would give notice that one or two ladies will be at
Room bo. 10, City Building, every alcernoon from 3
to 5 o'clock, to receive donations and make arrangePer Order,
ments for work.

New

Hampshire soldier
who had been sent to the State
Prison two
a
years for'stealing turkey, has been pardoned
by Governor Sinythe, who took into consideration the temptations in that direction to
which
he had been subjected while in the
|
army

#35,000.000.
Arc

On which the Daily Advertiser and the papers connected with it are now published are as follows:
Shif/le Copie8 per Year.—Daily, $12. Seini-Woekly, $4. Weekly, $2.
Clubs, per Year. —Daily. Five Copies to one adSemidress, $5o; Ten Coi>ies to one address, $00.
Weekly. Ten copies to one address, $30. Weekly.—
Ten (’oples to one address, $15.
Postage, payable at the office of delivery, per quarter lor Daily, 30 cents; Semi-Weekly, 10 cents;—
Weekly, 5 cents. Send for Specimen Copies.
Address
DUNBAR, WATERS & CO.,
12 State Street, BOSTON.
ap?0d3t

For Sale.
A two story frame nouse, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pear! and CnmilLboi land Streets. Plenty of hard and soft water on the premises. Enquire of

j;

Febl2-disti

C. RICHARDSON.

to

cfiect insurance

A. C. 1JEN1SON & CO.,

WORKERS

j

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And Commission Business,
c. M. DAVIS &

co.,

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 2d, 1S6G—isd3m

SPRING GOODS !

Sole Agents In Portland for

Office 151

from the Country respectfully solicituugodti
Work done to order.

Job

HAVE RECEIVED AND NOW OFFER A FULL
ASSORTMENT Oil1

Mich

Desirable

and

are

auctioneers,
»8

MAKER

*‘lv>nCB8

Closets,

and Water

Pumps

Force

KXCHANliE STREET.

OF

EDWARD H.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

V«wl«, Bras* Si. Silver Plated Cocke*

description of Water Fixtures tor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. Ail
idnds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BKKK
aprudti
PUMPS ol all descriptions.

Made

Ready

Clothing,

St.,

,,

A

Seeds.

&

Cultivators.

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
descriptive list of two thousand varieties of

Portland Agricultural Warehouse DOMESTICS,
STOBE,
Ever

FERTILIZERS.

Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in large or Rmal
quantities at the Portland Agi iculturol Warehouse
and Seed Store.

ApruifeFiB>A1J‘

Spring Cloakings,

No.

Wear.

_LVJU

BHDS.

PRIME

VADO

SUGAR,
I Superior

250 Hlids.

GROCERY

Muscovado Molasses,
lauded per BrigL. Staples

LYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
April 7—d3w
STENCIL

CUTTING !

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

^ ^ AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, ReFishing Tackle and Sporting

\\YxJ volvers,
Goods,
phabets

Muscovado Sugar.
onn HHDS.

LYNCH,

of
It has all the mod

Danforth and Tate Streets.
THE
and is in

improvements

oxcetlent condition.

RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central

Nuevitas

Wharf.

Syrup.

370|HHDS.
Superior Nuevitac Syrup.
Tm.
Sell. “Goorgie
) Cargo
I

ing,”

Leer-

per

by

H.

I.

ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

Apr 4—isdlm
Bible

Society

One Brice.

Five Free St. Block.

Ordinance on Healtli.
9.—All dirt, sawdust, soot, aslios, cinders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lo bster shells, or any animal or vegetable substance,

of Maine.

Association,Templo Street, on THURSDAY,
day of May next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
R. H. HINKLEY, Rec. Sec’y.
Portland, April 19, 1866—did

the 3d

Board.
or two gentlemen desiring a quiet home can
have a pleasant room, famished or uniurnisbed,
with a private fomily, who own their house, in a central Location. Address Box 2040 P. O.
apl8—lw

ONE

Cider Vinegar
sale by
M. MORRILL, 304 Fore Street.

Importers and

li Ith of any kind, in any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Ahloi man.
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of the City
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom by and
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall be directed, within four
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or

SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall forfeit and
not loss than one dollar nor more than twenty
lollars lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
for every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered lo remain after due notice thereof.
All persons violating the above Ordinance are here-

by

notified to govern themselves .accordingly, as I
shall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. IIEALP,

City Marshal and Health Officer.

apr18—tf

ELMWOOD NURSERY!

Augusta, April 10,1866.

Attest:

FLINT, Jb„

EPHRAIM

Secretary of State.

Apr 18—<ltd

O. H.

OSGOOdT

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Narket Squ.are,

This side of

ance.
next session of the Grand Division of the Sons
of .Temperance will bo held in Saco, commencing
on TUESDAY, April 24th, at 7 o’clock T. M.
H. K. MORFJfiLL, G. S.
ap21—i!3t

X

to

Nurserymen of Massachusetts, for Pear,
Plum and other Fruit Trees, Grape Vines. etc.,
Apple,
with a large stock of Green nouse and Hardy Plants,
Shrubs, etc., suitable for the Flower Garden or house
culture, I would soleit a share of the public patronage
Everything) sold warranted true to name, and as

low os can he had at any other establishment.
Parties wishing Shrubs, Plants or blow ers suitable
fiij the Cemetery, will be supplied at short notice, and
any information I iiossess freely given.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boquets, or any design ol Flowers furnished at short, notice'.
Funeral Flowers preserved and arranged in the
%
neatest manner.
8^*All orders left at L. J. PERKINS'Fruit and

Confectionery Store, Morton Block, Congress Street,
Park Street Garden, 58 Park Street, or at the Nursery will moet with prompt attention.
C. F. BRYANT.
Portland, April 16, 1666—dfiw

NEW
Ll

Cassocks,

A. I».
lin

&

P. MORRELL
Wlio have

an

GENERAL

assortment of

Wldgery’H >Vltart.

FRANKLIN FOX.

Copa rtnership.
The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the name of

FOR

Mien, and

Lump Coal.
I^hlgh Lnmp Coal just rocoived,
sale by the subscriber.
CARGO

and for

WM. H. EVANS.
2&1 Commercial
St., head Smith's Wharf.
Portland, Aprd 20, I860.
ap21dlw

partner-

CO.,

AndwQl continue tbe same business heretofore carried on bv HERSEY, FLETCHER & 00., at No.
159 Commercial St.
.Ji >N. H. FUCTCHKR,
_

FRANKLIN fox.7
aplNBw

i

1866.

Copartnership.

Dissolution of

firm of STEELE & HAYES ia dimolved, by
nnituil consent; either of the sulmciiber* End
tho firm ot HAYES & DOUGLASS are authorized
to settle tho business of tho late linn.
KBEN STEELE,
THOMAS U. HAVES.
%
April 11,1866.
Tbe subscribers liayc iormed a copartnership under tbe name and style of HAYES A DOUG*
LANS, ami will continue tbe Crockery wad
Glow* Wore iiuuin o, at tlie old maud ut
.STBELB <& 11AYIIS.
THOMAS R. HAYES.
ROBERT DOUG LASS.

April 11, 18C0.—dtf

NOTICE.

1C.1I <

& GRIFFITHS,
Joseph Gray & Co.,

SHERIDAN
Successors to

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO AHD MASTIC WORKERS,
No. 6 South Street,
in

Poet land, Me.

-----

1Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing
our

{

lino.

Tbe

undersigned has

this

day

taken

the sh.ro

NO. 91 COMMERCIAL STREET,

recently occupied by Fling & Whittemore, where he

will continue the Wholesale
Grocery, Provision and Commission Business.
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
ap3—dtf
Portland, April 2, 1866.

Ie24«l3m

Copartnership.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

formed

for

copartnership
undersigned
Wholesale Grocery Baaines,
the transaction ol
THE
Fresco and Banner Painter, under
of SMITH, IIONNKLLk CO,
the
have

a

F. A SMITH.
W. E. DONNELL.

Pullud, Maine.
Work executed In every part ol the Stale.
iuneldtf

CLIFFORD"

WILLIAM H.

AT

COUNSELLOR
of

Solicitor

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
Nos. 93 & 95 Commercial Street,

Patents,

April ft tl,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 26—<111

J,

SMITH, DONNELL & CO„

LAW,

No. 10/! Middle Street.

Boys’ Wear,

ed

P.

MORRELL

FICKETT,

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.
in

BENSON

28 MARKET SQUARE,

No.

Commission

Pokti.atd, Mb.

ImneUtr

DONNELL *
And

GREELY,

Merchants,
Fish, &o.,

Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

No. G2

(apl&l&wtf)

DONNELL,

JII8TU8 GREELY.

Attorney and

HARD

PORTLAND,

HOUGHTON,

CO.,

Exchange

Street.

No. 58

Park Street.

WOULD invite tht attention of all wishing Plants
Shrubs to my sto ok at the above place, having
I will
to-clear the grounds bv the middle of June.
u ntil that time sell all o» any of the stock at reduced
their
one wishing Pinks or Thrift for edging
Mower Beds, will do well .to call.
AiVl*
t'« F* BHl

Portland, April 18,18C0.-siBu

Notice.

undersigned have lormcd

THE
under the linn

MAINE.

L.

a

copartnership

name ot

DANA &

SONS,

For the transaction ol

SHEPLEY & STKOUT,

a

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.
Ban A.
LUTHEK W. DANA.
FRANK J, LANA.
MRI

I.UTHKR

Attorneys

& Counsellors at
CANAL

OFFICE OVER

Law,

BANK,

Middle Street.

SHEPLEY._(mhlftltfl_A. A. STROUT.

Deerintf, Milliken. & Co.,
Successors to

G. L. Storer f Co%,

JOBBERS

And Gents’

Furnishing Goods

Manufacturers

ol

and Dealers

!

In

CLOTHING ANII CLOAKS,
Agents

(or EM fill I' SEW 1 NO
State of Maine.

as haa no an<un at.,
Sept 7—dtf

Fortland, Feb. H.

1868-

Advances
undersigned

are

AL ADVANCES
THE
sale,
shipment.

for

or

on

Made.

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, m store,

Also

on

good security,

vessels

OHUBOHILL, BROWNS

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

or

p.-icee.
Any

mh6d2ni

Copartnership

Mar 21—il&wGm

r

A

WOOD,

A. M. BENSON,

i’oitland, Match 1, IRfle.

Counsellor at Law,

Office over the Post Office, 3d Story,

SOFT

AND

Constantly on hand and lor sale at the lowest market
rates, delivered In any part of the city.
UERLI.V MILLS WHARF.
E. B.

GROHGE F. TALBOT,

Business,

Forwarding

Spruce, Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, Ac.

Wholesale Dealers in

Groceries, Flour. Pork. Lard,

and

And for the sale of all kinds el

_

Commission

«f> HOUGHTON,

For the b ansae tion of a general

Manufacturer of Mirror a Picture Frame*.

O. .F

&

PORTLAND, MAINE.
apr3dint

1866.

Copartnership.

_

E.

Dealer

Which the f are prepared to make to order, or sel
the yard, and cut lor others to make when desir-

Tailor,

Exchange Ssreet.

&

FLETCHER

a

POBXLAND, ME.
OCI

NSW STYLE CLOTHS

Parle St reet Garden,
98

Merchants,

Commission

Clothing!

an

113

REEVES’,

WISCONSIN.

CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT,

CO.,

excellent variety of

Ke;ady-Made

April 14—3w

Styles,

con-

setpartners at tbe old stand.
THKO. C. HERSEY,
JON. H. FLETCHER,

partnership

THE

MILWAUKEE,

Fob 24—dCiiii

by

-AT

April 2

tled by the two junior

April 2,

94 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAV.js & colbY,
)
S4 and kg La Salle Street, J
Chicago, III.
)

J. B.

Are now offered by

Made and Trimmed in

Latest

heretofore existing between tbe

copartnership
THE
undersigned is Lois day dissolved by mutual
will be
The business of said

sent.

COL,

Commission Merchants,

Prices!

ow

Together with

Ladies’ Spring Sacques.
and

1) issolution.

call and examine

From New York1 and Boston, for

The

STYLES
-a I'-

NEW GOODS, Just R.eceivcd,

Sacques, Basques

No. 123 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND.

apl9ood2w*

uauie

Westbrook cars leave Preble Street and pass
the Nursery every twenty minutes.

THE

LADIESt

CO.,

&

DEALERS IN

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Grand Division Sons of Temper-

arc reapectftilly invited
V0lT
the

MR
novD’GSdtf

PORTLAND,

J. A. DAVIS &

Woodford’ii Corner,---Westbrook, Me.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver an d Vulcanite base. Teeth extracted without pain bv the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. AJ 1 opera
tious warranted to give satisaction.
Ag 12, *65— eodis&wly

Street*

e. chapman.

one

solution of the Executive Council Kill
be .held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
Tuesday, the first day of May next.

qf

Woolens,

Free

t K?K

the

An adjourned

same.

mlil7d6w

a

most reliable

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

UR.

F. DAVIS,

:

stock of the above NUR
purchasod
HAYING
of t he
SERY, and made arrangements with

OF MAINE.

rders tor

Special attention paid to consignment* of Produce.

Health Officer.

For 20—d3w*

STATE

18

Arenilc

Jobbers

and

Goods

Dry

or

S>av

ANNUAL MEETING of Ibis Society will
THE
be held at the Rooms of the Young Men’s Christian

Apr

WHITMAN,

SECTION

be

Portland. Nov. 8,1865.—istf

30
tor Bale

facturersprices.

&

receive

Dried Apples, Oroseriee,
Foreign and Domestic Fruits, &r.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL A 00.,

Ladies are invited to examine this celebrated FamMachine.

corner

examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
can

PORTLAND.

)

to

Batter, Cheese, Lard, Hams, E$s,

117 Middle Street,

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st ol
January, ami will attend to any busiiieea entrusted
to him, betbro the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
dc20tl
or any of the Departments.

Baker

SEWING MACHINES,
*■

ELDEN

House for Sate.
tliree-story Brick House No. 70,

The house

Grover

BARKER <£

139 Commercial Street.

OBNAMENTAL

I

pleased

KENDALL, GORDON

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office

!

FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’ WEAR,

attended l<>. Orders horn out ol town solicited.
Max’ ——dtt

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

$3T A COMPETENT OPERATOR ready at all
times to instruct Ladies in the use of the Machines.
Machine Findings constantly on j^and, at the manttr-

CO.,

Spring Goods

WHOLESALE

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and Wliite-Wasliing prompt-

BIOS BBADBUBY,
L. D. M. SWEAT.

&SON,

MERCHANT TAILORS,
87 MIDDLE 8T.,
prepared to SHOW AN ELEGANT STOCK

April 2,1866.

ily

April 7—<13w

ern

Street Block.

PRIME

GROCERY MUSCOVADO SUGARS, just landed per Barque
“Norton Stover,” from Havana, iorsaloby

J^RE

Also,

Assorted sizes of Stencil A1and Figures.

H
NP SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
and all kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, furnished at
Boston prices.
G. L. BAILEY,
42 Exchange Street.
April 5—dti

J. E. FERNALD

And will be

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
street, between. Oongrexs and Free Stl.,

One Price and No Variation!

Colley,

March 1C, 1866.

Dak

Ifancy Goods,

& Free

ABA CUSHMAN,
STAPLES.

FURNITURE
Repaired, and Yarnlslied,
1 would remind remind ray okl customers and the
generally that 1 have taken rooms with J.
public
H. Hoyt & Co., No. 47 Union Street, for the present,
where 1 am prepared to do all kinds of Furniture Repairing and Varnishing. Remember the place, J. II.
nihlidGw
Hoyt Sl Co.’s, No. 47 Union St.

Street,

Exchange

38

PLAIN AND

Embroideries,

50 Tierces. J just
from Matanzas, for sale by

try.’*

John 0.

PLAfiTEREBS,

Hdlffo.,

MUSCO-

us a

1—^

BOSS ct- FEEant,

y
■4

FAllLEV’S.

II,

C.

PORTLAND.

Hosiery,

Muscovado Su^ar & Molasses

It is our aim to (tarnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
already oar customers this last remark perhaps
is not necessary; to those who are not, we would say,

March IT—d3m*

Woolens for Men9s and

WHITNEY.

*

AT

offered in this City.

Boys’

Cases of any size and wfclth made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.

BERRY, JR.,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS, WATCH-MAKER,

WHITNEY.

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate of
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime.

Nokbolk, Va.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Cornell & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no-SUCm
Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.
IRA

;—by-

&

ou

Office—No. 12 Oampbell'3 Wharf,

AND

KEKDAIili
April 2—is2m

WAlillAN TED!

CHARLES H.

g3r” Consignments solicited.

For sale at the

Autniru,

manufacture and

our own

Mar 12—d3m

rgT Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold

assortment of

The most perfect

12,186G.

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
where we intend to keep a good class of Goods adu pled to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are

“Give

GENERAL

GOODS!

WHITE

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

SEED

tcbldJm

Northern account.

a

lor the

are

HENRY jP. WORCESTER,

-AND-

CO.,

OK

Retail Trade.

England

New

Commission & Forwarding Merchant

SHAWLS,

nOVEI»S

Amateur

Illustrated

GOODS I

MOURNING

Also

WASHBURN

..

£#~Produce Sold on Commission.

tl—istf__

FULL and complete assortment of Flower Seeds
from the most celebrated Secdmen in thq coun-

try.

Expressly

of

PORTLAND, ME,

V. S. V.

Where may be found the fashions of the day.

Flower

PRODUCE,

I
j.ESSSw,
HILTON, )

JOBBERS

AND

Portland, March
In connection with our ManuJactory at
have leased the new store

Cor. «f Milk and Lime Sl*»»

EVERY VARIETY OF

Groceries,

BOOTS & SHOES,

WHOLESALE ASI) RETAIL,

T*itjii.e Olotli,

ROOMS,

and

we

IN

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

Stores

Ship

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

HILTON Sc CO.,
DEALERS

STREET,

St. 3 Liiur Slrni, Portland, Me.
Special attention paid to ooiiHi^nmonlH of all Vlfida
of produce.
ape—tf

-d&wtf

Mar 12

Brilliants.

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.,
April

Produce,

MANUFACTURES*

PORTLAND, ML.

Organdies,

E. E. LITTLES’
CLOAK

NO. 54 UNION

AHA CUSHMAN &

the

141 A 143 Middle

Nos.

DAMPS.

TABLE CUTLERY

eorlla.d.. ...Muiuo.
April C, ISCC—dtl

Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
MANUFACTURER’S prices.

Alpaceas,

a‘

NEW

AND

ALSO,

at

Poplins,

IM

China, Crockery, Gian* Ware

STATE OF MAINE.

M^ohairs,

LAND,

AUD WHOLESALE DEALERS IK

Patent Enamelled Collars,
lor

F.

Commission Merchants,

OF

Aijc.ii for

Cray's

TATTEN.

W.

EL WELL, OWEN & CO.,

it BONO,

JOBBERS

AND

STEPHEN

DEALER

VERY

MANUFACTURERS

NEWEST AND MOST CHOICF, STYLES OF

call

PATTKK.

I’ortlanil, April ft, 18GG.

J.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

ITSls

c01»»ignment8. Salon promptly

0,1

settlwl

—

Jaconets,

invited

Commission Merchants

P L U M B E R!

LEWIS. ROLLINS

One Price, and .No Variation!

Style and Variety.
Lswlics looking for GARMENTS

Eli WARD M. DATTEJf d> CO.,

—AND—

now

to

tf

WILLIAM A. PKABC1K.

GOODS,
AT

s t a i it s.

apl,

PORTLAND. ML.

ELDEN & WHITMAN

Commercial Street,

UP

|y Orders

ed.

Paper Manufacturers,

the Ceh Crated

Atagoe Furnaces and ntoyet.

_

Cloaks

Ot all the various
Styles. Also, to make to or
der, at short notice, GARMENTS from any cl the
which
he has in stock.
choice styles of cloths
Having secured the services of an experienced
one
of
the best Cloak EstabC lonk-Maker from
lishments in Boston, lie feelfl confident that he can
now furnish Garments that cannot tail to giyu satisfaction in both

IKON.

As before.

prepared to furnish Ladies and Children with

Ready-Made

HEAVY

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

IN ALL

LITTLE,

E. E.

Of

in

FREIGHTS,

ITS FORMS.
From our large ex j>erienee in matters relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident ot being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
We shall also continue the

YORK,
Merchant Tailor,

0joking, Office and Parlor Stovea,

CLOAKS!_CLOAKS!
now

AUG. F.

SON,

FURNACES, RANGES,

on

DRESS GOODS IMPORTED, including

Is

A

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
lain now prepart'd toexhibil my entire Spring ami
Summer importation* of Fine Woolen*; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use*.
Cutting personally attended to.
aplti—diim

Anti

CARGOES, and

THE terms

LADIES* EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

21—tt_

prepared

now

VESSELS,

of tlie

at

Mar

A

THE-

They

extensive arrangements tor supplying it with the
freshest and most important intelligence for the coming year. A complete and lively variety ol content*
is studied iu this paper, and its arrangement, is such
that the hurried reader is always sure of easily finding all that is entertaining or imi>ortunt in the news
of the day.
From tbeir well known Correspondent “Dixon,
and bis able Assistants, they receive DAILY WASHINGTON DESPATCHES. They have also Regular
Correspondents in the principal Cities of the South, in
New York, in Augusta, Maine, and Concord. N.
II. They have also a large and efficient corps lor
LOCAL REPORTING, while the Daily Advertiser retains its old pre-eminence in
MARINE AND COMMERCIAL REPORTS,
presenting also the best Weekly Cattle Market Reports to bo found in New England.
A thorough Abstract of European News is given
trom copious files of foreign papers, and from * orrespondent in Europe. Accomplished and impartial
writers conduct toe Dramatic, Musical and Literary
Criticisms in this paper, while in LEGAL REPORTING it has no rival in New England.
Tho Daily Advertiser will continue to occupy
the position ofcomplete independence which has heretofore secured it so large a measure of public confidence and respect. Steadily devoted during the War
to die support of the Governmeut.it will now endeavor
to promote thorough restoration of the Union by all
just and liberal measures for the support ot the national credit, aud the advancement of our whole people of whatever color. It is believed that for original
discussions ol subjects ot general interest by able and
eminent writers, this paper is excelled by none in the
United States.
#

NOYES

Manufacturers of auU Dealers

COMBINED CAPITAL OP

Advertiser

Newspaper.

England

-Appeal

-TO

THK

England."

of tho Boston

reason

hot

New

N.

Business Cards.

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE,

undersigned hav.ng made arrangements with
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

Daily
Proprietors
invite the attention of the reading public of New
THE
have
to this first-class

sustained in his usurpa-

do

1800.

A.

INSURANCE.

MARINE

Boston Daily Advertiser
FOR

Business Cards.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

regiments;

■

Tibbetts’ Physiological IlafrRegcuerutor* This article is unequalled in intbinIt will uot soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore tbe wliitestor grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify (he head from humors and dandruff.
Asa dressing is bewitehingly desirable.
Every l>ottle is warranted or money refundod.
TEBBETTS BltUTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
ja23su3m*
Portland, and by all Druggists.

The Naval

New Military History.
V»Te understand that Mr. Samuel H.
Merrill,
ot this
city, has been solicited by the ex-membcrs of tlie 1st Maine and 1st D. C.
Cavalry to
write a history of the campaigns of those two

The work will contain between four and

serve

Dr. J. W. Poland’s Humor Doctor.

Depot,

could have been made.

the service

-OB-

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

faculty."
vegetables,

degradation, his historical parallel would have
answered. As be is only ouo white man, elected by the Patricians of this country, and lias
vetoed only measures calculated to elevate the
black Plebeians, his allusion to Homan politics
is perhaps one of the most uufurtunato that

tered the navy as a common sailor to rise to
any honorable position in the service. Two

CANDY!

the end of

If Sir. Johnson were two colored men, elected
by the Freedmen of the Southern States to
represent and protect their interests, and had
vetoed measures calculated to intensify tlieix

the ambition to rise above their inferior con-

of the public is invited to Hasheesh

Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure oi all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it. feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who let their prejudices always blind their judgment
it is useless to present tacts or arguments, hut to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.

WARREN’S

Street
Street, Park Street, Casco

Spiritual.__

The attention

Its*

Boston.

lollo-n

j.u

Stephens’,St. Euae
ST.a£uAY-l»t Unitarian, Swedenborgianand Pearl
Monday-St.

“;ay—High

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES._

MACHINES fbr

Portland»

Jan IS—(ltt

Copartnership

or

any other

& MANSON.

Notice.

heretofore existing under the
THE Copartnership
of x. If. JACKSON dfc
SQN,
wul
name

bo

continued after this date under the style of

PEHKINS, JACKSON

*

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOL, Sawyer's WharJ, foot of High Street.
l>ec 21,18W-dtf

Poetry.

_

Station ery.

Odfc to Spring.

Vincit!

Labor Omnia

Centle March, benignant thing!

Grand

Come with early frosts of Spring,
Come with rain, ami come witli snow,
And with wind—oh, blow it—blow!

Medical.

Opening

'*

—

Come with chilblains, come with chaps,
Come, and think you’re welcome p’raps.

Come—correctuie,

Manufacturer*

if I’m wrong—

Ain’t you coming it too strong?

(From the Atlantic Monthly
W.

for May.]

81

DEALERS

Middle

I

Having fitted up the Store in

Fox Block recently occupied by N. S. GARDINER, with modimprovements, has the pleasure of announcing to the public that the same will be opened
THIS DAY, where he is prepared to show the LARGEST and BEST selected stock of

every known

of

SIZE AND

,

DStlT

STYLE,

Manufactured from the beat

MARKET PRICES, at

American, English,

In its

a

German

room, an 1 nev-

IV. Always offer your seat to a lady or an
old gentleman. Let your companions enter
the room first.
V. At table eat with your
fork; sit up

V

■

f

DRESS

COUNTY, CITY AND TOWN

VI. Never put your feet on cushions,
or table.
VII. Never overlook any one when
ing or writing, nor talk or read aloud
others are reading. When conversing

interrupt

Best Silk and Wool

Foreign

or

Chlorate Dentifrice !

Mixtures, Poplins, and all
recently imported for

the New

Cleansing the Teeth!
HARDENING THE G UMS,

Dresses.

-AND-

PURIFYING THE BREATH!

Tax and

Highway

11

Cloaks

S Uli VEYOllS’ BOOKS l

Special

and

Cassocks.

DAY

A Thief’s Letteb.—The following letter
found on the person of a London thief,

Dear Old Pal:—I write these few
lines, hopfind you in prosperit y, as they
leave me very seedy indeed. There is
nothing
doing this weather, for it is so cold that all
the gents button up their coats so close that
there is no getting at their pockets; and as to
the ladies, though they never carry much money, there’s no getting at their pockets, anyhow. 1 am going to have a smash at some
jeweler’s window, and if I am lucky, it will he
all right; if not, it will be all wrong. There’s
one thing 1 forgot, 1 sacked a goodisli lot of
fowls and a goose or two for Christmas. So
no more at present from your old pal,

prepared, and we take pleasure in recommending it to the public as a safe and effectual tooth
powder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D.,A. Burbank, M. 1)., Eli Edgecombe, M. D.,
J. P. Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. D., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggm, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D., N.
C. Harris, M. D., Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3,1866.

—andI

A complete assortment of American Prints,
Sheetings, Shirtings, Stripes, Denims, Ticks,
Thecks, Ribbed Cotton Hoeie *y, Crashes, &c.
10 cases Pacific, Manchester and Hamilton Mous de Laines in all the choice
Spring styles,
vill be sold at the old price of

BLOTTERS!

SO

CENTS

•-.If

Simple—Prompt—Effi-

Wholesale

ease, and

Book,

Clo se
i

Bought at the

STEAMBOAT RECEIPT BOOKS!

'I u

ORDER

|.-V

«

FREE

|

BOOKS I

MASON
n
•

i

ci'Xf :.j j3Ji03IJO

1

«*

<

t

SUPERIOR

f

POCKET BOOKS

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
DR. W.

Bottom

prices, and which he

will

•! !*

•'

.in,,

-u

Nearly Opposite

the United States lintel
lie would
respectfully announce totlie
citizens of Portland and
that he lias
permnnently located m this city. During the three
years we have been in tins city, we liave cured some
«t the worst forms of disease In
persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain and curing
patients in so short a time that the question Is often
aike.l, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured we will
e *,u
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. I). has been a practical Electrician tortwentv.
one years, and is also a regular graduated
MivsicisV
Electricity is pertcctly adapted to chronic diseases
the form of nervous or sick headache; iieurcm.i “
“
the head, neck, or extremities; oouaumpt'0n »ir
111 the acute stages or where the lungs fj-e ,iot fi
acute
or
chronic
involved;
rheumatisr, wrou.
diseases, white swellings spinal die
curvature
ol the spine, contracU*a muscle
diaU>rUid
or paralysis, St. Vitas
deafness, sta.ni!
ol
spec cb> dyspepsia, indigesmuring or

in

i

m

& CO..
278 Greenwich 8t., New York.
over
the
World.
an
Sold by Druggists
TAR RANT

/.,q

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Bartlett

and a

7-8 Cottons.
Also Everett and

variety of 3-4 and

other

best

quality
Stripes, ‘‘York” Denims, Ticks,
Heavy Cottonades and Summer
Stufflf or Men’s and Boy’s Wear
in full lines.

PRINTS.
Cocheco,
American,
Philip Allen,
Wamsuta,
Amoskeag,
Lancaster, and other makes.

FLANNELS,

PANT

66dly

_DR.CHAS.MORSE’S

5-4,

Dwight 9-8,
Fountain 4-4,

*

’ujH

,.

,

dirticulfy,

SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration of tlie urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,,
cam do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.

corresjMUidence strictly confidential, and will

RULERS

PAPER

returned, it desired.
Address:
Du. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic medical
TO

Troches are made from

a

Recipe obtained

from Charles Morse, M. D., of Portland, Maine.
THESE
of the
efficiency in allaying irrita-

They

are

tion oi

highest

the throat,

a

property due to their demulcent

ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and soltening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily
expectorated.
Many persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
ot the throat, while attending church, which often

cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm
room out into the cold air.
For sale wholesale and retail by
causes

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend,
]anl,1866d&w

own sex.
ance.

CHEROKEE

&

Also,
CO.,

by NATHAN WOOD,
and H. H. HAY.

—

AND

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green.
Sickness, Herrons and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Pack, SictBeadaehe, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from irregularity,
by removing tlie cause and all the

Also

a

GENTS’

—

CLOSEST

liuib^

MANUFACTURERS

CASH

!

Electricity

And

see, the deat to hear and

BOOK

BINDING

TEETH! TEETH

Consultation free.

CREAT
AMES

MAKKHB ON

or two, who can command th*e
above
hear ot a business opening such
seldom
in this city.
Address “BUSINESS,” at tb>s office, giving real

V one,

to

oi all kinds.
..

v

f‘

■

»|i

■

and stating where
10—Utf

an

interview i4»y be bad,

|

To restore Grey or ^Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and ^Dandruff from the Head. Will prevent
Will
and cure JVervous Headache.
cause the Hair to grow, giving it

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

t»

MEMBER THE PLACE!

Proprietor,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
Price 91. For Sale by all Driggiaia.
12—eodftwlyr

Jan

Notice.

NO.

74

81 MIDDLE STREET,

MTDDLU,

sum can

April

|

WAmEAlf’E®

FOX

Corner ot
Aprils

E:

tell an ge

Street.
oodlm

apll

BLOCK.

PORTLAND.

on

lm

Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth,

Cape Elizabeth, April 13, I860,

aplltf

ft.

“
*<

“

«

It.
ft.

ft.

lot of Quartermaster’s Property, via:

Cash, payable

Terms

in

Capt.
April 14th—isdtap25

Government Funds, at

A. Q. M„ U. S. A.

&

H# DRAPER, Auctioneer.

3*

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.
WILL SELL

Irritability.

On

Thursday, AprU 26tli, 1866,

At Exchange SaleB Room, 111 Broad way,NY
AT 1

O’CLOCK P. M.,

By order

or

of

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton Agent,

3000 Bales Upland and
Cotton.

TAKE NO OTHER.

|

Guff

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
and may be seen in the bale at
the Continental Stir os, Brooklyn, anti by sample at
the ofllce of the Auctioneers, No. 3C Pine St., New
York, two days before the sale.
ap!9dtd
E.

Remedy

M. PATTEN & CO, Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

Spars for Ships Masts at Auction.

sixty-tive

ve

cure the worst case of
and one dose will instantly
the most aggravated attacks of

8ick Headache,
Sickness at 8tomach
Fever and Ague,
Heartburn.
Colic Fains.
and in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and bowels. It 1b a sovereign and permanent cure for

Db. WRIGHT’S
of BA ft,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL

Cures General Debility, Weakness, Hysterics in females,
Palpitation of the Heart and
all Nervous Diseases. It restores new life and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
As the Phenix rises
y^th to course the veins, restorlBs the Organ* of Geuora-

ITY

■

f/r%*

in
every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take heal thy ibod without danger or dis-

and

—

tress from it. It is the most wonderfhl remedy and
the most speedy in Us action, ever known to the
world. No one will do without it in the house that
has ever used it ouoe.

*2

tim-rmooinglmpoUncgand
lift '’-*o
this Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full vigor, thus proving a
overcome disease.
perfect “Elixir of Love" removing Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life.” It gives a new
lease of life, cansing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

YOU

THAT ARE

one

trial

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
New Haven, Conn.
H. If. HAY, W F PHILLIPS If CO, and J. W.
PERKINS if CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them bv express, carefully
packed, free from observation, we .will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements tn regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, D«mphadvice, to the sole proprietor,

Lyon's

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

MEEWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED
FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

elderly
just the thing.

MMIjitt

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is war anted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, auu and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

or

Powders 1

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES

especially forbidden In tho directions which accom
pany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by
Druggists everywhere,

C. G. CLARK A CO., Gen’l Agents,
For U. S. and Canada*
J. IP. PERKINS If CO.. W. V. PHILLIPS if CO.,
9Hd H. H. HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

Bottled exprensly for Medicinal
by ItEEP,
CUTI.KH & CO., who have tacilitlc. for obtaining oil
Oi tlie most reliable quality. Large Bottles, f1,00.
Hoy 10—dAwOm

POSTPQNEM ENT
[The sale advertised below
postponed from April 23—tbe
in consequence

ot

an

error

has

been necessarily

time tirst announced—
in printing the legal

notice.]
Administrator’s Sale.
toliccn.se from the Judge of Probate
for Cumberland County, the subscriber, as Administrator of John M. Wood, deceased, will offer for
sale, at public auction on Monday, tbe 21st day of
next, all the right, title and interest, v bi"h the
said Wood liad, at tho time of bis decease, in and to
the following parcels ot land, namely:
A lot ot land in Cane Elizabeth, situated on the
south side of the road leading from Vaughan’s Bridge
to Scarborough, adjoining Daniel S trout** land, being
the same lot, conveyed in two parcels, to said Wood
by Jonas W. Clark and Moses Lyiord, June 30,1869,
—being about twenty acres.
Also a lot of land situated in Cape Elizabeth, being
about two and three-quarters acres,
the
foregoing; the same conveyed to said Wood by Ann
8. Skillins, August 4, 1864.
Also a lot ol land situated in Portland, on the south
Hide of Federal Street, eighty-three feet westward
from Pearl Street, the same conveyed to said Wood

PURSUANT

adjoining

by Adeline Hutchinson, November 9,1863.

Tbe sale ot the last mentioned lot will take place
the premises, in Portland, at eleven o’clock in the
forenoon.
The sale of the lots in Cape Elizabeth will take place
on the premises, at throe o’clock in the afternoon ol
the same day, May 21st, 1866.
Terms Cash.
JOSEPH IL8LKY, AdminiHtrator.

on

April 19,1866

ap2ld2tw3wl6

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
&c..
WEHarnesses, Horses,
shall sell

Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,

Every Saturday at 11 o’clock A* M*«
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

C3-E3STTX.EMBN I
respectfully Invited to call and examine the
NEW GOODS just received from New York and BosYou

are

ton, for

SPRI.VG OVERCOATS,

SPRING

SUITS,IJ

DRESS

•i

Coe’s uougn Balsam!
No Mcdicio. ever known will euro

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OK RELIEVE

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
u

quick

ns

Price llelng Only 3* Cent* 11
and is for sale by nil Druggists.

C.a.CLARK ft CO.,Proprietors, New ilnven, CL
tV F
and t! H

Auviist

1 rO.,^' If* PFRKtffS 4r CO.,
HAY, Portland Mr., IVhoIrsatt Aqrntr.
eodfcwlyr
31.1W65.

SUITS.

Also a fine assortment of BOYS’ SUITS. I will make
in the

and trim

Latest and most Fashionable Styles,
And at the
LtwcK Price* fee Cash*
Please call and examine the GOODS and the Prices
A. D. REEVES’, Taylor,
at
Exchange Street.
April 2—lm

Clayed Molasses,
—1

■

350

1 SUPERIOR CLAYED MOHHDS.
50 TIERCES.) LASSES, now landing per
W.
*‘J.
from Cardenas, for sale Dy
Drlsko,”
Brig

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
April 7—d3w

130

--

S..

POUDRETTE.
QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
300 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUD
RKTTK, just received and for sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and tuid Seed Store, by

OWW

KENDALL
April IT,

& WHITNEY.

apl8isd2m

1866.

For Sale,

Cough., Cold, and Consumption!

caretul to get the genuine.
BEEP, CGTIjKK & CO., Bouton, Proprietor.,
Large Bottles, $1.00.
Small, BO cents.
Pure Cod. Liver Oil

ON

sirable House No. 19 Merrill St. It Is of wood: two
and a half stories with an L; in a good neighborhood;
tine water and plenty of It. In a healthy location,
and with a commanding view. The lot is 50 by 90 ft.
It is a desirable
property—2-3 purchase money can
remain on mortgage. Title clear.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.
ap21td

—AND—

It does not dry
up ncongli, hut loosens it wthntth.
patient can expectorate freely. It within
the reach of all. the

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

ap21dtd

House and Lot at Auction.
SATURDAY, April 28, at 3 o’clock P. M., on
the premises, we shall sell that pleasant and de-

AT AUCTION!

Pills

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ot the worst cast's of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perIt is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
<JUre. For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdCm

at the
Trunk
in thickness
from

May

SUFFERING,

Wo beg of you, if you are sick, to make just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

Price, one bottlo (2; three bottles $5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
respectable
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not

at 21\
a
north of the
will be sold 43
to
to ninety feet.

laf^Sale positive.

BOWELS!

Dysentery,

ana

GEO. F. HENLEY,
H. S. JACKSON,

a

Four
ft. One

ft.
It.
ft.
ft.
H.
It. each
,t.
ft.

HENRY INMAN,

Dyspepsia Cure

FOlt

a

remove

«

ft.

Pipe.

Cholera Morbus,

undersigned hereby give notice that portion
in 1832, and still the best k-nntm
ot the cob work at the southerly end of Vaughan’s
THE
'J remedy for all ajectums qflhe
Bridge will be
1,
Monday the Kith instant, JjYSTABLISirED
Lungs, Throat
Vhest. Be

for the purpose of filling in ami 'making solid the
southeny end of said bridge, ami all persons in travelling over the £aine will do so at their own risk until
further notice.
J. M. KOBTNSON,

It.

ft.

It.
ft.

One Power Wasldng Machine; One Power
Mangier; One Reservoir, Copper; One Iron Boiler; One
Stationary Steam Engine; One Steam Heater; 1200
lbs. Shatllng; One Circular Saw; One Circular Saw
Set; Oue Boiler; 2011 tbs. Belting; Eighty drain
Sacks; Two Iron Safes; 122 Stoves; 5282" lbs. Stove

Bottle is guaranteed to

One

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

For

100 Xl6
38 XlO
20 x 5

15 x 8(
25 x 8
140 x30
10 xlO
60 xl5
120 x24
60 xl8
71 xl5
1001x2.1
140 x-S
31 x*.
39 XlO
90 X2G

ft.

50)x30J ft.

*•

Also

Dyspepsia in existence,

rei ie

the natural color and beauty of
youth- It will, not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

purchasers.

1

1

occurs

panic

INDUCEMENTS!

BOOKS

novlt*

t$io,ooo.
AN

done at the shortest possible notice.

I

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Fleo
T1UCITY without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call
Superior Elect no Magnetic Machines for
sole
°r Sa
C
lor family use, with thorough iiistnmttoiia
Dr. D. can accommodate a tew patients with board
end treatment at bis bouse.
Oilice hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M **
1
to 6 P. M., aiul 7 to 9 iu t-be evening.

GOODS

building 361x201 ft.

it. One
It.
ft. «

10Jxl8 ft.

“

cut this out.

STOMACH AND

july4dly

•,

open to inspection has ALL BEEN bought since the recent great decline in goods, thus
enabling the propeietor to offer

LADIES

vigor oi health.
TEETII 1

»\H

lluilding'M

M x22 ft.
30 X100 It.
30jxl6) ft.
60 xl6 It.

from

Oppression
Palpitations;

now

cold lianas and leet; weak stomachs
lamnervous and sick

backs;
headache- ill, !
ness and swimming in tile hea<l, with indigesi
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and biukleucorrbiea, (or whites); falling uftbe womb with in'
ternOl cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that lone
train of diseases will ilnd in Electricity a sure means
For painful menstruation, too
of cure.
profuse
menstruation, and all ol those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to th*

DRY

•<

MAINE.

AUCTION/

150 x25

Debilitated state of the sys.ein.

The public should remember that this extensive stock of
••

“

V

and all diseases of tbe

persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are
the bowels oaice the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. \Ve
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ot food,
also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complaint. Loss ot
Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 00
cents per box; small l»oxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
8. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.

1

every variety ol

“

about

PLEASANT
and for

will readily appreciate.

Free Street*

FRIDAY, April 27th,
M.,
Basin,
Grand
J mile
Station,
DYSPEPSIA! ON
Portland,
masts, ranging
twenty-two
thirty-four inches; length

the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not

BUYERS

Ilou»c No* 78

The Parlor Brussels Carpets; one Parlor SettJ pieces
in Rosewood and Plush; one Parlor Sett in Black
Walnut and Cloth; Marble 'TopCentre Tables—Etargere’; What-Not and Music Stand; two splendid
Marble Top Mahogany ( bomber Setts; one Mirror, 2
feet by 6 leet in gilt frame; Parlor Curtains; Mantle Ornaments; with Bedsteads, Beds, Hair Muttra—
ses; Chamber Chairs; Toilette Setts; Chamber, Entry and Stair and Oil Cloth Carpets; Mirrors; Bureaus; Toilette Tables: Pictures; Clocks; one very
extra Extension Table; sett Bluing Room Chairs;
What-Not with Writing Apparatus; Card, Work,
Toilette and Lining Tables; Hat Tree; W'ooi Mats;
&c. With a splendid assort ment ol China and dlas-s
Ware; one full China Sett in gilt; one sett White
China, French; White Stone China; Crockery and
uiass Ware,
tioblecs, Tumblers, W'ines, £ c.. Castors,
ditchers, «&c„ with a tine assortment
ot *i*K\SreamH’
i able Cutlery.
Also, Air 'l ight, Parlor and Cook
Stoves, Ac. Together wiihall those articles of Kitchen e urmture to be found in the
best appointed Kitch-

“

and is safe to use at all times

GOODS !

shall sell all thti furniture in

wc

8]

Appetite,

Appetite,

circulation maintained.

Wlio have
and weak

General

Restlessness and Sleeplessness at Night,
Absence of Muscular Efficiency,

The World’s Great

to

FURNISHING

ON

United States Cotton Sale.

Hysteria,

Better than any

full line of

Genteel Furniture at Auction.
THURSDAY, April 26, at 10 o’clock a vi '*

Determination of Blood to the Head,
Confrised ideas,

genuine,

of pur-

CO., Auctioneer..

One Building 40 x2G
38 xlSl
SC x
“
120 x25
55 x 25

Imbecility,

Coe’s

MERWIN, 87 Walker St., N. Y.
B.—Cberokeo Pills No. 2 ore prepared for
fpedal cases, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of
the price of each box.

^J)r. W. E.

Aprfl

20.

by G. W. Amory,

Dr. W. R.

*pyor

,*,l! aa,“a»t
caii'mnSiMm1i,K^“u'
HEN“Y

Thirty-two (32) Wooden Buildings.

Debility,

IIELMBOLiyS.
Apr 5—eodtf.

N.

new

“^:1bv1uvK8tnw“t«^uSvbur,,ood-',u‘i
chase

BY

Mental and Physical Depression,

j

gS1

iui^,8tbua^“il8wm.1ee‘>

AT

having received the endorsement ol the most
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES, is now offered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:

the

a

i;'V'lYlf,LY
r11 ,18
lY888

about 0.5
ttteet.oontahih
located

u

Assistant Quartermaster’s Office, U. S. A.,)
Portland, Maine,
April 14, 1608, )
order of the Quartermaster General, U. S. A.,
1 shall sell at Public Auction, at
Camp Cony. Aupwta,Maine, on THUKSDAY, April 2»i, at 9 o’clock

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.

insure

on the corknown as the
th™e »Uny
a splendid corner lot,
by ,:w feet «“ * arleton
It
pleasantly
vaju-

arlemn01?rcH8r*ac,arl-^u*streets,

(

MoSiW’ ThH9

time of sale.

Loss ot

O’clock, 1’. M.,

AND OTHER U. S. PROPERTY,

strengthening than any of the preparations ol
Iron, infinitely safer and more pleasant.

General

3

property

Sale of*

or

ASK FOR

They

Or, Essence

80

AUUUSTA,

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU

To

effects that arise from it.
are perfectly sale in all cases, except when forbidden by dircctions, and arc easy to administer,
as they are nicely sugar coated.
They should bo in the hands of
every Maiden, Wife, and- Mother
J in the land.
rf Ladies can address us in perfect
* confidence, and state their comin
full, as wo treat all Female Complaints,
plaints
and
prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to
which they arc subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envoi ope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all drnggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor
*

!

Y’ APrl* 2S> at
02..'YlElnNI'i?IIA
,llut valuable

uer

ap20—dtd

Paralysis of
the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart,
And, in fact, all the concomitants of a Nervous and

Or M'euutle Regulator,

liesirable ileal Estate at Auction.

This Is the fullest and best assortment of Furniture
we have ottered at auction tor
many years. It was
manuiactured to order, of the best materials, and is
in periect order.
We are requested to say—the Bouse is not for Sale—
or Rent—or Examination—and that no article
of Furniture will be sold—but at Auction.
Open lor examination at 8 o’clock morning of sale.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

period

CLOTHS, COATINGS,

and other Woolens.

HEAD

BILL

palsied foriu to move upright; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the acciotuits of mature life
prevented; the calamities ot old ^
age obviated
ated and
and an
a“

active

PILLS,

SALE

Stools.

sensitive to impression, while the now constant restraints of fashionable dress, absolutely forbidding
the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; the
exposure
to night air; the sudden change of
temperature; the
complete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
muBt, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of
misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so
utterly regard
less of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her
delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture ol the
experience of thousands of our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the lunctions ol
the generative organs they require an education of
their peculiar nervous system; composed of what is
called the tissue, which Is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions and associations at an early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their victims ere nature has self-completed their development.
For Female Weakness anil Debility, Whites or Leucorrhcea, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus anil Bearing
Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect sjfeciflc
known: HelmboUrs Compound Extract of Buchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every
of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the discharge of its f unctions.
Strength is the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

Bark

On TUESDAY, AprU 24th, at 3 P. M., at office
Sale positive, weather lair or foul.
of tine Engraving*, with or withont frames,
a part being Line
Engravings and Mezzotintos,
allot which will be
arranged nd day ami hour of
sale will be given
directly
aplU

At 12 o’clock M., one fine toned 7 octave Piano in
Rosewood Case—ono line Piano Covering; two Piano

mania that exists tor precocious education and
marriage, causes the years that nature designed for
corj>oreal development to be wasted and perverted in
the restraints of dress, the early confinement of
school,
and especially In the unhealthy excitement of the oallroom.
with
the
Thus,
body half clothed and the
mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting In midrevel
the
hours
night
designed by nature for sleep and
rest, the work of destruction is naif accomplished.
In consequence ot this early strain upon her system, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to retain her situation In school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbidly

more

Ai(-iiOHe^,

ens.

The

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganisation

O. P. SHEPHERD
fe!4d3m

all of which will he offered at snch prices that the

B.lieummtPjj t]je goUty the lamoand thelazv
n(j move with the agility and elasticy.9* A1, the heated brain is cooled; the fiost:’dt5».i vr,s testored, the uncouth deformities re.
7 ,!'tI!e“ converted to vigor, weakness to
blind made to
“.u.»

When reviewing the causes *oi these distressin
complaints, it is most painful to contemplate the at
tendant evils consequent upon th£m. It is but sim
pic justice to tho subject to enumerate a few oi the
many additional causes which so largely affect the
life, health and happiness oi woman in all classes of
society, and which, consequently, affect, more or less
directly, the welfare of the entire human family.

is

structions after ail other remedies have been tried In
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may he taken
with perfect safety at all tiiuos.
Sent to any part of the country, with ftiil directions
bv addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. B Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portkind.

complaints.

tlie

Infirmary,

CADIES.

CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.

tis, strictures ot the cr cst, and all forms of female

By

THE

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will ilnd arranged for tlieii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtuo in
regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is speeitic and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will gad it invaluable in ail cases of ob-

exhaust,

hesitancy^
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be p' e8ented; asthma, bronchi-

The
leap with joy

be

Hundreds suA'ev ou in silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to
druggists and doctors, who
either merely tantalize them with the
hope of a cure
or apply remedies which make them
worse.
I would
not wish to assert anything that would do
injustice to
the afflicted, bat I am obliged to say that
although it
may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
powers of life, by laborious employment, unwholesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use ol
tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oiteuer caused by direct irritatiou applied to the mucous
membrane of the vagina itself.

For all Female

n'1
1*7?

D^ce.

or success.

Tar rants Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.

Hill 4-4,
Boot W 5-4,

Pepperel E,
Pepperel N,
Pepperel R,
Laconia O,
Forest City B,
Forest City A,
Amoskeag A and B,
Lawrence A,
Newmarket A,
Newmarket H,
Exeter A,
Massachusetts A,
Orient R,
Saulsbury E,

vicinity,

nulsy

only

any oortaiuty

Manufactured only by

|

..•[

made to order.

174 MIDDLE STREET,

WHERE

Copaiba,
Speedy

there is no need of confinement or change of diet.In its approved form of a paste, it is entirely tasteless, and causes no unpleasant sensation to the patient, and no exposure. It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
class of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the
t wo remedies known that can be relied uj.on with

offer at great Bargians. Tlie whole basement
carrying on the Jobbing business. He has
;

N.

DEMING,
Electrician

S

Cure for all diseasa Sure, Certain, and
es of the bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either in the male or female, frequently performing
a perfect cure in the short space of three or )oni
days, and always in less time than any other preparation. In the use ot
Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Stock of

BROWN COTTONS.

—AND-

1

»

1ST T

Cubebs and

of the store has been fitted up for the purpose of
now in stock a full line of the following articles

IIAY, Agent. Portland. july26’65eodly

!M!edical

3RTa.

Fail.”

ma> 7

Broadway
'iy

IT. If.

Large

There are many men afc tlie age oi thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
the patient cannot account ior. On examining tlie
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish
hue,
again changing to & dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die ol this
ignorant of the cause, which is the

Application!

on

MEN.

Copaibs

5 (Ml

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562
^ New York
Du. Humimirkys is consulted dai
ttt his office
ersonaliy or by letter, as above* for all forms of

TAR

Domestic Dry Goods.

;

MIDDLE-AGED

j

ap4eod3m

IS

-AND-

>< 5; >

young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends
supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and onlv
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time art
made to rejoice in perfect health.

liberal discount to tlio trade.

prices.

i

1

MEMORANDUM,

Youug men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more

Box !

fctr’For sale by Druggists generally.
For sale in Portland by W. W. Whipple, Crosman
&Co., J. R- Lunt & Co, L. O. Gilson, W. E. Short,
Jr., Edward Mason, H. T. Cummings, T. G. Loring,
Benson & Merrill, F. E. Coveil, M. S. Whittier, F.
Sweetser. E. Chapman, C. F Duran, and by If. H.
HAY, who will supply the trade at Manufacturers’

Cash Buyers,

To his

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

JOUX G. COOK & CO., DrngKUls,
PROPRIETORS, Lewiston, Me.

Freight, Express, Railroad

>:< K

15) and Book,
3 00
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1
S^sT'l’bcse Remedies, by the Case or single, box
sre sent to any part of the country, by Mail
or Express, free of charge on receipt of the prica Address
to

Department.

a

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

needed in the Counting Boom.

"*

large Vials, plain
1

A

Trial Packages FREE

WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF

Jjj

Cents

“There is no such Word as

BOOKS

Do not wait for ilie consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

ounce

*

...

A. HAYES, M. D.
State Assayer.

State St., Boston, February 26th, 1866.

and every kind of

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
23
2
25
Worms, Worm-Fever. Worm-Colie,
3
inn Colic, or Teething of infants, 25
Cry
44
4
Diart cea of children or adults,
25
44
5
25
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic,
44
44
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25
44
44
7
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
44
44
8
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
25
44
44
9
Headaches, Sick-Haadaohe. Vertigo, 25
44
44
10
Billious Stomach,
Dyspesia,
25
44
44
II
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
44
44
12
too profuse Periods,
25
Whites,
44
44
13
25
Croup, Cough, difficult Breathing,
44
44
14
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt ons,
25
44
44
15
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
w.
44
•
16
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
IJ,
44
44
22
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing
50
44
44
23
Swell' n’.«, im
Scrofula,
enlarged
Glands,
44
44
J7
Piles, blind or bleeding,
44
44
18
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak,. eyeg|
44
44
19
Catarrh, acute or chronic, Influenza
en
44
44
20
rn
Whooping-Cough, violont Coughs
44
•*
21
Asthma,
oppressed Br^athinir*
50
44
44
31
Diphtheria, ulcerated Sore Tliroat,
50
44
44
32
Sufferings at Chanue of Life,
100
44
44
33
St.
Epilepsy,
Spasms.
Vitus’ Dance. 1 00
44
44
21
General Debility. Physical
Weakness, 50
*•
44
25
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
50
44
26
Sea-Sickness, sickness Horn riding,
50
44
44
'17
Disease, Gravel,
Kidney
50
**
44
28
Nervous Debility. Seminal Emissions,
involuntary Discharges,
1 00
“
4«
29
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
**
44
Urinard Incontinence, wotting bed,
30
50
•4
31
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50

15 Boxes (Nos.

r~

I

w"

v

Cts.

HATE CONFIDENCE.

All

uJ&LMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.

physician,

who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may iollow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

This celebrated Tooth Powder is put up in two
Boxes, and sold at the low price of.

»

r

jf-..

V 'r \J

SILAS S. DREW

tiou.

CASES.

20

BILL BOOKS!

They are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be inaae in using them; so harmless
os to bo free from danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfac

FAMILY

A.

Twenty-Five

i

-AND-

j

Respectfully,

YARD I

•-•
*
>
k
m?—---

Cash, Invoice, Alphabet

HUMPHREYS’
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,
PROVED, from the most ample experi-

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
largo Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00

PER

VAr

■

35
20
20

GOODS!

Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—Gentlemen:—I
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
In composition it
both Chemically and
accords with the recipe, and is free from any metallic, or mineral compound, which can injure the teeth.
It cleanses the surface of the teeth w ithout abrading
them, and it contracts the gums firmly on them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
matter adhering to them. In fact, it contains the
best constituents oi several popular dentifrices.

Physically.

ing they will

Joshua A. White.

DOMESTIC

i

wide-spreadrcputalion.

which it is

BOOKS

alter his arrest:

a

Dentists, Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
Wo the undersigned have examined specimens ol
Cooke’s Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from

attentson will be

-• *-•-

was

Article in the Market, but has already

vours,
D. B. Stbout,
Thomas Fillebrown,

he best Cutter in New

i

New

Respectfully

given to the Manufacture of Ladies’ Outside Garments. Having
England, Mr. Drew can, without fear of contradiction, recommend
lis garments as superior to any other
establishment, Over 400 Sacques, Jackets, and
1 hassocks in the latest
styles on hand. Also a large stock of CLOAKINGS, BUTTONS, and
>ther Trimmings.

LEDGERS, JOURNALS

a

Bead the following Testimonials inlits Favor.
Lewiston, Jan. 12,1866.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
we
feel a
Chlorate Dentifrice
tested
your
sured that it is an excellent powder for cleansing the
teeth and purifying the breath, and having examined
the recipe from which it is made, we are sure there
is no article iu it which is in the least injurious to the
teeth or
general health, but on the contrary, highly
beneficial to both.

1

■

is

gained

WHITE GOODS in Full Lines !
Valuation,

suc-

All

-for-

It

listen
till

GOODS.

Ladies*

readwhile

reply

JD.

C.
COOK’S

Fabrics

Record Books !

chairs

the other is finished.
V III. Never talk or
whisper aloud at the
opera, theatre or public places and especially
in a private room where
any one is singing or
playing the piano.
IX. Loud
coughing, hawkiDg, yawniDg,
sneezing and blowing are ill-mannered. In
every case cover your mouth with your handkerchief (which never
examine—nothing is
wore vulgar,
except spitting on the floor.)
X. Treat all with respect,
especially the
poor. Be careful to injure uo one’s feelings
by unkind remarks. Never tell tales, make
faces, call names, ridicule the lame, mimic the
uufortuuate, or be cruel to insects, birds or
animals.

entire success;

measured and found to be

long. \Ve have it preserved,
for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Airs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
AIARY RAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
dc!2tl
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1865.

I

excused.

ence. an

was

see

C.

straight; never use your tooth-pick (although
Europeans do,) and when leaving, ask to be

HAVE

it

half inches

a

that all may

Papers!

V

with your cap on.

of his skill and

l

------

er leave it with
your back to the company.—
Never enter a private room or public place

cient, and Reliable.

stomach;

and

eleven

Department we offer a full assortment of DRESS SILKS, in plain colors, Brown. Blue, Green, Purple and Garnet. Also
Brocades^ and Reps, in all the Choice
Shades. Black Silks in Lustre and Gro Grain—in ALT. qualities from the lowest price up to
the very HEAVIEST Gro Grain, for Cassocks and Mantillas.

French and

assurance

regularly

from the

In the Retail

education.
II. Clean faces, clean clothes, clean shoes
ami clean finger nails indicate
good breeding.
Never leave your clothes about the room.—
Have a place tor everything, and everything

Physician

toms. She immediately examined her case and told
that slio had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, aud that it lias been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a lew hours the child ejected the snake alive

GOODS,

Ever exhibited in this City, which he will offer at the LOWEST
WHOLESALE or RETAIL.

sufficient

generally
study

ern

Remember good sjielling, reading,
and grammar are the base of all true

and do not

St.

*

i

furnishing

cess.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their elticacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
whose
educated
From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
preparatory studies fits him tor all the duties he must
Portland, and can bj consulted at her office, No, 11 fulfill;
yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
Clapp's block.
are not only useless, but
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
always injuricus. The unfortunate
should be PARTICULAR in selecting liis
Dear Madam .—Permit me to tender you my sinphysician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovcrtcere thanks lor the cure you have effected on my
able fact, that
many syphilitic patients arc made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
I from inexperienced physicians in
general practice:
last January in a very singular manner.
\Ye called
lor it is a point
conceded by the best syphilin six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
and management of these
ographers, that the
complaints should engross the whole time of t hose
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
who would be competent and successful in their treatit—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
ment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitwhat the disease was. Some Iriends advised that we
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
him sell acquainted with their
should call on a Clairvoyant; there l>eing none in
pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most eases makProvidence that wo could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and danMANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- gerous weapon, the Mercury.

Electric

SILAS S. DREW,

Paged Blank Books

The Child’s Etiquette in Ten Commandments.—The following hints on ejlueation. Etiquette, and Morals from the pen of
George Famcis Train, are worth publishing:
<
>l>ey these and you shall have five dollars
every Fourth of July, which you may give to
the poor.
I. Always say Yes, Sir.
No, Sir. Yes,
Papa. No, Papa. Thank you. No thank
you. Good night.
Good morning.
Never
say how, or which, for what. Use no slang

attentively,

)

-1 N-

Ai d I make answer: “I am
satisfied;
1 dare not ask; 1 know not what is best:
bod hath already said what shall betklc.”

place.
III. Rap before entering

i

TI1K INDEPENDENT

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

j

..

MRS. MANCHESTER,

CLAIRVOYANT I

BLOCK,

LONGFELLOW.

’Tis late at night, an! in the realm of sleep
My little lambs are folded like the flocks;
room to room I bear the wakeful clocks
Challenge the passing hour, like guards that keep
1
Their solitary watch on tower aud steep*
Fa r oil' 1 hear the crowing of the
cocks/
And through the opening door that time
unlocks
bi l the fresh breathing ot To-morrow
creep.
Ju-n.orrow the
unknown guest,
mysterious,
W ho cries aloud: “Remember
Barmecide,
Ami tremble to be happy with the rest.”

writing,

FOX

—AND—

From

terms.

DRY GOODS STORE,

to Order

—Fun.

To-Morrow.
BY n.

Temple

be consulted privately, and with
confidence by the afflicted, at all
uoure daily, and Horn 8 A.
M. to 9 P. M.
those who are suffering under the
affliction ^^resses
01 private
diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting bis entire lime to that particular branch 01
the medical profession, ho iceis warranted in UuakRANTELINU A OlJKE I)i ALL C/A8F.8, Whether Of loilfi
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and makim? h
perfect and PERMANENT CUliE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
Cu t of his long standing and well-earned reputation
can

Sales.

EDW. M. PATTEN, & CO.,
No* IS Exchange Street.

j

Females, owing to the peculiar and important relations which they sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, are subject to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small degree
to flheir happiness and welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ol these various female complaints can long be suffered to run
on without involving the general health of the Individual, and ere long producing permanent sic ness
and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant to consuls
a physician for the relief of these various delicate aifections, and only upon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman so Ihr sacrifice her greatest charm as
to do this. The sex will then thank us for placing in
their hands simple specifics which will be found efficacious in relieving and curing almost every one ol
these troublesome complaints pocul ar to the sex.

Street,

he
WHERE
the utmost

NEW

Come with sweet rheumatic twinge
To each stiffened nervous hinge
ltuck my back, my arms, my knees,
t ome and give me
tortures, please.

W

private medical rooms,
No, 5

All in vain to ope an eye,
Come with sleet; and come with gale,
Come— aud be, of course, all hail!

Auction

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

THROAT!

Come with frost-nipt flowers that try

_Medical._

Dlt. J. B. HUGHES

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

The

_OF THE-

Medical.

A

GOOD

SPRING MEDICINE,
USE

DOMESTIC BITTERS!
Apr 4—dtt

Rrig L. T. KNIOHT. 2(17 tens O. M.,
built at Frankfort in 180.1. in good order,
and well found. Dimensions 107,26J, 9}.
Must be applied for
If not sold before Friday, April 27th. it
will be sold at public auction at Uustom House Wlmrl
M.
A.
o’clock
at II
MrOILVKRY, RYAN & DAVIS.
ar*>~dtd

immediately.

flT'Book and Card printing, of every description,
neatly executed at the Dally Press Office.

New York.
Also ar 19th, schs Win R Gexm, Parker, Portland;
E Richardson, Thompson, Boston; Idaho, Newman,

Brighton Live Stock Market.
op Stock
Wednesday, April 18.—amount
Market.

2S»-iS?

SB

»' S
*»*
Hattie.

Spcep.
00

66

Hampshire! ’.’.*’• •.- g

New

gg

JSSSS-i*;:::::::::::::.«
Western

^
1464

States.741

l/o
Canada...»«•••»••»•»••••••• 313
Prices—Beet Cattle, extra, 13J@ 14; hirst qualhy,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c, 13 @13};
Second quality, good fair beef, 12 @13; Third qu&ion the
ty, light young cattle, cows, &c., 11@ 111
total weight of beef, hide and tallow.
Working Oxen—$20 @300
pair; steers $100@150.
One pair 7 yoars old. 7 feet 1 inches.$24i
years old, 6 feet 10 inches,. 236
years old, 6 feet 6 inches,.; 285
years old, 0 feet 11 Inches. 23H
years old, e feet 6 incl.eB.
—

old,

C years

6 feet

P

8 inches.

years old. 5 feet 2 indies..
Cows—Sales at $45 <u> 5l>; Extra, **>•>.". J 25 i
Farrow, 30 @ 45.
Sheep*—Common, 6i;a>5Jc » lb; Extra, 8 @»} qj> lb.
Shoared, 4J ®6k* q» ft.
Sl. ites t> ft, 1, @i21c wholesale; 12 @ 15 retail,
Hides—8@9c
lb; country lots, 6J@5c.
Tallow—Sales at 7<| IS1 ,b lib
Calf Skins—At 18u22c qp ft.
l’elts—$2 ooift'2 26 each.
Milch

Financial.
New York.

stocl^^Sedlv

Flour—dull and 10c lower; sales 1,800 bbls.

at 0 90

@

State

8 66.

Wheat—1 @2c lower.
Corn—dull; sales 27,000 bushels; mixed Western at
86 @ 87$.
Whiskey—dull at 2 16$ @ 2 27.
Pork -heavy.
Lard—Arm.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago,

Wines active at2
Pork at 26 60 @ 26 75.

High

April 21.

2l7 Provisions quiet.

Mess

^

Receipts
6,500 bbls. ol flour. 26,000 bushels ol
wheat, 83,000 bushels of coni, 12,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—2,000 flour, 19,000 bushels oi wheat, 16,000 bushels corn, 6,000 bushels of oats.
_

—

tor New York 15

Cincinnati Markets.
Cincinnati, April 21.
Flour inactive; sales at 7 50 (a> 7 75, Whiskey at
2 22. Mess Pook Arm at 26 50. City cleared Bams
Lard closed at 18$ (a)
at 26$; country demand light.
19.
Bulk Meats and Bacou quiet and unchanged.
Gold 126.
Markets.

Mobile, April 20.
34c.
Cotton—sales to-day 800 bales Middling at 33

Shi to
Holland.
Sid to

Soarabaya

Hill ManuiacturingCi*ini»anv.180*
Rhode Island State Sixes, 1882. 93$
Maine State Sixes, 1889. 90^

Letters

In
E

Farmington, April 11, John E

Delia

Wood and Anna

Wright, both of New Sharon.
In Biddeford, April lo, Geo S Dutch and Hannah
A Cole, both of Kennebunk.
In Lewiston, April 17, Josiah Barlow and Betty
Ward: 18th, Frank Stevens and Mary Pashure; Jos
Le Flam and Phileita Gage, all ol Lewiston.

In this
86 years.

olty, April 21,

Mrs

Ingraham

Boyce Nellie mrs

__DIED.
fc3P“Funoral this (Monday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from the residence of her brother, Luther Fitch,
No 453 Congress atre-et.
In this city, April j1, Mr Jonathan Tukesbury,
aged 85 years 3 months.
Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 21 o’clock,
from his late residence, No 8 Pearl street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, April 2J, Mr Samuel
aged 51
Chester,
years 7 months.
C3T*Puneral on
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
In this city. April 22, Mrs Susania Stone,
aged 87
years 7 months.
[Massachusetts papers
copy.)
19^ Funeral ou Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from No 4 Stone street.

Tuesday

please

Nellie L
Burdh Helen M
LlaBchord Hattie C
Bodge Jennie mrs
Branagiu Jane
Burnet mrs
Barker M T mrs
Baker Sirrah E M
Susan3

G

Morgan

mra

Broad Sophia

B

( handler A M
Carver Evalina mrs 2
Cults Frances mrs
Clark Joehua S mrs
Chase Lottie J
Campbell Louisa mrs

i:

BARBA DOES. Brig Florence—148 hhds 22 trcs 11
bbls sugar, to Geo H Starr.
CALBAR1EN. Barque Locbiel—581 hhds sugar 1
box samples, Churchill, Browns & Manson; 0 bbls
sugar, 1 bbl molasses, master.
CARDENAS. Sell Charlotte Fish—405 hhds 45 tes
10 bbls molasses, Chase, Cram Si Sturdivant; 7 bbls
do, master.
MATANZAS. Sch Marcus Hunter—356 hhds 3C
trcs molasses, Chase, Cram & Sturdivant.
WESTPORT NS. Sch; Shooting Star—180 qtls
halibut, 244 qtls dry codtisb, 1 bale rags, order.
HILLSBORO NB. Sch luduatry—182 tons coal.
Kerosene Oil Co.
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

NAME

DATE.

FOR

Belgian.Portland.... Liverpool.... April 21
City ot New York.New York. .Liverpool_April 21
Corsica.New York.. Havana
April 21
.New York.. Bremen...
April 21
Saxonia.New York..Hamburg....April 21
New York.New York.. Aspinwall
April 21
Edinburg.New York. .Liverpool... .April 21
Montezuma.New York..Aspinwall.. .April 22
Columbia.New York..Havana
April25
Asia.Boston.Liverpool... .April 25
North American... Portland... Liverpool.... April 28

Campbell Margaret
Conncl Margaret
Cook Mary El & H M
Cook Margaret
Cloudman Susan G
Duran Frances mrs
Dinsmore Hannah mrs
Doyle Mary F mrs
Elliott Alain A inrs
Emerson E It mrs

City or Boston.New
Virginia.New

York.
York..

Liverpool_April
Liverpool_April

28
28

Eastman Martha R
Clara B mrs
Faherty Kate

Fryer

F arnald Osborn
Gardner Geo W

Gallisou Henry

Miniature Alumnae.April 23*
Sunrises.5.07 I Moon sets
1.58 AM
Sun sets.. .6.50 { High water.6.15 PM

MARINE~NEW§
PORT

O^

PORTLAND.
Saturday* April 21.

ARRIVED.

Steamship Belgian, (Br) Brown, New York for
Liverpool.
Brig Emma, (new) Webster, Yarmouth, in tow of
steam-tug Warrior.

&py’ Dean» Elizabethport.

oi? Borneo, French, Elizabethport.
Belle, Hart, Calais lor Providence.
ow
Sch Lmilv. Grant, Ellsworth for Boston.
Plower» Bunker, Cranberry Isles for New
York
Bangor for Lynn.
SC!‘
Sell Sarah
KoBanua, Xkatson, liangor
for SonIoh
Sch Angelica,
for ISosion
Spinney,
Sell Sea Serpent, Falderwood, Ueckiimi tor Ttontnn
Sch Unole Sam, Spear, Itw
,,
Sch Pilot, Thompson, Bocklan I for Now
VoVk
Ar 18th seb J Predmore,

Harr ington Eliza
Herrick II F inrs
Hobson Hattie
llall Hannah N
Holmes llattie mrs
Holden Lyman A mrs
Haskell Louise mrs
Martin

mra

G

mrs

Apr 18—d2w

A

Fitz-

eland.

Reexport.

Bch Wellington, from

2Hth'81:1,8 Vulcan, Boardraas,
For‘U"e lsla“d; Ja“e9

I

Prices!

Exchange

2

Are

Mquire^if

On Franklin, Montreal and Alder Sts.
E LB RIDGE

A

GERRY,

59

and to effect Insurance upon Hulls, in the iollowing
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued.
Assets

Metropolitan

A

at

this office,

or

of

1,110,000
1*500,000

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,

address.

A. G. LEWIS, Portland, Me.

Exchange Street, >
JOHN E.. DOW k SON.

Street.

Portland. Feb 8,

Also

Enquire

at

~ATLANTIC
Wall Si,

5J

story lions© and lot on Alder St.
1U Exchange St
apl7dtf

a one

Insures

House

Fine

Selected lrom

Wliich I

am

GARMENTS,
Which for Style and Workmanship will suit the most
fastidious.

By

0

1

H
rT^1
for mr8 Ann

strict

am

application

in

hopes

to

W. F.

M0rria,»..
Preble A M&jpr

j
J
Pike George
Fierce H B
Conner Joseph
Pushard Joseph
Cushing John K
Petti ugall Joseph natM» v
Colley J C
5
1
Cub’ ing Lemuel Cushing IPhilbrook Joseph
Levi L
Patterson dames G
Cummings
Parsons Jas N
Cuskloy Martin
Charles M L2
Pierce M D
Martin
Parker Wm Congress Bt 2
Curley
Conolly Owen
Porter Wm P
Conoxy Phillip
Perkins W G
Clancy Patrick
Patterson Wm
Pioko' ,ur tuI 'Icl’D SanZu|jimrLJ*
nonh
Cicech Z
Russell Asa T?
Cam AlbertC
viiil.
u
*
H
toT Hcnry A
Downing A J
Rfch
Robiowjn
Calvin
for Mary
Donnell
Cornelius
pevino
Riley Ueo
c-HT
It
Drake Bros
S',?
formr3 Sa'
DollardKB
ri f a n’U’
Dyer Emerson

CHESLEY,
Merchant Tailor
No. 102 Middle

prepared to make into

to

business and wants of

merit

a

share of trade.

CHISAM.

™ to

Business.

1? oft,efe<1
Elastic ja1.?6
Goods, lor which there is an established
demand and ready sale. Any person wishing to enm a light aud pleasant
business, and who can
furnish a cash capital oi $300 to $r»oo. can address
in *he manulacture oi

apSdtf

Manufacture r.
Box 1769, p,Q,

310,580

K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,

Wm. O.
Lewis Curtis,

Caleb Bantow,
A. P. Plllot,

Wm.E

Have made additions to their block ol

O

Henry

Cbas. If. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
Weston,
5* Warren
Koval
Phelps.

GOODS!

It

E

N

at

cor-

R%iod
t&gnod

April 10—d2w*

Real Estate Broker.

(ireat

Inducements

Hobson,

J. if.

Fred’k Cliauncey,

JLJAS

«i*r

MTJNGER,

(Head

of

Office 166 Foro St.,

Long Wharf,)

lift

?

/

£

new

store,

NO. 355 Con gross,
Near tke krud of (ime Street.
B.—Children’s Carriages fur sale.
JOHN S. CUSHMAN.
ap21
N.

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST.

EASTERN HOTEL,
MAINE.

Proprietor.

lias been closed t'r
time past, is again open to the public.
The house has beeu thoroughly repaired
and nut In complete order In every respect,
i^xpcncnced help ban been employed in every deportment. The tables will be tarnished with the best
the market affords, and no effort will lie spared for
the comfort and entertainment of guests.
Mr. E. W. B. Austin, recently of Bcllfcst, will ac
09 head clerk ot the establishment.
A Beading Boom will be kept well supplied with
the newspapers of the day fi*r tlio use of guests.
In connection with the hotel there will be an excellent Stable, with faithtal
The old patrons and the public generally are invited to the EASTERN HOTEL.
mli29d 1 m
Mathias. March 26. IMiti.

UTUa

Hotnl, which

some

superintendence.

International

Eating

House!

This excellently located Hotel lias been

CABINET ORGAN
MANUFACTORY

HENDERSON’S.
No.

5

TEMPLE

W.

r.

ST., PORTLAND,

Me.

HASTINGS

Would heroby inform bis friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs ol every description, and Piano

Mekdinos.
style
all
These

have the icverl>crating SoundOvgjuis
Wind-Chest, with other improvements, sueh
Swell, double bellows, two blow pedals, &4.
Feb 28—coif&wtf

Box

choicest edibles in the market,
AT AliL. HOPH.S, from 5 A. M. to 10] P. M.
Wedding Parties and families furnished with
Ice (.'ream and
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery.
On the

as

or

Knee

building.

S.O. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.
Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

BICKFORD,

by

either partner.
1

March 15, 18CC.

Spring Cloakings I
The most

and exten-

elegant assortment ot

UROKKN AND

in

city,

is

now

resect frilly invited to

«£•<?.

E. E.

Tliene goods being bonght forensh at tbe lowest lminlcnded to
-portacs anduianu&ctnrerM' p ices, It le best New
offer all the variety and advantages of the
York and Bouton houses.

NEW

MORTON
1

8GG AND STOVE SIZE.

200 TONS LOBGRY,
burning

and

VERY PURE, ami all ktads

ui

White and Red Ash Coal..
Tboae Coal, are ol Uie very we ST quality, ami warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 600 cords ol best quality of HARO uu«l
SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the v«uy
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
LE^Glve us a call and try us.
,
,.th
Uf
bth-dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.
Notice.

holding U. S. Ronds, (the interest
F3RSONS
which is payable in gold) tor $1000or upwards,
who wish
on

March IB, 1866-dtf

KOOMS,

BLOCK,

CORNER CONGRESS AND BROWN STS'
apll

Lehigh,

EGG 8I7.R.

motion.

LITTLE’S

CLOAK

by the undersigned

to deposit them where they will bo secure,
may apply at the Merchants National Bank for infor

CALL AND EXAMINE

Trimmings,

Coal.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Jan

Cloaking
Spring and Summer
offered
this

that has ever boen
opeu, and Ladies are

and for sale

Cor. Franklin Wharf St Commercial St,

1 RI.EAZKItts SKAlW.
CHARLES 11. HASKELL,
U. M. RICHARDSON.

Tlie undersigned have formed a copartnership undcr the name of SHAW & HASKELL, and will continue the business of WHOLESALE UltOCKBS. at
117 Commercial St.
SHAW.
KLKAZKIt

New

Coal,

RECEIVED
JCJST
at their Wharf,

Free

SMALL

poaiLANb, Me,

Coal,

375 Tons Hazel toil

CHAKLKS H. HASKELL,
Portland, March 15,1806—eo«lnw2m*

Muttons, Small Wares,

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet his old
(aiends and the public generally.
dtl
Portlrnd* Feb. 2,1«6\

Copartnership Notice.
milk partnership heretofore
existing between the
1. undersigned is this day dissolved by mutual eonsunt. 1 Its ailairs of the late linu will 'he settled

small neat Hal! fcr Dancing parties, in

Dress

the

style,
An4 In New Opened in ike Public by,
S. B. HREWHTElt,
FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

MESSRS

new

and ftirnishcd In

most elegant

BABNUM’S,)

MERRILL <(•

Hotel,

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

MELODFsON

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

April 4, I860.—d2m

1866—dim eod9m & w8wl4

passage, apply
WlJ: H. tlNSM AN * CO.,
2U0 State Street,
Or to
BR1DUE, LORD 4 CO.,
C India Street.
upl kltd
Boston, April 13. 1866.
or

John L. Green,

Housekeepers.

arehiTiteiUocaJl attlie

145 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND.

April

freight

PRICES.

Pails, Hats, Buckets, &c., &c.,

Fancy and White Goods, Hosiery,

and forwarded by

the end ot

on

thoroughly refitted,

Street

Gloves, Corsets,

CASH

Trays, Bowls, Brooms, Tubs,

sive stock ol

Chap man, Secretary.

Wharf, Ba ton,

sail
Ixmg
WILL
Tihcsday, May 1st, 1888, at 3 P. M.
to
For

GOODS,

Thole in want el

mHIS neat and spacious establishment wellkuovn
1 throughout the States and Canadas, us a first
class house and restaurant, alter being thoroughly
c)eansc<t.an<J letifeted, and having secured the services
oiMK. DANIEL K. REKl> as Chief fle Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Baruum’s as having
no superior, in stkill or celerity, with a corps of assistant*1 ami waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

same

“CORTEZ,”
S.iMrsoN.Commuder,

MACIII AS,

Steam Boilers!

WM. WILLARD,
Wharf and Commercial St.

the

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK

the

Notice to

Corner of Commercial
Feb 24—dly

a

FOR HAVANA.
The United Stales Mall Steamer

April 18—dtl

ON

ALSO,

s<*11 at

o«

LOWEST

some boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
making a loss ot 1-3 the fuel. Hie question Is
Blanchard
otten asked how can this be saved.
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ol all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine isin
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no <langer of setting fires by spaifcs
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
tldfl invention, besides the saving 1-3 the luel.
For part iculars inquire of

Meats.

a

SPRING

BLANCHARD'S

NOW

Just received

Tailor,

COMPANY.

STEAMSHIP

A. W.

Embracing a large assortment ol Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, which he will be happy to mako up to or-

PAYMENTS REQUIRE!!.

on

<

137 Middle

Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ton
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where-plans
may he seen, and full particulars obtained.
.1, B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, MayS, 186.).matttl

Improvement

BOSTON AND CUBA

BECKETT,

C.

Merclmut

THE

CASH

BARKER.

from

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton,Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Street*.
They will sell on a credit of From one to4ml years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisiactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost qfbuudhui, on
completion*)f the house. From parties who build im-

Call the attention of tbc trade to their

John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore,2d Vice-Prost.
J. I». Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

JOHN V.

Notice
rnWO or three famished rooms can he obtained, with
X or without board, by applyingat this office by letter addressed “B.”
dtl—a’pl2

W.

DAYS.

From Long Wliar Boston,..at 12 M.
From PineSt. Wharf, Pbiladelphla,-at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore Anu Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of com utlvmons.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & <30.,
9 T Wharf,
Nov 22—<11 yr
Burton.^

Nov 4—dtf

WHOLESALE !

Benj. Babcock,

James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Win.H. Webb.

Bryce,
*£«?**.
Wiley,
Daniel
S. Miller,

.ompanyre oeived
3w

C.

FOB

mediately, NO

Manner,

Notice,

NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
line, and a steamer leaves each port

The Steamer*
now form the
EVERY FIVE

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and
Mattress Ticks.

PltOCTEK,

O.

Short

Satiilacl ion Guaranteed in all Caseu*

And

-AT--

Applicator as lor Insurance with the above named

COAX MAKERS wanted as above.

ap4_

J?6®:

-Cornelius Grinnell,
c. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Robt. B. Mint urn, o Tr,
Gordon W. Burnhau \,

podge,

w

PRICES,

At

FANGY GOODS

Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.„
J. Henry Burgv,

Fletcher West ray,

David Lane,
James

S!

suited for Spring garments, bought at
LOW
which they are roa(ly to sell or manufacture
responding low prices.
Orders for Cutting attended to promptly.

j

GENTS’ EITSTElSr

Got up in the Best Possible

Philadelphia

Steamship Line.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED

•

and

Boston

St.

Hanover

30

without injury to the lines! fabrics.
LINEN

18-dtl___
LANGE OPENING!/

Wm. Sturgis,

Pfckersgfli,

SPRING

No.

BMCR HOUSE conA nice One
rooms, marble mantles, amide
taining
atore rooms and eloacta, heated throng horn t by
», mat gaaftttoee, large brick cistern,cemented cellar, be t of well water, small stable ahd garden.
To be sold cheap ifapplied for immediately.

E

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follow*:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday Wedne*'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Burton,
Frievery Monday. Tue*day, Wednesday,Thursday,
day and Saturday, at 5 o’clock F. kl,
$2.00.
Fare in Cabin
gar Freight taken oa usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amouut exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at Urn rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. B1LL1NUS, Agent.
feb.18,1803—dtf
Aug 5, 1865.

PORTLAND CHY LAUNDRY

j

House Hunters!”

“Attention,

CEO. T. BURROUGHS ti CO.

Mar

Henry Cott,

April 3—dlw&cod3w

O

WE

W. K.

TKU9TEE81

dobn 1). .Tones.
Charles Dennis,
\V. II. H. Moore,

Father's Customers and the public generally,
SAMUEL A. CHESLEY.

NO. 63 EXCHANGE STREET,

O

it

his

T

Arrangement!

TIIB STEAMERS

FREIGHT FOU THE SOUTH AND WEST.

for SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverconvenient
ed with dispatch at any
port.

Nos. 13 and ID
seo

HVLTR. F- dVT- HTTFF,
from tlve well-known House ol CALL & TUTTLE, Boston.
Mar 31, lses.
apr3diw
will be received in
largor quantities, and

J0-100

GARMENTS
short notice, and would be pleased to

>
<3
prepared to oxeetrte oixlers

$12,169,970

COOK & AYRES,

is wanted and
duantitius as well as

3,G50,025

United*,laic. Gol<* Coin/
lash in. Bank
J

ready

is

to furnish

W

—

are

BICKFORD &

Risks.

cuntie s,

N. B.—The MANUFACTURING DEPAltTMENT is under the direct supervision of

Notice.

J

"3*

Southern Pine Lumber
}

Marine and Inland Navi-

against

The Company has Assets, Over Twelve
Million Dollar*, viz:—
United Sts ,tos and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank an d other Stocks,
$4,828,585
Loans secured by .Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,350
Premium Notes andJ Bills Receivable, Real
•
Estate, Bond and JVi.ortgages and other se-

Street,

Formerly oocupied by his father, whore he

ate

41

apl7

CFORMERI.t

whole profit* ot the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon the premiums terminated
defrag »he year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing Interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 10 per cent, in each ol the years
1863-1, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1866.

Rooms up Stairs,

At

NO. 53 UNION STREET, Portland, Me.

Temple

The

IIIA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union Street, Portland Me.
26—codflw.

NEAT YORK and BOSTON MARKETS,

William, NEW YORK,
January, 1866.

Assured, aud

SAMUEL A.

Woolens!

Spring

Company.

cor.

gation

ana

-of-

JOHN KINSMAN,

Btory House and Lot on Oasoo Street.

came

Mar

feBcod3m

1866.

Mutual Insurance

won

wujte

AT THEIR ROOMS

No.

For Sale.
H.

1,640*000

Manhattan
Pheuix,

to a license firnm the Judge of Probate, the undersigned offer for «ale a lot of land
absut 45 feet, fronting on the northerly side ot Sumner Street, being a part of the homestead of the late
Samuel Blanchard, deceased.
For terms apply on the premises, or to
Joseph
Blanchard, Guardian, Cumberland Center.
SARAH BLANCHARD.
JOSEPH BLANCHARD, Guardian.
April 17 —d3w

A two

81,100*000

New York,

OKOOKETT will be glad to
where he lias
3B«h an enviable reputation for superior business
them as ol
qualifications, and will be happy to serve
old. either in the purchase or salo of Furniture and
Household Goods. The highest cash prices will be
Crockpaid for al' Second hand Furniture, Carpets,
lowest cash
ery, A’c-, and all goods willbe sold at the
JOHN

Btinionnectcd with the .establishment,

jpufrTf# Gas Burner.

JgpAgentfur tlio

Commercial Mutual of New York*

FIRST class Restaurant, which is doing a good
buBine: s, in the central part of the city.
Ah»o a
rent ol nine rooms in connection with the above.—
The only reason tor selling out is the poor health of

inquire

on

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,

EnSt.

High

prepared to issue binding certificates

PURSUANT

CUSTOMERS

RandGol^^1

27—dtf4 Free St. Block.

1866.__
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

Forest City, Lewiston and

there ready to transact any business which may he reol Mr.
quired of him. The ol.l friends aud customers
know that he is

Cooking

leave Pior

Portland.
H.B.GUOMWKU4 CO., No. 86 Wort Street*
New York.
Mav 2u,

Summer

along time connected.with this store. will he found

>

DRY

since I
to Portland.
BOILER 18 icet
42 Inches In diameter, with
(NRATEFUL for favors
the attention of my friends
(Tout and grata bars.
A two flues, with long,

A I desire to call
the public to my

Insurance ?

Marine

House Lot for Sale.

Tailoring Establishment

£

Chas"}

Commercial street.

For Sale.

Thos

M y£at.r,<*

who can

man

GOODS Stock and Stand for Bale at agreal
A bargain.
For particulars inquire of
JOHN E. DOW & SON,
THRASHER & CO.,

House! _apis.ilw*

stock:

Amb^S

139

aj>3Tt_

the proprietor.
For particulars

Two Free St. Block.

No. 96

Sargent

£

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
Marine Risks plaoed, in any Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. 5 1866—dll'

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

Fob

FASHIONABLE

N

Mary Duffy

Plummer

full

a

~CHI8AM’8

Melon v Joseph E
Merrill Lorenzo G
Matthews LC
-^PceMerrill & Cummings
Morton mr for Mary Daily

s

offering

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired iu
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adfusted and promptly paid.

Will be sold

EXCHANGE STREET

CARPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, &e.
Mr. JOHNSON, for
on the most favorable terms.

u

M.,

...

CROCKETT <e HOOPER,
132

at 1 P.

SATURDAY,
3S East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, ut 4 o’olock P. M.
These vessels are dtUd up with line acoonunodations for passongers, mak ing this the most speedy,
safe ind comfortable route for travellers between
Passage, in State Room,
New York and Maine
*8.00. Cable pa,sage *6 00. Meals extra.
Qoodti iofw&rdr.tl ty thin lino to an*l from Montreal, (juebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta* Last port and
St.John.
Shipper* arerequerted to Bond thrtr freight to the
dteamor* ai oarly a* 8 P. M. on the day that they

New and Second Hand Furniture,

AT

Old Gas Fixtures reguilded and bronzed.
Gas piping done to order. And also Gas
and Heating Apparatus.

J.

are

Valuable Mill Property For Sale*
interest in a Saw Mill and Store.
at a great bargain to agoodbusiness
take charge of a Store. Apply to

!

The snleniiid and fast Steam
ship; D1RIG0, Capt. H.HInrwo'ul,
and FRANCONIA, Capt. W. W,
1 MUR wood, will until further no;
Joe, inn as lollows:
Leave Brown’s W hart, Portland,every WEDNES-

leave Portland.

purchased tbe stock and
X stand lately owned aud occupied by Messrs.

rnHE undersigned having

(fTR'Ent.

TJWION

$37,000,000.

For Sale.

Melville E'rank

Norris wG

two
Said house has been built but a few years, is sitdated in a good neighborhood, is iu good
repair, with
good water privileges, <&c. Forparflciilara inquire at
J. F. DUNNING’S Store, on
near State
b'-reet.
aplG—lin*

lion SALE!

VICKERY & BOWEN,

Leavitt Wm
LewiB Win H
Morse E It

Nicw1

are now

Lowest Market

Loud Wm G
Leavitt Wm B

Mmr,8^7

For Sale.
story house, and land, No. 32 Clark street.

BOWEN,

Dry Goods,

Killean Pieire

L

NORFOLK—Ar 17th, seh Challenge, Hurst, from

just received and
HAVE
assortment of

Linn A

Morrnl &

&

And are selling at the

Legrow Augustine
Littlejohn 0 p
Libby Edwin A
Libby Geo B
LyonHemyP
Lyon Jas Cape E
I.K t-r J Dr
Libby James L

Mitchell O P.
Maker George E
Moore Henry C
Miller J p White
Moreaty John
WMcEilane James
Maun Jauies

W. T. KILBORN, A.

Ax

First Class Dry Goods

Lougworth Waldo Y

If

Underflannels,

GOODS !

VICKERY

Of Hartford*
Connecticut Mntnnl,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford*'
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of that
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime street.

THE

NOTICE.

McGill.VERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
101 Commercial St.
April 17—dtf

COMFAXIES.

LIFE

Danibrth,

Every Variety"

gcraid
Lombard & Allen
Landrigan& Alvcrn
IJovd Owen G

Gossett F H
Clark Geo H Chas Jr
ConuellS
Chiff Geo
Colley Geo H
(’lay Hanson 8 Wastb'k
Co veil H A
Clark Herbert V
Carter John

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 13th, ship Ella. Carter
from Liverpool.
Ar 14th, sell R E Pecker, Phinnev. New York
Cld 14th, sell C S Dyer, Dyer, Matanzas.
Sid 20th, ships Ma.tha Cobb, and Wizard
King
At quarantine, barque Halcyon, from England.’
MOBILE—At 14th, ship Thos
Harward,
Strickland
New Orleans.
RICHMOND —Ar 17th, sch Marietta, Hall, from
Roc

from Calais.

mrs

lbtN=“WStew-Mu.Tay mL«1
S II
Caplon Dr
»}“"*
Martin mr for
Crane Chas

Thorny, Winslow,

Emfly Ftahei, Ashford,

Barnuur Goo
Bowery Horaco F

GLOVES,

Of Worcester*

comer
is one

Three Small Houses for Sale,

John
Rent Jamee K
Kellogg Jas M
Hudson & Biako

lad and J H M
Ledltack John 2
Libby Mr for Grace

Brown F
Brooks Gardner

AND

to

Hartford*

People’s,

Fnlton,

The situation
The lot is about 46
aud well arranged and stocked with fruit trees

shrubbery.
particulars apply

GEO. T. BURROUGHS «£ CO.

FOll SALE

S3

Norwich,

Lorillsrd,

war-

aplsltf

BRACKETS,

p^

Of Liverpool and London*
Of New York*
Of New Y'ork*
Of New Yprk*
t
Of New York.
Of Norwich*

Continental,
Arctic,

pleasant in the city.

ap6—tf

Kept by a

mrs

Royal,

FOLLETTE,

NEW

M J

Lord John lor

thousand

prepared

BKMI-WKKKLY LINK.

DAY and

to

CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,

EIRE COMPANIES.

class houses.
For particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMER,
r \V. C. MEANS.
Portland, March?. I860—dtl

arc
as

rant all articles sold to be exactly
represented.
Uratoiul for the past liberal patronage we have received, we solicit ami will endeavor to merits continuance of it.

PENDANTS,

Agency!

Of

nearly all

aud lor our trade especially, we

YORK

NEW

STBAMSIIIP COMPANY'.

will continue tohuy and sell

of New York*
Washington.
Insurance Co* of Norik America,
of Philadelphia*

seventy ieet front, and containing over six
square feet, suflicicutly large for two tirst-

L^r

New and Desirable

Harding

Bailey w iCarruth A

Sch Ruth
Elizabethport.
1
Sch Julia Ann, Nickerson, Boston
Sell Braiuhall, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barbcrick, Boston
Signal tor a brig.
SAILED—5 AM, steamer Belgian.

WkSSkEShSKT1*
pelovr, sch

Beasley Edw
Briggs E P

K“ySuA
KllT1"!?. H 2
BV$£L ^“5
B for
Brow i.V

Brig Florence, (Br) Davidson. Barbadoes 15 days.
Brig Prentiss Hobbs, Morgan, Philadelphia.
Sch Marcus Hunter, (of Portland) Orr, Matanzas
29th ult via Delaware Breakwater. Spoke 1st inst,
lat 27, Ion 80, sell J Williams, from Frontera, Mex,
lor New York, short of provisions and supplied her.
Sch Charlotte Fish, (oi Thomas ton) Strong. Cardenas 10th ult.
Sch Shooting Star, (Br) Cogeins,
Westport, NS.
Sch Industry, (Br) Brown,
Hillsboro, NB.
Sch Maryland, Foster, Baltimore.
Sch Wdi Arthur, Richards, Philadelphia.
Sch Bengal,
PiUsbury. Elizabethport.

u^Iii1*Hajrp,onRoa<l8l7ab
Savannah.

A|*cn

Brown Stillman A
Capt
Benntx.s
Batchelder Sylvester
Westbrook

days.

Belfast for

Ready

Gorham,

fElua,

103,

in

mk30dlf

PORTLAND AND

MADE TO ORDER,

AT 130 &

COMPANIES.

MARINE

on

and

As our goods are

CHANDELIEBS,

No. 23 Exchange St.

very desirable lot of Land, situated
THAT
Pearl, between Cumberland and Oxford St* havabout

x

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired
mar3d3m
good stylo, and at short notice.

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

For Sale.
ing

grades and styles.

FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

-OF-

Farm for Sale.

THE
of Pine and State streets.
the most

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Hitchcock Elisha
Harmon Geo H

John L
Allen Jacob P
Adams Sami
Austin.W A
Butler & Etching
Box 1601
Brown Bros & Barton
Beat Geo A
Buck Cyrus W
Babbrldge C C 2
Barbour C N
Burnham < 'ollins
Brackett E A
Blak Eben N

Bryant R

Comery, Waldoboro—

Sunday, April 22.
ARRIVED.
Basque Lochiel, (of Pictou, NS,) Graham, Cabai-

rlen 16

Appleton Gardner

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
ocll8dtfAtlantic Wiiarf.

of

Mar 16—dtf

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Hill E P

For Sale.

a

WEEK.

A

Steamer

Feb 20,1866.

HALL

to our former large stock, embracing the latest and
most desirable styles of all articles usually kept in a
first class establishment. We guarantee our prices to
be as low as those in Boston or elsewhere lor the same

Second-Hand Clothing,

*

St. John.

Prices!

Cash

NEW & ELEGANT FURNITURE

__

Agent,

TRIPS
The

and adjoining rooms, aud are daily adding

Portland, Me.

19,18U6—eodly

Peb

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer General Insurance
THE
Street, at great bargain.

St,

^

W. MTTNGED,

TWO

lTbukr.

LOOK AT THIS!

OFFICE, 106 FORE STREET,

11—dtf_

desirable House and lot on southwest

Ladies’ & Children’s

mrs
Walsh Richard mrs

Allen Geo
Abbott C & A
Aiken F J

Barnard John E
Bass .1 P
Butler Richard
BlakieKielid

Cram Si

Hannah N
Wallas Helen

BWagner

JOHN

Street.

LANCASTER

application to

Sale,

FOR SALE.

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

Pci ley Ruth mrs

class of property, at sucli a
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
coll and see for themselves.
t^Full particulars as to rates and terms given on

Stevens* Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire of
On the premises.
April

Apply to
ROSCOE G. HARDING,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtl

be

Calais and

Eastport,

is at

Co.

o’clock

REMEMBER t No. 317 Congress Street.
S. EMKBSON,
30—dtl

InternationalJiteamship

FURNITURE

ba

GAS AND COAL OIL

issued
cost as it will be for

this

on

train from Boston.

■

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wedamt Friday Morning at 5 u’uiock, touching
at ltocklaud, Camden, Bellknt,Searsport, Buck sport,
W interport and Hampden, both way*.
Pas-en gers ticketed through un ti.eBoeton f Maine,
and Eastern Railroad at tlio Depots in Bo.too, Saleui,
Lynu ami Lawrreuce.
For Freight hr l’assage apply to
a. noMKhnr. Ao**t<
At Odice ou the Wharf.
Portland. April 20, 1866.—dtf
nesday

W15

of Goods!

Stock

MECHANICS’ GRANITE BUILDING.

By

PROPERTY.

FARM

On and alter Friday, April 20tli
the new and fast-going Steamer
“LADY LAAU,” ( apt. If. A.
Prince, will leave Railroad W harl,
foot of State Street, Portland, every
Monuay, WEKNE-nATuud Friday Evening, at lu

R B M O V A 1,

tail to call and examine the

Which for style and finish cannot be excelled, to
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

Mar

perpetual policies on

Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will

LOTS

Congress
Portland,

sue

ARRANGEMENT!

GOULD.

IV

city,

AND FURNITURE.

Gorham, March 13,1866.—d&wtf

GOODS.

Maine.

Company will i

A

Our store and stock are new and desirable. Those
in want of tin vthing in our line would do well tdcall
at 333 CONGRESS STREET and examine lor
themselves. We shall be happy to show our goods
aud prices to any one, and hope by strict persotud attention to business to merit and receive a liberal
share of patronage.
aplft— J2w&eod2w

HOUSES.

STORES, STOCKS,

thirty
out-huiblings.

—AND—

mrs

Win well

V

Portland. Said Farm contains ninety acres oi land, or more, or less, to
suit buyer; well divided into tillage,
1-—
and
wood
tons of hay.
pasturage
laud, cutting
Has a house, barn. Stable and
Has
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-hat f mile
from the Post Ottice, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
Enquire of the Post Master at Gorham Comer.

eral

FURNISHING

B.

The

P0RTLAND&PEN0BSC0T RIVER

will be made to order, and sold at

Lowest

Congress Street,

m.

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.
Farm ior Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gorham Corner, 0 miles from

I860.73 Co"—il‘1 •‘"•ySg*"1-

NEW BRUNSWICK, Oapt. E. I*. Winchester,
ami tlie Steamer NEW YOUK.Capt
U. W.C'kiaholm.will leave Railroad
Call and examine Goods and Prices.
‘Wharf, foot iit Slate St, every MON131 Middle Street.
M., Ibr EastI DAY and THURSDAY, at 3 o’clock
[Hirt ami St. John.
Ke to ruing w ill leave St.John every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, al 8 o’clock A. M. lor 1 aalport, PortPortland, April 14—2m
land, and Beaton.
At Kaatport the Steamer (jueen will connect lor St.
Andrew., Kobbinatou and Caiaia, witli the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock anil
Houllon Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect Ibr
Machias.
would respectfully announce to the citizens ol
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Portland and vicinity that we are removing our
stock of
Windsor, Dighyand Halifax; and E. A N. A. Railway will connect for Shodiae.
t fr' Freight received on days of sailing until lour
P, M.
from our old store, in Free street block, to
C. C. EATON, Agent.

STORE,

finest, cheapest and BEST
may
STCfGK otyGOODS incite
taught just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it bus been
for foui- yefers, enabling uu to sell from

Splendid

city

131: Middle

pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

Nov. 11—dtf

Dry Goods, Woolens, Gonts’ Clothing

HOSIERY

Kobbinson Elizabeth
Randall Hattie
Richardson Hattie
Ross Jaue M
ltaud Maggie

For farther particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

GOODS,

25 to 30 per Cent* leas than any other
dealers in Maine*

If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the same, the company will

GOOD FARM oi about 70 acres, about 1J miles
from Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms lib-

—IN—

SCHOOL

Tbe best Stock in tbe

be found the

Don’t

Trimmings!

Tailor’s

first-class READY-

FURNISHING

At No. 317
Where

176,859.07

AND
lor

a

HAT AND CAP

Dwelling Houses,Darns, Churches

For Sale.

and vicin-

BARGAINS

GREAT

A mrs
A mrs

Stapleton L
Steel Mary A mrs
Spolett Mary A mrs
Sadler Margaret mra
Tricarter Amy
Talpey Annie
Whittier Emily A
Waldron Georgle

mrs

Haggorty EUor
Henderson Emily J

Boyd John

Sturdivant.
Sch Welcome Home, (Br) Hatfield, St John NB—

A Burns.
Sch Pr esident Washington,
Eastern Packet Co.

mrs

Holley Anna

Henry

to the citizens of Portland
that they will give

ity

L.

Skillings C T tor H A mis
Shaw Chas E mrs
Sanborn Emily E mrs
Sturling Lizzie J
Simmons Emellnc
Stratton Uauuali
Stevens Jane mrs
Seavey L

mrs
mis

Brown Isaiah
Bond Joseph II
Bickfor Jas
Brackett Jas E
Burnie James

S^eyTl-er^ouJh.

CLEARED.
Brig Ella Maria, Dally, Matanzas—Chase,

announce

331

mrs
Stacy
Sturdivant Chas C mrs

Grape

Biako

Ifnufita
klknff/r L

would

CO.,

Policies issued for one or five years, on insurable
properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never expire, on

66 feet on Congress ami about luu tout on Carleton Street, with the three-story liousc thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
fur a number of years. For further iuiormation apSTEELE it HAYES.
ply to
Portland, March C, 1866.—dtl

STYLES!

New Goods, New Cloths,

All ol' which

I

MThe

ON

HAVE

$1,176,859.07

to close a concern.
Carle ton Estate, at the corner of Conand
Carleton Streets; meisnring about
gress

UNITED STATES

this dav opened
MADE CLOTHING,

$1,000,000.00

opposite the Preble House.

OlVEKAli Aosxn,

April 19tli,

—AND—

CAPITAL,

Surplus,

26—iltt

SPRING-

EMERSON & BURR

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

FULLER,

March

TO'W'IST

Goods forwarded by

Passengers

o'clock,ennnoctlngwiththear

Gore,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

GENTS’

CASH

&

391 Commercial St* 4T & 49 Bench Street*

CLOTHING HOUSE!

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
INSURANCE

\Vholc*nle Grocer* Throughout the State.

Leatlie

New York.

TXF*

Agent.

HOME

TUB

1*.

aplft—d4w

Munqer,

f«I9eodly

Estate

PATENT RIGHT
The
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.

COFFIN.
ft Merchants’ Exchange, Hoston,
GUO. IS. COOK & CO.,
HUNKY

OFFICE, IBB Fore Street, Peril a ad. Me.
John W.

For'Sale,

Street.

Congress

Means Mary AC
Marques Margaret mrs
Morgan Margaret

O’ltorke Marv
Phelps Chas W
Paine Sarah J

Congress St.,

^

LOWEST BOTTOM PEIOES POE GASH,

mrs
Cathdri ne

Green Ida mrs
M A mra

North America-New York..Rio Janeiro..April 28

333

Kate

Newbeghi Eliza

281

Marine lusuronco

SCRIP
Companies bought and sold by

and

Also, large Freight Room.

tlioNew York and Boston Steamers Iroiu Portland.
IF
by the three o'clock train irolu
ltosion. on their arrival at Portland, will be taken to
the Steamer, with their
baggage, Jree rtf' charye.
hor freight or passage
apply to
ROSS X 8TLRDEVAXT,

SUMMER

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

SCRIP.

trips per week to Machias, leaving
WKarf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
“V EM NOS,at lot
o'clock,auditnuclilng at ltocklaud.
Castlne, Deer Isle, (Scott’s Landtag! Sedgwick,
Mount Desert, (S. \v. Harbor. I
Millbridge, Jonesport, aim thence to Machiasport.
RETURNING, will leave Mochiosport for Portland every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS, touching at above named landing*, and arriving in Portland the sumo night.
Stages will l>e In readiness at all the lauding* to
carry passengers to the neighboring town*.
This Steamer is 800 tons measurement, has
largo
and well ventilated State Rooms, ami new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and u in all rcspcclseiegantly titled up lor posscngeis.

GO RE’S

A*

SOLO BY ALL

call..

to

For

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK,

No.

a

HULLS, CARGOES,

on

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Haring recently enlarged aud creeled NEW
we
WORKS, contalngall the modern improvements,
me
are enabled to furnish a supiilv of Soups of
for
Exthe
to
demand,
Best Huulities, adapted
port ami Domestic Cousumpliou.
LEA THE

RICHMOND,”

will make two

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in i'ackagos suitafit tbe trade and taniily use.
anil using only the
Importing direct our chemicals, arc
iiiauulhctuied
host materials, and us our good**
under ihe personal supervision oiour senior partner,
who has bad thyt? ><*r» practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure ihe tmblic with condeuce that wc can and will lurnisli the

•

INSURANCE

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. IIINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

part of that desirable property
formerly belonging to the Dyer Estate, and
embracing some of the most eligible building lots on
M unjoy Hill.
This property is now offered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to

HOUSE

GOODS!

give us

SALE,

AUG. P.

ken.
2J—dGm

Mar

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
The public will find it for ttteir intereit

Congress, North & Cumberland Sts,

purchasers. Apply

Dwelling

on

TAKEN

POLICIES.
to

—-on-

-AT-

Stone Ann

Flannery Alary
MaggMaryAl

Hutehings

well selected stock of the latest

Merrill Carrio E
Morrill Chas S mrs
Merrill Emily J
McKunney Frank A mrs
Mariner L M mrs
Macjiln Margaret mrs

McDonald Sybil

mrs

roggGmrs

Howe Clara

Now opening, and constantly receivingfrom Boston

McGinnis Mary
McNee Robert mrs

Caveney Margaret inrs
E

_IMPORTS.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED!
DRY

FREIGHTS,

Second National Bank.

FOR

all de-

& Co.
Heiy.Kingsbury, Jr.
Messrs. Peering, Milliken
C.M. ltice, Esq.
«& Oo.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
Mdasrs. Yeaton & Hale.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. W. & C. if. Mil*- Messrs. Clm*. E. Jose dfc Co

ofaU the New York

W. II. STEPHENSON,

v

Civil Rights Bill Constitutional!!

Moses Alfred I, mrs
McMoore Ann mrs
Mullen Annie

Byram

Campbell Alzada

mrs

Leighton Arabell S
Libby Harrietta
Lang Miriam H mrs

surpassed.

policies

to issue

term of years, and also upon EVERY
of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
a

Insurance

Marine

The house contains
The sea view is un-

rooms.

ol

Hon.

MARINE INSURANCE.

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

fourteen
Enquire of

prepared

am

SPECIES
RATES.

undersigned being compelled (on ac-

Cape Elizabeth.

Having bought at the very

mrs

Donohue

Baker L G

Bradbury M L
Bacon Margaret

Susan N

Jordan Margaret
Kent Annie F
Kirwin Ann care of

Larstow

Sally Farnsworth, aged

Wear.

IMPORTANT DECISION!!!

a

I

Houses ior

jiWjljMness,

1

they respect lull y solicit the attention

22 Exchange St, over Merchant*’ Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
following well known (Jtntl, mcn and business* firms
in this city.
Parker
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch,

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

.‘omit ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel busioffers for sale the lea^e and a portion
Mof the fixtures of said house.
This hotel ranks among the first in the country,
and commands a large proportion ot the travel,
it
has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
the hotel business will
any one desirous of
find this a rare opportunity witlveompaxatively a
small capital.

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Remaining Unclaimed

Darker Cate

The

-rr v-m

p
1

129 Middle Street.

York,

And

OF

CHARLES DEER ENG, Master,

All
ble

siring insurance.

Dollars !

Million

One

Augusta House.

KEEPING

and New

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,
In Marine Oats-of well known responsibility.

an

and after April 24th the new,
substantial anil swift going Steam-

“CITY

SOAPS,

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

COLBY & TUI9MBLY

STYLES

O. M. & E. P. Brooks

FN THE POST OFFICE AT
PORTLAND, State
A of Maine, 23d day of April, 1866.
To obtain any of these letters, the
v l?
applicant
must call for “Advertised
Letter*,” give the dale on
this list, and pay ONE CENT for
advertising.
If
not
called for within one month.they will
Sirbe aent to the Dead Letter Office.
LADIES’ LIST.
Ayer Eliza mrs
Hilburn Mary
Arlington Wm mrs
Herrick Vesta mrs
Barker Ann
Irving Otivo

MARRIED.

OP

Spring

Continent, with

this

on

Original Capital

COMPRISING

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL S5 Cents.
A few more of those all Linen Army Sheets lor
1.10.
A complete and general assortment of HOUSEGOODS at the lowest market prices.

styles of

cd

Painted maps, of our lands lor sale or to lease, will
l»e seat any address on receipt oi two dollars, showing
the situation oi our lands. &c.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will bo liberally dealt with.
For further particulars and circular address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS & CO.,
Box 113 Both well, Canada West.
Office in Exchange Building.
mltfdtf

lot ol

COVERS—Every Variety.
NEW LINE

tlie FIRST and ONLY Co.evor organ-

Thl= Co. is

lbvst Oil Lands in Canada West,
Situated in Both well and vicinity.

com-

&Ci9
the most Reliable Fire Companies.

In

Valuable Real

—AND—

SPOKEN.
Mach 1, lat 15 S, Ion 72 E, ship Richard Busteed,
Knowles, from Calcutta Ibr Mauritius.
March 1. lat 27 N, Ion 27 22 W, ship Mohawk, from
London for Victoria, VI.
April 15, lat 25, Ion 80, ship Old Dominion, from1
New Orleans for Havre.
April 16, lat 33 40, Ion 75 03, barque Sam’l Tarbox.
irom New Orleans for Havre.

Bates Manufacturing Company. 167|
Pepperell Manufacturing Company...1072$
Androscoggin Mills. 1714

subscribers oiTer lor sale five thousand acres

REFINED

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vessels on Stocks,

Awla Jsn’r 1* 1805.

THE
of the

April 2—it

DAMASK and

A

15, Viking, Chisholm, lor

condemned and sold lor Rg 5345.
Milford, April 4—Ship John S Harris, from Mobile
lor Liverpool, which struck on the
rocks at the entrance of the harbor, hnd was afterwards
placed on
the mud, has been floated off and proceeded.

United States"Five-twenties, 180*2.t04j;
United States Teu-lorties,... 93$
101
Eastern Railroad..
[Sales at auction.!
Laconia Manufacturing Company.1202$
Franklin Company, Lewiston.'..164-1

and

TABLE

amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

GORE,

-viz:-

INSURANCE,

To any

INLAND ROUTE.

7r

consumers

STEAM

NiTTniTmA C H 1A S

S TEAM BOAT VO ME AN Y.

solicit tho attention of the trade anil
to their Standard Biands of

WOULD

transaction of

DENT

P0 RT L A

SOAPS!

/-/.-I TUI' <C

FIRE, MARINE, EIFE and ACCI-

$1,204,188,40

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

For Sale.

new

the

Surplus, 204,188,40

Exchange St.

April 10—d2w

Heavy Brown and Bleached

LINEN

felldtf

Rio Janeiro, March 10—Brig C F O’Brien, Kuowls,
from Mobile, which arrived here Jan 11th, has been

1011

DAVIS,

63

The now FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in

American Prints, lO to 20 Cents.

Now York.

series..,.*.101J

and

BEAUTIPUL

Alexandria, E, 29th ult, Alfred Storer, Ascough, AgufUos.
Ar at Gibraltar 28th ult, Adelaide,
Plummer, New
\ ork; 31st, Annie M Scholfleld, Palmer, Leghorn for

-...*..

Farmington, April S, Joseph Holley

Feb

PRIME

REPLIED

THE

CAPITAL,

Steamers.

S T 33 .A.

to tlicir
undersigned respectfully announce
friends and the business community generally,
lor
that they have perfected complete arrangements

$1,000,000all paid ia.

For Sale.
2nd-hand Jenny Lind; one of Martin

best.
A & PENNELL’S
GEO. R.

COTTONS!

# Ar at Shanghae Feb 9, Whampoa, Carter, Cardiff.

List*

Furbush.

Fine, Medium

CASH

For Sale.

Jan 30—d3m

DeLaines ami Ginghams,

WOOLEN GOODS, for

London)
Ibr No^apotam.
Sid to Milford Ctli, John S
Harris, Bailey, (from
Mobile) (hr Liverpool, In tow.

Sales at the Brokers Board, April 21.
American Gold...
12CJ
United States Coupons, May. 126$
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.. 106
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series.. 101$
2d series.
do
3d
do

In

days.

6th. Ellen Austin, French, do.
Lnt lor ldg 4th, Shoorlhg Star, Card, lor Eastport.
Adv 7th, Nova Scotian, (s) Ibr Portland Apl I2lh;
Syren, Morse, for New York loth.
Sid to Deal 5th, Sapphire, Hatch, (from

___

entire

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

entering

iROTHlRS
an

INSURANCE AGENCY!

—OF THE-

Rich Dress Goods!

; | Additional per steamer Persial
Sid flu Liverpool 5th. Corsica,Havener, New York;

New Orleans Markets.
New Orleans, April 20.
Cotton—good qualities are “lifter; lower gredes are
unchanged; sales to-day 1,600 bales; Low Middling
at 3G tg} 57c. Receipts to-day 717. Sales of the week
11,000 bales; receipts 18,000 bales, against 12,850 last
week. Exports 18,780 bales. Stock in port 160,340
bales.
Sugar and Molasses nominal. Sterling Exchange
dull at 1 35$. New York Bank Checks $ per cent, discount a par. Gold 1 26. Freights to New York dull;
to Liverpool firm.
Boston Stock

Have ju«t received

10th, brig H Houston, French, Philadelphia.

Sid

The sales for the week were 3,000 bales. Receipts
lor the week 5,393 bales, against 5,159 bales last week.
Exports for the week 10,000 bales. Stock iii port W,493 bales.

ap20—■d3w*

Capt

Miscellaneous.

EASTMAN

INSURANCE COMP’T

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

W. DAVIS, Postmaster.

At Kingston, Ja, 27th ult, barque Sarah A Staples,
Staples, for Queenstown, ldg.
At Cardenas 8th inst.
barques Mary C Fox, Ross,
for Portland 10 days: G W Koscvelt, Herriman, for
New York li days; William E Anderson.
Pierce, ldg;
David Nichols, Coombs, disg; brigs Hydra, Herriman, ibr Boston, ldg; Lizabcl, Geary, lor Portland 2
days; Katahdin, Saunders, for Bangor, ldg; Gen
Marshall. Ellis, disg.
At Sagua l«th inst, barque Desiah, Gilkey, for New'
York 3 days.

u_

Mobile

James

Levi Brig Prentiss
Pendleton H H Brig Prentiss Hobbs
David Levi S for Brigantine Rosetta
Morris C for Brig Rolling Wave
Richards Chas D Brig Toenton
Barter Joel H Sch Warren Blake

13th, Golden Rule, Hall, Caldera, (and sailed 16th for
Chinchas, to load tor Antwerp.
Sli 14th, barque Sunbeam, Jordan, Chinchas.
Ar at Asplnwall 7th inst, barque W A Plateuius,
Pinkham, Philadelphia.
Ar at Barbadoes 24th ult,
brig Valencia, Smith,
Boston.
At Ponce. PR, 24tb ult,
brig Eastern Star, Griffin,

ol good
water-

GEORGE OWEN,
101 Commercial street, Portland.

Simpson

Curry,

GhE3STEHA-Xj

one
land, a
beach,
pleasantest
ing places in the State. Enquire or

SHIP LETTERS.
Gallagher John Sch Etowa
Gould Wm H Barque Ellen Dyer
Fossett Tlios N Sen Maria Koxanna 2

Boston.
Ar at Girgentl March 29, ship J Montgomery .Hamilton, Valencia for Palermo.
At Messina March 31, barque Heroine, Nickerson,
from Malta, to load for United States: brig C F Eado.
ton,
Ar at Malaga 31st ult, barque Sicilian.
Lewis, from
Boston.
Ar at Callao 18th ult, ships Kate
Dyer,
Leavitt, fin
Teekalet lor Chinchas, to load tor United
States;

Groceries—quiet.

Wood Albert

Harry TWinslowCW

tor

one hall'

acres

Chas Cape E
tier
Michl and CatlieWiuslow N W
Hanscom Cyrus for M iss Williams ttobt
Abhie A Gove
Winslow Thos J
Hickman C H tor Seth A Wilber Thos L Cape E
Coveil
Young Claibone
Haskell Edwin O

FOREIGN PORTS*
Ar at Shanghai, (no date) ship John
Bunvan, AlCardiff*.
len,
Passed Anjier Feb 13, ships Bengali,
Ingersoll, Im
Manila tor Boston; Miudora, Allen, do for ao.
At Calcutta March 7, ship J O Baker, Miller, for
Bombay, at 10 rupees pr ton.
Sid lie Saugor March 4, ship Aberdeen, Cole, for

37c.

and

Higgins
Halpine

Wiscasset; Bouudbrook, Perry, do. for Rockland;
John, Falkingham, and wave, Falkingham, Cutler
for New York; Hero. Matthew, Maehias tor do.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 17th, sch Frank Pierce, Grant,
Portland.

New York. April 21.
bales; Middling Uplands at

J A lor

containing

miles from

Portland,
TWOtwenty-two
rooms, with sixteen
fine
and
of the

Booker
Williams Chas H
Gilmore Wm P
Walker Ellery A tor miss
Gregory Wm G
Heleu Walker
Gray W M for Thos Wil-Wescot Elliot lor Chas C
cox
Clinch
II unton A K
Wiggins John
White John
Harvey A V
H-i zel tine A
Whittier L S for inrs Wbit-

Fickett,

New York Markets.
sales 350

P O
Gano S S

Mt Desert for New*York; S J Lindsey,
Millbndge for do; Brilliant, Carter, Portlaud.
schs
Boston
for
Ar20tli,
Bcnj Franklin, Hudson,

ber next.

Cotton—dull;

Gallup

Gull, and Stockton.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th, sclis Gen Marion, Getehcll, Portland ior Baltimore; Sylvian, Reynolds, Irom

active

strong, apparently owing very much to the expectation that Air. McCulloch will Issue proposals for
a5 per cent, long loan for funding the short date securities.
'The Stock Exchange has adopted a resolution to
discontinue afternoon sessions Saturdays until Octoand

Thompson

Greenwood Louis A
W Thompson
Goold F E Ariel BoatClubTeller Joseph
Glancy Patrick
Thonburg O N

INTERNATIONAL

LET!
TO
CLIFF COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth.

Trott Goo

Golligan John

zOtli, brig Jacinto, Simpson, from
®®b® Express, Parker, and Admiral,
Winn. Wells.
Ar 21st, sclis Tilt, Prescott, Rondout; Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Portland.
Below, brigs Abner Taylor, and J M Wiswell.
Cld 21st, ship St Joseph, Alexander, New York;
schs Ella Rose, Connor, Castine; Anna Lewis, Sawyer, Bangor: Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland.
Std, barques Moonbeam, and Suliote; brigs Sea

April21.

remarkably

Gavett J W

French, Elizabetliport.
?A4J?S^8cbtCa,ll”ia*
BOSTON—Ar

The Commercial’s article says
with a <lecidcdly
exhibits more speculative actmty
course of prices
stronger tone. The well sustained
bull
operations, and there is
gives encouragement tohi fcivor
of a further rise in
a very general feeling

^Government securities continue

Rollins J R

M iscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

_Insurance^

For Sale and to Let,

Rernick Herman
Rowe Isaac

Iticliter JFW
Rice M C
Newbury port.
Cld 18th, brig Isaac Carver,
Davis Joseph for Edw MRobinson Capt
Shiite, Boston.
Cld 19th, schs Ida L
Rice
Rich R
Portlaud;
Howard, McDuffie,
Downer L
Rolfe S 8
Sarah, Benson, Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, barque John Carver, Nich1 >yer M E
Roberts T S for Miss Ellen
ols. Cardenas; brig Nellie Antrim, Wallace, NueviM & J
Merrill
Dority
Ramsdell Wm
Dennison Peter W
tas; schs Julia, Coffin, Martinique: Franklin Treat,
Richard
Clark, Philadelphia lbr Frankfort; Evelyn, Ginn, Donovan
Saywer Albion W
Elizabetliport tor Portland; Com Tucker, Loud, do Drink water K G for AanSSt rout Chas W
Cade Klark
tor Salem; Malabar, Welsh, do for Boston; James
SweenevDaul
Dnddy Sami T
Jewett, Jewett, Westport.
Sylvester Evaiulor W
Dunscomb Thos S
Cld 19th, sch Hattie Baker, Crowell, Galveston.
Smith Fred G & Co for
Darwood W Rev
Ax 29th, ship Chas Cooper, irom Calcutta; barque
Miss Bose C Smith
E
llva, from Maracaibo; brig John Stevens, ftn Sagua; j Darton^V
Sylvester Francis
H Capt
A
Ann
e Freeman, Baracoa; |
schs
Cardenas;
Scott
G W
Richmond,
£»*»•Chas
Earl
Windward from Am\o.
Scott Geo II
0
from Sagua;
John
Chase,
barques
Griffin,
Ar
2oth,
Simpson Goo R
I
Elwcll E D & Co
Fannie, Partridge, Corthagena; brigs Loch Lomond,
Spears J F
Eastinau II Capt 2
Black. Matanzas; Prairie Rose, Doughty,Sagua: A
Smith Henry B
Edwards John
B Cook. Small, from Port Royal, SC: Albert Adams,
Small II M
&
Azelda
Baracia;
schs
Laura,
JasF
Wilmington:
Kmery
Soule J B Capt for mrs
Ayres,
Ford Augustus H
Carrie Wells, Lawson, do; Harriet Newell, Gould,
Harriet B Soule
hord Andrew »T
Palais; Lottie, Wilcox, Wilmington; Susan & Mary,
Storer John M
Snow, Rockland.
Fickett Peter C
Smith Joseph T
Ar 21st, barque Brunswick, Sylvester, Matanzas.
French Rodney
Shepley L W
Cld 20th, brigs Montrose, Peterson, Ponce; H F
Fairman Robert
Sawyer M T
Colthirst, Emery, Mansanilla; C C Colson, Perry,
Felton Stephen
Scoliey Oliver
Cardenas
Orozimbo, Gilman, Philadelphia ; schs
Goodwin Chas C B
Smart Reuben S
Lath Rich, Bonholf, AuxCajes; Franklin, Alien,
Garcelon Duncan D
Skillings Simeon
Eastport.
Gilman D H
Stench S Capt
NEW HAVEN—Cld 19th, sch Abbie E Willard,
Garcelon 1> D
Sampson Timothy
PR.
for Ponce,
Gentbrus Gilman
Staples Wm K
PROVIDENCE—Sid 20th, sclis Charles A Snow,
Goddard H W
Tubbs C N
and
Heath,
Neptune, Clark, Calais,
John S
Thomas Chas
Gray
FALL RIVER—Ax 20th, sch Sarah,
Morton, from Garland John
Twitcbell Geo H
Rockland.

at

Veai4.
Sl.ee,.. Sl.oles. Fat Uogs.
™

Dunn F R
Derr Frederick
Dow Frederick
Drink water Frank B
Dawson John

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Knight, Homer,

The Markets.

tt

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

Notice.
adjourned Annual meeting of the stockholders ol the McNealCesIaud Inuu'o. willbe » eld
at its office, No. 66 South street. New V>rk, on TUESDAY, May 1st, at 1 o’clock P. M.
LOUIS T. SNOW, Soo’y.
New York, April 14,1806.
d2vt

THE

